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Bates A Head Above #1 Williams 
Kristie Crawford Beats Williams to the Ball. 
Asad Butt/Bales Student 
Whiting Tops Ephs 
By ERIK REMSEM 
Staff Writer 
A marvelous header from 
Krissie Whiting midway through 
the second half gave Bates an un¬ 
assailable lead they would not re¬ 
linquish, as they scored an impor¬ 
tant scalp Saturday, overcoming 
top-ranked Williams College. 
It was a case of the old famil¬ 
iar on the day, a 2-1 scoreline in 
Bates’ favor. Earlier in the week 
Bates overcame rainy weather and 
a defiant Gordon College squad, 
winning again by a margin of 2-1. 
Down a goal 23 minutes into 
the game, Bates got back on level 
terms only a minute later following 
a Krissie Whiting strike. However, 
Bates was forced to wait until four 
minutes from time to get a winner 
from Melissa Ostuni. 
So it was a confident Bates 
squad that lined up on Saturday. 
Goal scoring hero Krissie Whiting 
described the pregame mood say¬ 
ing, “We were confident and opti¬ 
mistic about our chances. We were 
pumped for the chance to beat the 
number one team." Not so for Will¬ 
iams. They had been awarded the 
top spot in the latest Division III 
coaches poll, but were immediately 
brought crashing back down to 
earth. They stuttered on Tuesday 
and were handed their first loss of 
the season by MiddleMiry, not 
suprisingly, 2-1. 
Saturday brought an opportu¬ 
nity for Williams to right their fal¬ 
tering campaign and prove that 
they were deserving benefactors of 
the top billing. Bates, on the other 
hand, was bidding for an upset and 
looking to heap more misery upon 
the Williams squad. Bates won the 
war. 
Both teams started brightly, 
but it was Williams who had the 
first clear opportunity in the 13th 
minute. A Molly Metcalf missed 
clearance presented Williams 
striker Stacey Starner with a clear 
look at the goal, but she shot waste- 
Continued on Page 21 
New Wallach 
Tennis Center 
Dedicated 
By DAVE WE LIVER 
Staff Writer 
A hearty group of Bates alumni, tennis 
players, and other friends of the college gath¬ 
ered in the crisp autumn air Saturday to wit¬ 
ness the dedication of the James G. Wallach 
Tennis Center. The celebration of the center’s 
dedication coincides with the Wallach Invi¬ 
tational Tennis Tournament. Bates hosted 
seven colleges this weekend. Men’s and 
women’s tennis teams began competition 
Friday. 
Wallach was a member of Bates class of 
1964 and served on the college’s board of 
trustees. After his death in June of 1998, his 
family and friends made the tennis center 
possible in his memory. 
James G. Wallach was born in Manhattan 
in 1942 and was raised in Scarsdale, New 
York. Wallach was the State of Maine singles 
tennis champion in his last two years at 
Bates. An economics major, Wallach served 
in the Marine Corps Reserves for two years 
before earning his M.B.A. from the Univer¬ 
sity of California at Berkeley in 1966. 
Shortly after graduate school, Wallach 
began his career at Central National- 
Gottesman Inc., an international pulp, paper 
and newsprint marketing organization based 
in Purchase, N.Y. He became the 
corporation’s president in 1974 and chair¬ 
man in 1998. He was elected to the Bates 
board of trustees in January 1998. 
Wallach served on the boards of several 
Wallach family charitable foundations. 
Through his philanthropy Wallach supported 
such institutions as the New York Public Li- 
Continued on Page 8 
By JASON HIRSCHHORN 
Senior Staff Writer 
On Saturday night over forty people gath¬ 
ered outside the Multicultural Center to show 
support for gay, lesbian, bisexual and 
transgender students. The group marched 
across campus to a rave at Chase Hall, and 
as Co-Coordinator of the weekend Bath 
Fatum says, “made some noise.” The march 
stopped at Garcelon Football Field for a mo¬ 
ment of silence for any and all students who 
have experienced homophobia. 
Coming out weekend, in its fifth year of 
existence, is not a weekend designed solely 
for students to “come out,” but rather, as Beth 
Fatum says, “For all students to come to¬ 
gether and show support for issues related 
to equality and homophobia.” The weekend 
began late on Thursday evening with a chalk- 
ingof the quad, where student’s chalked their 
opinions on issues related to equality. All 
day on Friday, students staffed a table out¬ 
side of Hathron Hall to provide information 
for those with questions concerning issues 
related to gay, lesbian, bisexual and 
transgender individuals. Movies with themes 
relevant to the weekend’s ideals have been 
shown throughout the weekend. Films in¬ 
cluded, “Trick,” “But I’m a Cheerleader,” 
“Boys Don’t Cry,” “Philadelphia” and “The 
Crying Game.” Anthony Solaqua, Co-Coor¬ 
dinator of OutFront and of the weekend’s ac¬ 
tivities, said, “As a whole, the campus has 
been much more accepting than in previous 
years.” He added that in years past student 
pride marches and discussion panels had 
been met with student protests voicing their 
disapproval. 
Sunday evening, students gathered in 
Chase Lounge to hear the personal stories 
of five students and their ongoing struggles 
and triumphs with coming out. Anthony 
Solaqua spoke of coming from an Italian fam- Erin Mullin/Bates Student Simon Delekta Debates in the Representative Assembly, Full Story Page 7 
ily in a suburban neighborhood as being a 
difficult environment to come out to. 
Anthony’s mom was very accepting of her son 
telling her that he was gay at sixteen, but 
his father was less than accepting and soon, 
says Anthony, “I was out on the street. I lived 
on my own for a while in the South End in 
Boston.” Anthony didn’t speak with his fa¬ 
ther for a while and at Thanksgiving of the 
year that he came out, Anthony met with his 
father, and “we both cried a lot.” Anthony 
added that it was the only time he had ever 
seen his father cry. His father now under¬ 
stands more about his son and Anthony says, 
“I think we became a family for the first time. 
Whether 1 should be straight or gay, I have 
always done what I felt in my heart. Some¬ 
times I wish I had never told my parents, but 
I think telling your family is important.” 
A young woman from Bates was found out 
by her parents rather than coming out. Her 
mother “accidentally” read her emails and 
found out her daughter was a lesbian. She 
spoke about dating a girl for the first time 
and while “it wasn’t what I was used to, but 
it felt so right.” After not talking to her par¬ 
ents for seven or eight months, there has just 
recently started to be some dialogue between 
her and her parents. Her parents have just 
met her new girlfriend and they “love her, 
which makes it somewhat easier for them. I 
Continued on Page 7 
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Editorials Letters to the Editor 
Bates EMS Immobilized By 
College Treasurer 
This weekend three Bates EMS patients suffered injuries which re¬ 
quired them to be immobilized by a backboard. In one instance, Bates 
EMS had to wait for United Ambulance Service to arrive on the scene 
with a backboard before the patient.was able to be treated. In the 
other two, Bates EMS had a backboard on hand simply because there 
was a large concert on campus. During these three emergencies, a 
vehicle bought by EMS to transport backboards to patients sat idle in 
a campus parking lot because Bates administrative offices had not yet 
added the vehicle to the college’s insurance policy. 
Maine State Law dictate that Bates EMS needs to respond to every 
call with a backboard. This weekend proved the rational behind this 
law. Common sense dictates that Bates EMS have its own vehicle on 
campus to transport backboards and other safety equipment to emer¬ 
gency scenes. 
The administation of Bates College has full knowledge that EMS 
needs a vehicle to comply with Maine state law, and to provide Bates’ 
students the emergency care they need as rapidly as possible. 
At any time, Vice President Peter Fackler, the College Treasurer, 
can add another vehicle to the college’s insurance policy. He has failed 
to do so. For over a month, Fackler and his office have sat on this 
issue- making it impossible for EMS to use a vehicle which the organi¬ 
zation has already bought to transport equipment to scenes to to ful¬ 
fill their obligations to Maine law. 
Bates EMS volunteers came to the aid of 9 patients on campus since 
Thursday, from October fifth to tenth. President Harward should re¬ 
ward the hard work, dedication, and expertise of Bates EMS by man¬ 
dating the immediate approval of the Bates EMS vehicle. Further de¬ 
lay would not only constitute a threat to student safety and an affront 
to EMS volunteers, but further delay would also constitute negligence 
of the worst sort- negligence which costs lives. 
STUDD Fosters Sexual 
Harrasment 
Posters advocating a “male appreciation week” and other activi¬ 
ties “for men” were prominently displayed on campus Monday. These 
posters were produced by a group of students calling themselves 
“STUDD.” 
STUDD is displaying an idiotic ignorance along with a disturbing 
ideology. Men on the Bates campus hardly need advocates for the 
rights of their genitalia. Among the phrases displayed on these post¬ 
ers (Were “The human wang is a beautiful thang” and “Tuesday: Fo¬ 
rum on Penis Envy.” Another poster said, “Viva la Resistance.” 
Even more disturbing were the comments reported at Monday’s 
RA meeting by the president of Chase House. One female resident 
was told that “girls don’t live in Chase.” Another was sexually ha¬ 
rassed when she was told over the phone to “suck” the caller’s 
“(expletive).” This kind of behavior is absolutely unacceptable. The 
perpetrators, if discovered, should face disciplinary procedures. 
STUDD should take down their posters. If they weren’t convinced 
before, maybe they will be now- women’s issues are legitimate and 
they permeate this campus. Attitudes like those portrayed by the 
posters of STUDD are dangerous- they are accepting of the belief 
that men deserve priority over women. Penis envy is not an appro¬ 
priate subject for a forum. Perhaps there should be a forum discuss¬ 
ing mandatory sensitivity training for anyone foolish enough to as¬ 
cribe to those views advocated by STUDD. 
Female students are raped, harassed, and made to feel like sec¬ 
ond-class citizens by people like the members of STUDD. It isn’t 
clever, funny, or constructive discourse. The Student would like to 
see immediate action by the administration to apprehend the stu¬ 
dents responsible for the recent harassment of females on campus. 
To STUDD, we say shut up and grow up. 
SAVA provides Bates 
sexual assault victims 
with on and off 
campus options 
To the Editor: 
I am writing in response to the brief ar¬ 
ticle you published in the September 26 is¬ 
sue of The Student regarding the new ser¬ 
vice at Bates for victims of sexual assault. 
There were several inaccuracies in the ar- 
The addition of the SAVA is a 
measure of Bates' commitment 
to addressing the issue of 
sexual violence, and to provid¬ 
ing assistance to victims of 
sexual assault. 
tide, and it is important for the students at 
Bates to understand the nature and scope of 
this new service. 
The hiring of the SAVA (Sexual Assault 
Victim Aide) was a result of the recommen¬ 
dation of the Sexual Assault Task Force 
which had been examining the Bates re¬ 
sponse to sexual assault. As recommended 
by that Task Force, Bates has contracted with 
the Sexual Assault Crisis Center (SACC) to 
provide the SAVA at Bates. Kathy Hance, the 
SAVA, is an employee of SACC, and is not 
employed directly by the college. 
Kathy’s role at Bates is to provide assis¬ 
tance to students who have been sexually 
assaulted, whether the assault happened 
recently or sometime in the past. She is cur¬ 
rently on the campus for 6 hours a week to 
meet with any students, to address their 
needs, and to provide information about re¬ 
course options. She will be helping students 
to understand their options for reporting the 
sexual assault at Bates College and/or re¬ 
porting to the local police department. She 
will also be available to accompany students 
to the Dean’s office or to the local police de¬ 
partment if the student chooses either (or 
both) of those options. Finally, Kathy will be 
able to refer students to the appropriate re¬ 
sources (on campus and in the community) 
to help them meet their needs. 
The addition of the SAVA is a measure of 
Bates’ commitment to addressing the issue 
of sexual violence, and to providing assis¬ 
tance to victims of sexual assault. We ap¬ 
plaud this commitment, and are pleased to 
be able to participate in providing this valu¬ 
able service. 
Mary McIntyre 
Executive Director 
Sexual Assault Crisis Center 
The Sexual Assault Crisis Center can be 
contacted by e-mail at SACC198@aol.com, 
by plume at (207) 784-5272, and by mail 
at P.O. Box 6, AUbum, ME 04212-0006. 
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Letters to the Editor Nader- Now not Later 
STUDD’s ‘witty’ 
posters ridicule 
women’s efforts 
To the Editor: 
While I am the co-president of the 
Women’s Action Coalition here at Bates, I am 
writing not on their behalf, but rather on my 
own as a concerned student. My letter re¬ 
sponds to- the recently displayed messages 
from “STUDD.” 
I would be interested in engaging in a dia¬ 
logue with the members of this group, or just 
with any men that identify with the themes 
they have presented, because the messages 
that were spread all over Chase this morn¬ 
ing concern me a great deal. These messages 
disturb me not because of their impact on 
me personally, but because of the atmosphere 
they foster on campus. 
There are two,ways that I have chosen to 
see this- one is that there are students here 
that legitimately oppose the creation of a 
Women’s Resource Center and feel that it 
implies some sort of “dis-appreciation” of 
men. If this is the case, I would strongly en¬ 
courage all who feel that way to attend the 
question and answer session in Skeleton 
Lounge this Thursday at 7 pm. Your opinions 
do matter, and even if I disagree with them, I 
will definitely do whatever I can to make sure 
they are heard. 
The other interpretation is that this is all 
a big joke- witty posters designed to make 
people laugh. If that is the case, I would like 
to point out the impact of joking about this, 
especially now. The need for a wellness cen¬ 
ter on our campus is to create a safe, com¬ 
fortable space where students- of BOTH gen¬ 
ders- would be able to come to discuss diffi¬ 
cult, personal issues ranging from eating dis¬ 
orders to sexual assault. By making fun of 
the need for this space, STUDD is encourag¬ 
ing hostility and mocking the very people that 
need to be supported and encouraged. 
My question to those responsible for the 
posters is “How can you do that to the friends 
and classmates that are dealing with these 
issues? How can you make fun of all their 
efforts to create the help that our college 
doesn’t offer? What is it that makes you lack 
compassion for people that are coping with 
pain that you’ve never felt? 
Laura Shadle ‘01 
No Batesies Need Apply 
Bates’ blue-collar jobs reserved for non-student workers 
By CHRISTINE HOPKINS 
Forum Editor 
The official attitude of Bates College to¬ 
wards the Lewiston community has centered 
around the promotion of feel-good programs 
which bring together Bates students and 
community members on Bates’ terms. Yet, for 
all the pride and virtue that Bates generates 
for its name in The Center for Service Learn- 
The most available form of 
employment for non-student 
workers are positions which 
involve cleaning residences, 
mowing lawns, and serving and 
cooking food. 
ing, L/A Excels, and the Longley school 
mentoring program, Bates College in its fun¬ 
damental operations, specifically its choice 
of which college jobs to offer to Lewiston- 
Auburn residents. 
A cursory examination of who works at 
which type of job on this campus reveals the 
disparate status between Batesies and 
townies. Bates work-study students have 
reserved positions as assistants in the li¬ 
brary, as cashiers at the bookstore, as moni¬ 
tors at the silo, or as quasi-journalists at the 
college relations office. The most available 
form of employment for non-student work¬ 
ers are positions which involve cleaning resi¬ 
dences, mowing lawns, and serving and cook¬ 
ing food. 
True, students can work at non-business 
oriented tasks, such as chopping veggies at 
Commons or working the line at the Den. Yet, 
this represents the minority of student em¬ 
ployment options. Furthermore, while town 
residents can work these jobs as well, resi¬ 
dents without professional training cannot 
even hope to get a nonprofessional position 
in Bates departments other than the Physi¬ 
cal Plant and Dining Services. Work-study 
students have a monopoly on desk jobs, while 
town residents without enough high connec¬ 
tions to become a bookstore manager or an 
administrative secretary are left to scour 
toilets, to empty the trash, and to stand up 
slopping food onto Bates’ diners’ plates. 
The financial rationale for having numer¬ 
ous part-time, minimum-wage workers in the 
library and other academic departments 
does not mean that these part-time mini- 
mum-wage workers could not be spread 
evenly amongst all the college’s departments. 
At other small liberal arts colleges, like 
Mount Holyoke and Hampshire, students 
work at tasks thought of as more menial- in¬ 
cluding serving food. Bates College could 
reduce the percentage of work-study jobs 
reserved for students in the library, book¬ 
store, and silo and the college could then 
open up positions for non-students in these 
areas. These jobs could offer non-student 
employees a platform from which they could 
propel into higher paying jobs in the com¬ 
munity, at other colleges, and most impor¬ 
tantly, in the higher ranks of these more 
‘white-collar’ Bates departments. 
The examination of who Bates hires for 
what tasks can be permutated beyond the 
discussion of student workers versus town 
workers as well. What does it mean that 
when President Harward wanted to build 
connections with the community, the college 
hired Becky Conrad-a Bates graduate- as the 
director of L/A Excels rather than a town 
resident? Where do our college’s ideals lie 
when this corporation employs most foreign 
What does it mean that when 
President Harward wanted to 
build connections with the 
community, the college hired 
Becky Conrad-a Bates gradu¬ 
ate- as the director of L/A 
Excels rather than a town 
resident? 
educators as writers in residence, or artists 
in residence, for one year rather than places 
these individuals on the track to professor¬ 
ships? What significance should the commu¬ 
nity glean from Bates’ anti-union campaigns, 
its team system of constantly supervising 
workers, and its reluctance to increase stu¬ 
dent worker wages? Does Bates truly care 
about its workers, or does the corporation 
simply try to conduct business as cheaply 
and non-controversially as possible? 
After examining the hiring practices of 
Bates, can any rationale individual believe 
the mantras of equality and community 
touted, by college officials. 
By MATT CARRIKER 
Opinion Writer 
Ever since I made up my mind to vote for 
Ralph Nader thfs past summer, most people 
have had nothing but criticisms of my “radi¬ 
cal” choice. Why would I throw away my 
vote? Aren’t I afraid of Bush being in the Oval 
Office? Who is Ralph Nader anyway and why 
should he be president? These and many 
other questions have rattled my brain since 
I first decided to-vote for the Green Party 
candidate Ralph Nader. The argument that 
has been most troubling for me, however, is 
that of the lesser of two evils argument. All 
said and done, a lot of people want to vote 
for Ralph Nader, but are just too scared of 
seeing George W. Bush in Washington: 
“Yeah, I’m voting for Gore. I just wish 
Nader was more of a contender, or Bush had 
no chance at winning. Then I’d vote for 
Ralph.” Aaaarggghhh! Democratic scare tac¬ 
tics to keep people from voting their hopes 
in favor of their fears has been quite discour¬ 
aging. I’ve tried to tell people how I feel, to 
plant seeds of change in their head- to make 
them think twice about voting for one of these 
seemingly different candidates. 
“Can’t you see that you are legitimizing 
what you are already admitting?” 
“Don’t you see that the two party candi¬ 
dates cannot adequately reflect the views of 
260 million Americans?” 
“Why do you think that less than 50% of 
our voting age population will vote in this 
election? And what issues do those people 
care passionately about?” 
“How different are Bush and Gore really?” 
Those are just some of the questions I 
posed to doubters of my cause, those who 
thought I was throwing away my vote. 
Let me tell you why I am voting for Ralph 
Nader, and then maybe you will change your 
mind as I did. 
Howard Zinn puts forth one of the most 
sincere and truthful arguments about poli¬ 
tics today. How many candidates do you 
know that have dared to suggest our coun¬ 
try is divided among classes- the “rich, the 
poor, and the nervous in between”? As far as 
I’ve seen, only Ralph Nader. This biting but 
real argument has been enough to keep cor¬ 
porate interests far from the likes of Ralph 
Nader, lest he challenge their enormous glo¬ 
bal political and economic pull. Zinn sees 
political leaders, both today and in the past, 
becoming especially angry at any mention of 
a class society, one that is dominated by the 
monied interests. 
George Bush now has $220 million for his 
campaign, A1 Gore a close second with a 
measly $170 million, both putting aside mor¬ 
als (maybe not in Bush’s case) to pocket huge 
corporate contributions. A1 Gore says he is 
“fighting for people, not the powerful”, and 
he talks all the time about “big money”, but 
in the end he takes huge amounts of it to fund 
his campaign. A1 Gore is certainly not what 
Voting for Nader is certainly 
not a wasted vote- in fact* just 
the opposite. With 5% of the 
vote in November, Nader will 
get federally matching funds 
for the next election. Currently 
he stands at 4%. 
he pretends to be on issues such as the envi¬ 
ronment, health care, and livingwages. When 
Nader began to take away many left leaning 
Democrats, Gore was forced to address is¬ 
sues to bring those votes to his side. There 
is no reason to believe Gore’s promises to¬ 
day when he hasn’t kept many of his 1992 
promises with President Clinton. Meanwhile, 
George Bush, as Nader has so eloquently put 
it, is like one giant corporation running for 
President. Ralph Nader is a man who sticks 
to his word, whose actions reflect his beliefs, 
and who takes no corporate money. 
The corporate sponsored debate commis¬ 
sion has refused to let Ralph participate be¬ 
cause he does not have l6% of the vote in 
national polls. What kind of democracy do 
we live in- in which over 50 percent of the 
population wishes to hear Nader debate- and 
yet he stands idle on the sidelines? A democ¬ 
racy is a form of government in which the 
Continued on page 5 
BATES RATES 
The Rave ^ 
They say you don’t need 
drugs to dance. Batesies 
k don’t need alcohol to haze 
| either, but it sure makes 
things more intense. Part-E! 
Ramada Inn ^ 
The ultimate parents’ 
k dormitory: Let’s spike their 
P keg with Nyquil, get the L.L. 
■ Bean fund, and go to the 
Goose! 
Moose 
Hunting ^ 
Season 
Tis the season to be careful 
k in commons. (Are you sure 
this is a Bobcat burger?) 
The Roots ^ 
The Hip-hop masters deign 
^ to come to Bates- the 
P Bobcats wish the music 
' sounded more like Dave 
Matthews. 
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Collegiate Colonization My Two Cents 
Latent litanies from Lewiston residents about college relations 
By JASON HIRSCHHORN 
Senior Staff Writer 
The streets of Lewiston run through 
Bates’ campus, but the community and the 
college often seem worlds apart. Bates Col¬ 
lege became a part of the Lewiston-Auburn 
community in 1855. Lewiston is a community 
of approximately 40,000 working class and 
professional people, many who have lived in 
this old mill town for their entire lives. Bates 
College is made up of approximately 1700 
students, 190-plus professors and countless 
other men and women who run our dining 
hall, our library and keep our college look¬ 
ing spiffy. 
While relations between the college and 
the community continue to improve, an im¬ 
portant realization is that we are all a part 
of the Lewiston-Auburn Community, and Col¬ 
lege, Campus, and Frye Street should not 
"When kids from the area beat 
up or get violent with Bates 
kids, I think that’s because they 
are jealous, because Bates kids 
have money and they don't." 
-Lewiston resident 
define our definition of community. 
It is time that students of Bates, residents 
of Lewiston, and politicians stop looking at 
“what is good for the college” and “what is 
good for Lewiston” as two separate entities. 
If Bates and Lewiston are going to walk a 
path towards a goal of a more unified com¬ 
munity, it is important to remember that 
Lewiston, the town* was here before Bates, 
the college. In that sense, we are visitors. 
While we can look at ourselves as four-year 
visitors to this community, it may better serve 
us all if we could embrace the community that 
we live in. 
The Center for Service learning has 
helped meet the needs of the community with 
515 students participating in $60,000 worth 
of volunteerism. If we want to stop being 
looked at as rich kids who drive around in 
their Daddy’s cars, party hard on the week¬ 
end, and every other Thursday cleanse our 
conscience by volunteering at Trinity Soup 
Kitchen or the Longley School, maybe we 
need to show up occasionally at a Lewiston 
High School Football Game; or a Band Re¬ 
cital; maybe we need to work in Lewiston 
instead of only campus jobs (albeit, not all 
Bates students have cars); maybe we need 
to occasionally go to the town meetings; 
maybe we need to park a little further away 
"If we are going to build rela¬ 
tionships with each other, it has 
to be more than planting flow¬ 
ers and coming into our schools 
one day a week." 
-Lewiston resident 
from our dorms in campus designated pots 
instead of on the streets so that a resident of 
Lewiston can have a couple guests over and 
be able to provide them with a parking space 
near their house. These little acts of sensi¬ 
tivity are not necessarily more important 
than volunteering at a Trinity Soup Kitchen 
or mentoring children in the town’s schools, 
but these acts can help all of us realize that 
we really are a part of this community and 
not just some school who says it is part of 
the community. 
Various residents of Lewiston recently 
shared some of their feelings about Bates 
College and its students. 
One woman we spoke with had lived in 
Lewiston for the last forty years and ac¬ 
knowledge that there is a division between 
the college and the community, but added, 
“Your blood is as red is mine. I’m good friends 
with one of your professors. Bates Students 
are friendlier than most people that live in 
Lewiston. I think Bates students should be 
able to vote in Lewiston elections- you’re here 
nine months of the year, you might as well 
be residents.” 
Two teenagers we spoke with said, “Bates 
people tend to mine their own business and 
don’t participate in the town much. I do not 
see too many Bates students except when I’m 
around the college. Maybe there should be 
more of a link between the two. I was able to 
take a music class last spring at Bates and I 
liked that.” 
Two other teenagers we spoke with were 
trying to become the first in their respective 
families to go to college and spoke about how 
having Bates in the community livens up the 
community. 
“I don’t think you can bring the college 
and the community together. I don’t see it 
happening,” one man said. “I think things 
between the college and the community are 
worse now than used to be. When kids from 
the area beat up or get violent with Bates 
kids, I think that’s because they are jealous, 
because Bates kids have money and they 
don’t.” 
Another man, a lifelong resident of 
Lewiston, said “I like Batesies. Bates brings 
money into the community and brings people 
from all over to Lewiston, Maine- it puts us 
on the map. Some people may see the fact 
that Batesies have more money than people 
from the town and that automatically makes 
them snooty or something, but that’s not how 
it is. Bates used to keep to themselves more, 
in the last few years they have really opened 
their doors to the community with functions. 
Last year the high school band played over 
there. Bates gets out of the community what 
"People will listen to Bates and 
what you want before they 
listen to us. We need a teen 
center." 
-Lewiston teenager 
it puts in. If it chooses to be distant, that is 
its choice. The volunteer program is great 
for the community though.” 
Two teenagers we spoke with mentioned 
the need for a recreation center or YMCA 
facility and said, “People will listen to Bates 
and what you want before they listen to us. 
We need a teen center.” 
A life long resident pointed out that park¬ 
ing by Bates students on the city streets is 
really a problem. He also felt that “People 
who go to Bates need to talk to people in the 
community more. Sometimes I feel it’s not 
that positive having that many people from 
out of state in Lewiston, but I don’t know too 
many Batesies. I wish sometimes that some 
of the money Bates has could be put into 
making a park downtown.” 
One man, who had grown up in Lewiston 
felt that some people like to make a big deal 
about the division between the “haves and 
the have nots.” He added, “If you guys are 
the haves, that’s great, you’re lucky. You guys 
are just over there trying to get an educa¬ 
tion and make a living. Lots of people have 
to stay in this town because there is no way 
out for them, you guys are only here for four 
years.” 
One woman, who used to work for a taxi 
cab company, said “I’ve yet to find a Bates 
kid with an attitude I didn’t like. Lots of town 
people can be rude, but none of the Bates 
people were. I’m a lifelong resident of 
Lewiston and I don’t see any negatives to the 
college being here. I do think there could be 
more interaction between the college and the 
community. Bates provides a lot of positive 
role models for younger kids.” 
One woman whose son attended the 
Longley School where many pates students 
mentor students felt that, “I don’t feel my 
An Opportunity to Diversify the Whitest State 
mss** -*■ _ 
By AMANDA MEADER 
Opinion Columnist 
Did you know that Maine has a reputa¬ 
tion for being one of the “whitest” states in 
the nation, second only to Vermont? That’s 
okay, I didn’t either, and I’ve lived here all of 
my life. According to the State Planning of¬ 
fice, minorities make up less than 2 percent 
of Maine’s 1.2 million residents. The lack of 
racial and ethnic diversity in Maine is cited 
as one of the reasons that Bates, Bowdoin 
and Colby struggle to attract a racially and 
ethnically diverse student body. (I’m sure the 
snow and cold have nothing to do with it.) 
Bowdoin College has recently decided to 
do something about this problem. Working 
in conjunction with the Posse Foundation, 
Bowdoin added 16 minority students to the 
ranks of those already recruited for the in- 
When do we take the time to 
meet new people and learn 
about where they come from 
and what life is like for them? 
What are we so scared of, 
anyway? 
coming class. The Posse Foundation is an 
organization that trains groups of students 
from different high schools and sends them 
to the same college so they can act as a sup¬ 
port network for each other over the four 
years it takes to earn a degree. The 
Foundation’s efforts are aimed at racial and 
ethnic minorities, and can be worth up to as 
much as $130,000 over four years, depend¬ 
ing on need. This fall, Bowdoin became the 
first private college in the Northeast to ac¬ 
cept students with scholarships from the 
Posse Foundation. 
In addition to accepting students who 
have received Posse Foundation grants, 
Bowdoin created a school specific grant to 
support disadvantaged minority students. 
The Chamberlin Leadership Scholarship, 
worth $150,000 over four years, provides full 
tuition and a five-week summer program at 
Phillips Exeter Academy in Exeter, N.H. It 
also gives students two paid summer intern¬ 
ships in the fields of their choice. 
In my humble opinion, Bates College 
would only benefit from jumping on the Posse 
Foundation bandwagon. Before I continue, let 
me be the first to point out that I am not the 
Bates College personal accountant, therefore 
I have no idea what the feasibility of such an 
idea would be at this time. Rumor certainly 
does have it that Bowdoin is not exactly 
strapped for cash, so perhaps it was a little 
easier for them to take this bold and laud¬ 
able step. Funds or lack thereof not with¬ 
standing, on a philosophical level I believe 
Bates should give serious consideration to 
the Posse Foundation as an avenue to bring 
more minority students to lovely Lewiston. 
As Bates has already established a goal of 
25% minority enrollment by 2005, the Posse 
Foundation could only help the college in 
achieving that goal. 
Both the minority students themselves 
child has any need for mentoring, but some 
do. The college’s thinking is a little too lib¬ 
eral for my thinking. If we are going to build 
relationships with each other, it has to be 
more than planting flowers and coming into 
our schools one day a week. You guys are 
here for four years and then you move on. 
These kids are here for their whole life. 
Sooner or later the flowers you plant die.” 
Dean Carign^n, who is Dean of the Col¬ 
lege, and serves on the city council, spoke 
about some of the history of the college’s re¬ 
lationship in the community. “For many, many 
years there was a barbed-wire fence sur¬ 
rounding the college and large shrubs. The 
last part of that fence came down in the early 
90s. There are years of history and some 
and the entire Bates College student body 
would stand to benefit from a more diverse 
student body. Clearly, the students them¬ 
selves would benefit from receiving one of the 
finest liberal arts educations in the country. 
Bates provides ample opportunities for stu¬ 
dents to get involved academically, athleti¬ 
cally, and in the community, and would offer 
these students opportunities they might not 
find at other institutions. Crystal Welch, of 
Ridgeland, Miss., exemplifies the difference 
such scholarships can make. Though an ex¬ 
cellent high school student, she never imag¬ 
ined she would do more than attend a local 
community college. This fall she matriculated 
at Bowdoin, where her tuition is being paid 
by a Chamberlain Leadership Scholarship. 
One of the reasons Bowdoin officials cited 
for wanting to bring more students like Welch 
to their school is the importance of educat¬ 
ing leadership for the entire country, not just 
the white, upper-middle class. 
As a senior at Bates, some of the most 
intellectual, interesting and eye opening con¬ 
versations I have had over the past four year 
have been with international and minority 
students. The perspective they have to offer 
on life by virtue of their different experiences 
is an important part of the college commu¬ 
nity. Though we all have a unique and valu¬ 
able life story to share, the plot and cast of 
characters in many of our cases is similar, 
and thus has little that is revolutionary to 
add to the discourse that occurs in the class¬ 
rooms, the hallways, Commons. Not only do 
I think that Bates should try harder to cre¬ 
ate a more diverse student body, I think the 
student body has an obligation to take ad¬ 
vantage of these efforts by becoming more 
open to learning about their peers. 
The self-segregation that occurs at Bates 
(look around you in Commons at dinner time) 
is really sad. Granted, we all have our group 
The lack of racial and ethnic 
diversity in Maine is cited as 
one of the reasons that Bates, 
Bowdoin and Colby struggle to 
attract a racially and ethnically 
diverse student body. 
of friends with whom we are most comfort¬ 
able, a group that was most likely formed 
during the first-year rat race to find a friend, 
any friend, and not be the one left in the dust 
and eating dinner alone. So when does the 
sharing happen? When do we take the time 
to meet new people and learn about where 
they come from and what life is like for them? 
What are we so scared of, anyway? 
I don’t have the answer to tjiese questions, 
though it sure would be amusing if we desig¬ 
nated one day as Eat A Meal With A Stranger 
Day. Heaven forbid we should do that. We 
might just learn something new about our¬ 
selves, or someone else. Batesies would be 
wise to be more open to meeting new and 
interesting people and Bates officials would 
be wise to accept students from the Posse 
Foundation as a means of making Bates more 
diverse. 
symbolism in that fence. Lewiston allocated 
$5000 for Bates College and at that time that 
was a lot of money. That is an important 
message.” 
Dean Carignan added, “We still are in a 
transitional stage, but relations are improv¬ 
ing and that is a large tribute to our Presi¬ 
dent. If I had a magic wand to wave over the 
college and the community, I would try to help 
everyone in the community see that Bates is 
a tremendous resource to use in their jour¬ 
ney. I would say to the college, you need to 
realize you are defined by place, go into the 
community and go in without stereotypes. We 
Continued on page G 
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Nader continued Smokey Room Talk 
Continued from page 3 
people have 
the power, yet corporate interests (as well 
as the fears of Gore and Bush) have pre¬ 
vailed. This is exactly the type of problem 
Ralph Nader wishes to fight, and his track 
record has proven him successful to that end. 
Zinn, in his evaluation of the class status 
of America today, refers to people such as 
Cindy Lamb, a cashier who cites her disgust 
with the 
strikingly similar two-party system: “I don’t 
think they care about people like us, and if 
they do care, they’re not going to do anything 
for us. Maybe if they ever lived in a two bed¬ 
room trailer, it would be different.” Another 
women who receives barely over minimum 
wage of $5.15 an hour at McDonalds says: “I 
don’t even pay attention to those two...My life 
won’t change.” 
How much will your life improve if Bush 
or Gore take office in the White House? Ask 
the same questipn about Ralph Nader. Many 
have questioned the significance of a vote for 
Nader- he’s not going to win, so what’s the 
point? 
The point is that we need to look at the 
future. Not to say that we shouldn’t worry 
about today, we should, but not to the exclu¬ 
sion tomorrow. How dramatically are we 
going to change the issues that really need 
changing with Gore or Bush in office? If you 
vote Gore over Bush, it is to be admitted, 
some issues may improve more than others. 
But in the future, it will be your children’s 
struggle to fight the good fight, to make sure 
equal rights and opportunity are given to 
everyone in a free and open democracy. Vot- 
think of the progress that will have been 
made as well as the opportunity for ch«S%e. 
What is so different about Gore and Bush 
that may compel one to vote for the lesser of 
two evils? How about 4, 8 or 12 years from 
now? What if you used the same logic you 
do now in those elections? Surely there will 
be differences between the two candidates, 
some of them more or less real depending 
on the amount each side uses scare-tactics 
to sway your vote. What would it take for you 
to vote your conscience for the man you feel 
will best lead our country? Can you promise 
in 2004 or 2020 that your decision then will 
be based on hopes? How can you be sure? 
Will minor differences emphasized by two 
candidates of essentially the same party be 
enough to prevent you from looking towards 
the future, for the country you wish to see, 
and the candidate who will make that hap¬ 
pen? The answer is that you can’t. If you are 
scared now, you will most likely be scared 
then. Ask yourself the question that Nader 
himself poses: 
“Do you want your representative to vote 
their conscience?” 
If your answer is yes- how can you justify 
not voting your conscience? 
The following paragraph is from Howard 
Zinn, who asks us to question our beliefs: 
“The election will be over and whether 
Gore or Bush is in the White House, the same 
class that has always dominated our politi¬ 
cal and economic systems will be in power. 
Whoever is President, we will face the same 
challenge the day after voting: how to bring 
together the class of have-nots- a great ma¬ 
jority of the country- into the kind of social 
movement that in the past has made the 
Ralph Nader’s 
Green Platform 
The Gore-Bush 
Moderate Platform 
The War on Drugs 
Nader: 
The War on Drugs unfairly targets 
people of color and the poor. Drug 
abusers do not need to be incarcerated- 
they need opportunity and treatment. 
Gore and Bush: 
The Clinton-Gore administration has 
shown little creativity in coming up with 
new approaches to drug problems. Nei¬ 
ther Gore nor Bush have shown ahy in¬ 
clination or ability or courage to edme 
up with new approaches. 
■ - -if!’ 
The Death Penalty ■rv 
Nader: 
Has opposed the death penalty since he 
was a law student at Harvard. Opposes 
the death penalty because it does not 
deter crime and is discriminatory 
against people of color who cannot af¬ 
ford competent legal counsel. Supports 
moratorium on the death penalty. 
'■'M 
Bush: pl 
Supports the death penalty. Texas has 
one of the highest execution rates in the 
United States with disproportionate 
numbers of people of color on death row. 
Gore: 
Supports the death penalty. Silent on the 
injustices of the death penalty, such as 
the disproportionate representation of 
people of color on death row. 
The Prison Industrial Complex 
Nader: 
Calls for corporations to get out of the 
prison industry. Corporations wrong¬ 
fully exploit prisoners, who are dispro¬ 
portionately people of color. Prisoners 
are used as cheap labor to increase 
corporate profits. He believes that pub¬ 
lic policy should aim to reduce the in¬ 
carceration rate through treatment and 
rehabilitation- not locking up the 
masses. 
Bush and Gore: 
Both encourage the growth of the corpo¬ 
rate prison industry. Both have accepted 
more than $100,000 in soft money that 
corporations running for-profit prisons 
have given to both the DNC and RNC. The 
. corporate-prison industry has grown tre¬ 
mendously under the eight years of the 
Clinton administration, particularly in 
George W. Bush’s state of Texas. 
Compiled by Matt Carritcei 
ing for Nader is certainly not a wasted vote- 
in fact, just the opposite. With 5% of the vote 
in November, Nader will get federally match¬ 
ing funds for the next election. Currently he 
stands at 4%. 
In 1996, Nader received only 700,000 
votes. In 2000, he has made in onto every 
state ballot, reaching as high as 7% of the 
national vote. If, by 2004, Nader should have 
federally matching funds (and perhaps if 
campaign finance reform is enacted) just 
people in charge tremble at the prospect of 
class warfare’ and has gained some measure 
of justice. 
“Such a movement, responding to the 
great challenges of the new century, could 
bring democracy alive.” 
Please, on November 7th, vote your hopes 
and not your fears. 
Check out www.votenader.org and see for 
yourself. 
Gore Crashes into a Newspaper Ceiling 
By DOMINICK & MATTEO 
PANGALLO 
Opinion Columnists 
With a smug smile, I sat down across from 
my brother at our regular table at the Ronj. 
He was, once again, reading his USA Today 
and nursing his usual cup of chai. 
“Dominick,” I began, “I was over at the 
football game this 
weekend. Yep. We 
may have lost, but we 
sure gave Amherst a 
run for their money.” 
There was a pause. 
He looked at me and 
raised an eyebrow. 
“I wasn’t th'ere,” 
he said, “But I doubt 
we gave Amherst a 
run for their 
money. Since we played Williams.” 
Another pause. 
“Well, who ever it was, it was a good 
game,” I said. 
“And what makes it a good game?” 
“Well it was a close game, and both sides 
played very well.” 
He folded the paper and leaned back, "So, 
if the two sides are evenly matched, the com¬ 
petition is exciting.” 
“Obviously,” I said, “What’s your point?” 
“Well,-did you catch the debates this 
week?” 
“Yeah?” I was worried, as usual, about 
where this seemingly normal 
Have you heard about these 
people auctioning their votes 
off on Ebay? 
conversation might end up. 
“So, three out of the four major media 
polls taken afterwards showed that most 
viewers thought that Gore won. A nonparti¬ 
san panel of debate coaches and teachers . 
assembled by the Associated Press agreed 
that Gore was the more effective1 debater. 
Now, who do you think won?” '!f ( 
“Nader." 
“Whatever. My point is that, despite all 
This habit the pundits have of 
sensationalizing the news for 
their own benefit is destroying 
our democracy. 
this, the pundits and talking heads all seem 
to be under the impression that ‘Bush Lite’ 
came out on top.” 
I smelt a rant. “Well, all I know is that 
halfway into the debate I felt like I was watch¬ 
ing ‘Dumb and Dumber.’” 
“Why are these so-called experts so con¬ 
vinced that Little Bush won? Because he 
didn’t come out of it looking like a complete 
fool? That’s a lousy criteria. Besides, he’s 
got two more debates to get through. No, no. 
The reason is because if they officially ad¬ 
mit that Gore did a better job, this ceases to 
be ‘the closest presidential race since I960.’ 
And when that happens, people no longer 
care to buy the papers or watch the news. 
Like you said - it’s a close competition, so 
it’s exciting. And exciting stories sell news.” 
“That’s insane. So now people will vote 
for Bush just because the pundits say so, and 
the pundits say so just so they can make a 
lousy buck? Anyone who votes for Bush, 
pundits or no pundits, deserves to live in a 
country run by him.” 
Dominick folded his newspaper and 
looked deep into his chai for the answers. 
“No. Debates historically do not change many 
voters’ minds. Though they can cause some 
swing voters to make up their mind about a 
candidate. Still, there are two more debates 
left. Anything could happen.” 
“Nader could get in?” 
“Anything but that. The corporate duopoly 
that controls our political system cannot have 
threats to its exist- 
fm ence legitimized. I 
think-” J(k “Wait a second,” 
I stopped him, “did 
Spf you just say ‘doo- 
Continue,” I waved 
him on. 
“Thank you,” he said, "As I was saying, I 
think this habit the pundits have of sensa¬ 
tionalizing the news for their own benefit is 
destroying our democracy. Especially-” 
“There’s more?” 
“Especially,” he continued without miss- 
Why are these so-called experts 
so convinced that Little Bush 
won?...because if they officially 
admit that Gore did a better job, 
this ceases to be ‘the closest 
presidential race since i960.' 
ing a breath, “when the press insists on re¬ 
porting the strategies of the campaigns, the 
‘horse-race’ side of the game. They don’t re¬ 
port the issues! They don’t report the can¬ 
didates’ qualifications or’proposals! And if 
you’re the unfortunate candidate behind in 
the polls, then the stories become about how 
your campaign can’t get it together. The 
leader is always helped by strategic report¬ 
ing.” 
“Do you really believe the media has that 
much" power? That they control what we 
thflJfP* 9,11 n0 r 
“No’Tfreif'have a more frightening power. 
THB)lrtiedia -controls what we think about. 
The^ Set the agenda. The voters don’t and 
the candidates don’t. And that’s not right.” 
Seeing his tirade was winding down, I 
took the opportunity to get a word in. 
“Getting back to this media profiteering 
business, may I draw a comparison?” 
He sipped at his chai, “By all means.” 
“Have you heard about these people auc¬ 
tioning their votes off on Ebay?” 
“I’ve heard the rumors," he said. 
“These aren’t rumors, Dominick, these 
are facts,” I went on, “These people are prof¬ 
iting off of our democracy. The pundits are 
profiting off of our democracy. And do you 
know why? Do know why they can do this?” 
He rolled his eyes and in a dry monotone 
spoke at the exact time as me: 
“Because capitalism and democracy can¬ 
not co-exist.” 
“Right,” I said. 
"Matt,” he said, “that is bullshit.” 
I checked my watch. “Tell you what, 
Dominick,” I said, “let’s fight about the mer¬ 
its and demerits of capitalism some other 
time. The Patriots are playing Green Bay in 
half an hour, and I don’t want to miss the kick¬ 
off.” 
I stood to go, he shrugged and picked up 
his paper. 
“Oh, one last thing,” he said. I stopped and 
turned. 
“Yes?” I asked. 
“The Patriots are playing Indianapolis.” 
Listen to Dominick and Matteo every Mon¬ 
day morning from 6 to 8 on the Smokey 
Room Talk Show, only on WRBC, 91.5 FM. 
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No Escape from Fire 
By TIM CASTOR 
Opinion Writer 
I feel very safe living on the Bates College 
campus. It appears that campus security has 
effectively eliminated virtually all forms of 
evil from the college, for I have yet to see a 
bogeyman, wolfman, or Martha Stewart in 
my three years at Bates. It is truly a wonder¬ 
ful feeling to know that you do not have to 
look under your bed before you go to sleep 
each night (you still have to check the closet 
though). Although I can honestly say that I 
feel secure walking across the quad late at 
night, there is one aspect of campus safety 
that does not receive enough attention. 
Only a handful of the student residencies 
on campus have fire escapes. Are you kid¬ 
ding me with this one? The only lodgings that 
have fire escapes to my knowledge are 
Turner House, Clason House, Cheney House, 
and Roger Williams Hall. Although I have yet 
to conduct a full reconnaissance of every 
house and dormitory on campus (because my 
helicopter is in the shop), I am very confi¬ 
dent in my assertion that a great majority of 
the residencies on this campus are not 
equipped with fire escapesrThe question we 
need to ask is why do only a small percent¬ 
age of the student population have access to 
this safety measure? One possible explana¬ 
tion lies in the intended uses of the fire es¬ 
cape. 
Why do they call it a fire escape? In all 
the movies were people are frantically using 
a fire escape to elude danger, the danger is 
never a fire. Instead, the threat is usually 
some psychopath chasing them or spraying 
them with gunfire. Rather than calling it a 
fire escape, it would be more appropriate to 
call it “holy shit someone is trying to kill me 
so I’d better get the hell out of here using 
this black metal staircase attached to the 
side of the building.” 
Whenever a person is trapped in a burn¬ 
ing building, they are pretty likely to use ev¬ 
ery method of evacuation but the fire escape, 
for the firejescape would be too easy. I mean, 
come on, you are in a dire situation so you 
might as well make it exciting. If you simply 
walked down the fire escape your odds of 
being on “Sally” are not too great, unless the 
topic is “Anticlimactic episodes not relating 
to “Survivor.” Instead of selecting the easy 
way out, therefore, people try to be a little 
creative in fabricating an escape plan. Ex¬ 
amples of these innovative ideas include 
jumping out of the building by way of a closed 
window (apparently the shards of glass stuck 
in your skin help cushion your landing on the 
pavement), using the elevator (that little sign 
in the elevator that advises one to use the 
stairs in case of a fire is simply there for deco¬ 
ration), and hiding under the bedcovers (be¬ 
cause fire never looks there). 
Being that the mafia crime element is not 
too high at Bates (although I suspect the RA 
has Sicily on speed dial), I guess it would 
make sense that there are not a great deal 
of fire escapes on this campus. There are not 
going to be a lot of gun fights taking place, 
so there is not a demand for the fire escape. 
Regardless of this reality, I find it interest¬ 
ing that three^of the four residencies that I 
noted having fire escapes are either quiet or 
chem-free dormitories. Apparently the ad¬ 
ministration believes that sober students 
who can keep themselves under control are 
the most dangerous element in this institu¬ 
tion. How many emergencies are going to 
arise in these settings that would necessi¬ 
tate a fire escape being used? “Oh no, I don’t 
understand this integral, I better run down 
the fire escape before the answer comes to 
me!” 
I guess it makes sense that the more 
party-oriented residencies are not equipped 
with fire escapes. I mean, with all that flam¬ 
mable liquid being handled by people lack¬ 
ing coordination, why would you need a fire 
escape? The odds of spilling a beer-in the 
presence of a lit cigarette are, in fact, sig¬ 
nificantly lower than the chances of a Candy 
Land pawn undergoing spontaneous com¬ 
bustion. It seems, therefore, that the fire es¬ 
capes are attached to the appropriate dor¬ 
mitories. 
Having noted that fire escapes receive as 
much attention during a fire as Pat Buchanan 
during a Presidential race, an alternative 
plan needs to be developed to ensure that 
campus fires do not result in severe tragedy. 
Jumping out of a window is always a top 
choice for evading a fire. This being the case, 
the administration needs to recruit a student 
body that will be tough enough to survive 
emergency leaps off of three or four-story 
buildings. This could be accomplished rather 
easily. In lieu of a formal interview, each pro¬ 
spective student would have to climb to the 
fourth floor of a dormitory and jump to the 
ground. If the prospective survives, he or she 
is admitted to Bates. If the person fails to 
make it, he or she joins Jimmy Hoffa in the 
Puddle. 
I suppose, therefore, that the lack of fire 
escapes is not a pressing problem. If, how¬ 
ever, you find yourself being chased by a 
mutated squirrel who is currently in the 
manic state of his bipolar disorder, remem¬ 
ber that the “ holy shit someone is trying to 
kill me so I’d better get the hell out of here 
using this black metal staircase attached to 
the side of the building” is most likely out of 
order. 
Colonized Campus Town 
Continued frontpage 4 
at Bates seem to be quite capable of extend¬ 
ing a hand and saying “let us help you,” if we 
could extend our other hand and say, “let us 
join you” the distance between the college 
and community, whether real or imagined, 
may shrink some. The community must re¬ 
turn this view and must reach back to us; we 
can and do open our doors and provide our 
resources to the community, but the minds 
of all involved must follow wholeheartedly, 
because otherwise these proverbial ‘doors’ 
we are opening are only being open to empty 
and unfriendly hallways. Bates College, its 
people, and its services are a canvas; 
Lewiston, its people, and its services are a 
vast array of colorful paints. Separate, paint 
and canvas, are useless and boring. Together, 
as one, they can create beautiful and mean¬ 
ingful pictures. Both the residents of 
Lewiston and the Bates College community 
must collectively take up the brush to paint 
a picture that enables us to learn from our 
differences and embrace our similarities in 
order to come together as diverse commu¬ 
nity. 
Katie Burke, a staff writer for the News 
section, contributed to the reporting and 
writing of this articleas. 
Shopping at the Market 
Academic Rigor Mortis-The Worst Problem at Bates 
By WHITMAN H. 
HOLT 
Opinion Columnist 
The most signifi¬ 
cant problem at 
Bates College is not 
the excessive dorm 
damage, the stifled 
social interaction, 
or the parking cri¬ 
sis; rather, it is the horrible academic ambi¬ 
tion of a substantial percentage of Bates stu¬ 
dents. The focus of life at Bates, as at any 
college, should be academic; however, our 
community is failing to realize a scholarly 
reality. 
Many Bates students consistently display 
a variety of poor academic habits, including: 
failing to attend class, skipping required 
reading, not participating in classroom dis¬ 
cussions or activities, writing papers the 
night before the due date and handing them 
in without any editing, and refusing to ad¬ 
equately prepare for exams. The wide¬ 
spread acceptance of such behavior is sur¬ 
prising at a school that is allegedly one of 
the “top 20 liberal arts colleges” in the coun¬ 
try. I doubt that any of these students lack 
the inherent intelligence necessary to be 
successful in an academic setting. Instead, 
many students seem to lack the internal 
motivation to actually work both in and out 
of the classroom. The decision of these stu¬ 
dents to focus on “having fun” rather than 
A surprising number of students 
appear to lack a thorough 
understanding of proper gram¬ 
mar and form. 
learning is debilitating to every individual 
who cares about his/her education. Students 
who constantly fail to take an active role in 
their education are not fulfilling their respon¬ 
sibility as members of the Bates community. 
Moreover, a surprising number of stu¬ 
dents appear to lack a thorough understand¬ 
ing of proper grammar and form. Many pa¬ 
pers that I have read or edited have been 
completely appalling in terms of mechanics. 
This situation is further exacerbated when 
one considers the fact that many of these 
same students do not know how to formu¬ 
late a cogent and concise argument. The re¬ 
sponsibility for solving these problems 
should not lie with the Bates professor, how¬ 
ever. Students who lack fundamental skills 
should attempt to educate themselves in or¬ 
der to solve the problem. By purchasing a 
grammar manual or utilizing the resources 
offered by the Writing Workshop, students 
can accept some personal responsibility for 
their abilities and make progressive steps 
towards better writing. 
There are several ways that the Bates 
community can strive to eliminate this hid¬ 
den scourge. First and foremost, we must 
foster a community that emphasizes the in¬ 
trinsic value of learning, a culture that en- 
The poor academic practices of 
many Bates students are a 
rarely mentioned problem; 
however, they have an ex¬ 
tremely devastating impact on 
the scholastic experience of 
the entire community 
courages people to take an active and ener¬ 
getic role in the educative process. Secondly, 
the students who regularly prepare for class 
and genuinely care about their classroom ex¬ 
perience should demand more from their 
peers. Finally, professors should expect more 
from students. By making grades contingent 
on active class participation, harshly grad¬ 
ing papers that do not meet reasonable 
grammar standards, and punishing students 
who clearly have not prepared for class, 
Bates professors will be fulfilling their obli¬ 
gation to effectively educate their students. 
In conclusion, the poor academic prac¬ 
tices of many Bates students are a rarely 
mentioned problem; however, they have an 
extremely devastating impact on the scho¬ 
lastic experience of the entire community. By 
expecting more from every student at Bates 
and by refusing to tacitly accept such behav¬ 
ior, we can substantially improve the quality 
of the college. 
Whitman L. Holt ’02 is a Political Science 
and Philosophy double-major, his column 
will appear on alternate Tuesdays. 
Letter to the Dorm Defiler 
By TED CRAVER 
Senior Staff Writer 
& 
By ZOLIN COOK 
Opinion Writer 
Hey Jabroni, 
' I know what your candy 
ass has been up to and you 
aren’t impressing anyone. 
The survey has been handed 
down from above; you better 
put an end to your monkey 
crap. The People’s Champ 
says “know your role before 
I have to teach it to you.” But 
back to business, I know that 
you know that you are one 
sick individual. Deans have 
said in this paper that you 
need help. And you know 
what, the Brahma Bull thinks 
it too, and maybe you should listen. 
Come try y ur luck in my house, and 
leave your name. Your sick little joke may 
make you laugh, but quite frankly, I think it’s 
disgusting. The Great One has decided that 
someone needs to put a stop to this roody- 
poo behavior. The residents of Adams, 
(though it be a quiet dorm, and not as presti¬ 
gious as it once was) Parker, and anyone who 
saw your little mess in Underhill Arena bath¬ 
room all agree that it’s time to reign you in. 
Never have I seen a person more deserving 
of the People’s Elbow. 
Now, maybe I’ve been looking at this all 
wrong. In today’s new, enlightened way of 
thinking, its probably not your fault. I mean, 
it’s not your deliberate, pur¬ 
poseful, conscious, planned be¬ 
havior to smear feces around 
dorms and bathrooms. Oh wait, 
I think it is. 
The Brahma Bull has had 
his ass beat, and he’s handed 
out a lot of ass whoopin’ too. 
Maybe you should try your hand 
out at my profession and we can 
find out if you can beat my ass, 
or get beat by my ass. On sec¬ 
ond thought, maybe you should 
keep your candy ass away from 
me. That leads me to another 
thought, how do you deal with the smell? 
After you commit the act, do you play with 
it? Maybe put some in your pocket for the 
ride home? Do we need to have a talk little 
man? 
Remember Jabroni, I AM watching, and 
more important, the people are watching. 
Do you smell what THE ROCK is cookin? 
The Rock 
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RA Passes Dorm Damage Resolution 
By DAN NEUMANN 
News Editor 
The RA ratified a controversial dorm dam¬ 
age resolution tonight, thanks in part to the 
input of Bob Bremm, the Director of Physi¬ 
cal Plant. The RA did not settle on another 
piece of legislation, an amendment to the 
Budget Committee guidelines. 
The meeting began with officer reports. 
Treasurer Simon Delekta, filling in for Vice 
President Jonah Safris, reported that numer¬ 
ous committee positions are opening up. 
Openings exist on the following Commit¬ 
tees: Admissions and Financial Aid, Athlet¬ 
ics, Chalking, Campus Security Advisory 
Committee, College Concerts, College Lec¬ 
tures, Educational Policy, Extracurricular 
Activities and Residential Life, First-Year 
Seminars and Writing Workshop, Honors, 
Information Services, Library, Off-Campus 
Study, Office of Career Services Advisory 
Committee, Parking Appeals, Postering, and 
Student Conduct. Applications are due by 
Wednesday, October 11 at 3 p.m. 
Delekta also discussed the opportunity of 
serving on the Budget Committee. The Bud¬ 
get Committee this year is responsible for 
distributing $363,000 among student clubs 
and organizations. 
Parliamentarian Whitman Holt informed 
the Assembly that senior class elections will 
be taking place after break. Secretary Ali¬ 
cia Weisser then read two comments from 
the RA message board. 
President Jay Surdukowski then reported 
that Pettingill Hall will be revisited as a po¬ 
tential twenty four hour study space for part 
of each semester. 
Next, Laura Shadle, co-president of the 
Women’s Action Coalition, read a statement 
in response to the recent poster campaign 
put together by the anonymous group “Stu¬ 
dents Together United for Dorm Damage” 
(STUDD). 
Shadle, who interpreted the postering as 
a response to the newly formed Women’s 
RA Representative Rebbecca Dodd at Monday's Meeting Erin MullwJBates Student 
Resource Center on Campus. The state¬ 
ment, reprinted in The Student as a Letter 
to the Editor on page 3. Chris Wescott, Chase 
House Representative, agreed with Shadle’s 
remarks and commented that two women liv¬ 
ing in Chase House had been victim to 
harrassing phone calls. 
Parking Committee chair Andy Stanton 
then reported that the Parking Committee 
had finished the initial process of assigning 
spaces to anonymous appeals. The next step 
of the process involves matching names with 
those appeals, under the observation of 
Phyllis Weisher, the Campus Security Officer 
in charge of parking. Following that process 
a random lottery for awaiting list will be cre¬ 
ated. This list will be used when additional 
spaces become available. 
The RA then looked to finish business 
from the previous week. First up was RA- 
00-40, a dorm damage resolution written by 
Stanton, Surdukowski, and Michael 
Coming Out Weekend 
Continued From Page 1 
wish there could have been less yelling and 
I hope for more dialogue." 
Jordan, a student from the University of 
Southern Maine, came out to her parents at 
eighteen. “I had always felt I was a boy,” 
Jordan said during the panel discussion on 
Sunday. “In sixth grade I wrapped an ace 
bandage around my breasts so that I could 
have a flat chest just like all the boys.” Jor¬ 
dan came out to his dad in a letter. His fa¬ 
ther said that he was accepting of whatever 
decisions Jordan wanted to make. Jordan 
talked about what a relief it was to hear his 
father say, “Whatever you need to do to be 
happy.” Jordan’s mother still won’t call Jor¬ 
dan by his legally changed name and still 
refers to Jordan as her daughter and uses 
his birth name. “Public restrooms are a 
problem,” Jordan noted. He has begun tak¬ 
ing hormones and has decided to live as a 
man. “For the first time in a while in my life, 
I don’t hate myself,” Jordan said. 
Justin Stebbins came out when he was 
fifteen in a rather nonchalant way to his par¬ 
ents, telling them amidst a discussion about 
something else, “I’m gay and I can’t believe 
you don’t know it.” After coming out to his 
family, a two-hour talk with his father about 
what is “right” ensued. Justin had many girl¬ 
friends in school, and actually decided 
maybe he wasn’t gay after some pressure 
from his parents that “it was just a phase.” 
He has fully realized that he is gay and got¬ 
ten through some difficult times with his par¬ 
ents, but Justin happily reports that while 
his parents donit agree with his life choice, 
they love and support him. 
Beth Fatum said that she first realized she 
was gay her sophomore year in high school. 
She didn’t come out until she was at Bates 
and came out to her brother first, who was 
very accepting. Despite having the “sitcom” 
family, Beth says her parents were less ac¬ 
cepting, but they showed their support by 
driving up to Bates the day after she told 
them that she was gay Beth has convinced 
many people throughout her life that she was 
straight and says that some of the most trou¬ 
bling and disturbing opposition to her life 
choice comes from Christian groups. 
While all students on the panel said that 
as a whole Bates has been “accepting, great 
and wonderful,” all have had to deal with 
homophobic comments or issues. Comments 
ranged from, “It’s tough because all of my 
friends are straight” to, “Sometimes I would 
like not to be known as ‘the gay guy’.” One 
student reported to having a “tough time 
more recently with more mean and hateful 
things being said to my face by strangers and 
people I know.” 
The work of Photographer Adam 
Mastoon, “The Shared Heart: Affirming Im¬ 
ages of Gay Lesbian and Bisexual Young 
People” will continue to hang from the walls 
of Ladd Library on the first floor through 
October 21. 
Carrigan. The legislation states that “clean¬ 
ing up and repairing egregious damage to 
dromitories is not reasonable janitorial ser¬ 
vice, ” therefore “ [J] anitorial service be with¬ 
held in a dormitory that has been the site of 
repeated and egregious dorm damage.” The 
following limits are placed on when physical 
plant service can be withheld. “In any and 
all cases of damage where there is a pres¬ 
ence of biological hazards (e.g., blood) the 
proper professional cleaning crew shall be 
discharged by the Physical Plant to dispose 
of the biohazards and to sanitize the area.” 
The “janitorial service will be witheld from a 
dormitory when the Director of the Physical 
Plant in conjunction with the Dean of Stu¬ 
dents deems such action appropriate.” How¬ 
ever, “Service will never be withheld when 
the health or safety of the student body will 
be put at risk by such action.” 
The resolution was cosponsored by many 
members of the assembly, including all of the 
executives, Adam Stern, at large represen¬ 
tative for the class of 2002, Justin ptebbins, 
Bates Ballroom Society Representative, Jen 
Moore, Biology Council Representative, Wil¬ 
liam Karz, Bates Democrats Representative, 
Geof Martin, Roger Williams Hall Represen¬ 
tative, Meg Raymond RC of Wood Street Resi¬ 
dences, Steve Rees, RC Adams Hall, Molly 
Whitehead RC Pierce and Wilson Houses, 
Josh Moody RC Hacker, Chase, and Webb 
Houses, Rebecca Carvalho JA Parker Hall, 
and Paul Zinn, Sports Editor of The Student. 
The first speaker in support of the reso¬ 
lution was Bob Bremm, the director of the 
Physical Plant. Bremm described a similar 
program that was instituted when he worked 
at Northeastern University. He described 
how peer pressure could be used in a posi¬ 
tive way to curb dorm damage. “You don’t 
have to rat each other out,” according to 
Bremm. He continued, “Physical Plant em¬ 
ployees deserve respect... They don’t come 
to Bates College to [clean feces]. If they 
wanted to do that, they would work in a zoo. 
[It’s] beyond the call [of physical plant work- 
Continued on Page 9 
Author To Speak At Bates 
By TED CRAVER 
Senior Staff Writer 
On Monday, October 16 Austrian author 
Peter Henisch will host a reading from his 
most recent novel, Schwarzer Peter (Black 
Peter). The novel chronicles the life of Peter 
Jarosch, son of a Viennese streetcar conduc¬ 
tor and an African-American soldier. Alter¬ 
nating between Vienna and New Orleans, it 
explores issues of ethnicity, national identity, 
and globalization. 
Born in Vienna in 1943, Henisch has 
penned thirteen novels, four volumes of po¬ 
etry, two dramas, and countless essays. One 
of his novels, “Negatives of my Father,” dealt 
with issues surrounding his fathers role in 
WWII as a Nazi-propoganda photographer, 
while he was half Jewish. Henisch writes 
what he terms as “literature of experience.” 
He also, as Anne Close Ulmer wrote, demon¬ 
strates, “an ironic and often humorous em¬ 
pathy with individuals on the periphery of 
Austrian Society the poor, the homeless, the 
outcasts, and the hippies.” One of his earli¬ 
est works was titled Peripherie-geschichten 
(Stories of the periphery). 
Craig Decker, Professor of German at 
Bates, translated and wrote the introduction 
for Henischs Stones Paranoia, which “con¬ 
fronted Austrias fascist past and contempo¬ 
rary legacy.” 
Peter Henisch will be presenting his novel 
Black Peter in the Muskie Archives at 7:00 
on Monday, October 16. 
Bates Student Speaking at Coming Out Panel Asad Butt/Bates Student 
Correction: 
The article from Issue 4, “Creative Writing Group Formed” was credited to “Dan Neumann, 
News Editor.” The byline should have read, “Katie Burke,. Staff Writer.” The Student 
appologizes for any confusion this layout error may have caused. 
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Movement Against Sweatshops: 
Bookstore, Students Look For Alternatives 
By KATIE BURKE 
Staff Writer 
When was the last time you bought a shirt 
and wondered where it came from and how 
it was made? If the garment was made in 
Southern California, there is a 67% chance 
that it was made in sweatshop conditions and 
a 98% chance that it was made in conditions 
hazardous to its workers. If it was made in 
a foreign nation, there is also a substantial 
chance that workers are being exploited for 
their labor. 
In a well-publicized case in 1996, Global 
Fashions of Honduras was found to be em¬ 
ploying five year old girls for thirty one cents 
per hour in seventy five hour work weeks. 
These hard facts have caused people world¬ 
wide to take a closer look at where and how 
‘ goods are manufactured. Bates is no excep¬ 
tion to this trend. 
The College Store, as well as groups and 
individuals at Bates have been seeking to 
cease Bates’s participation in the sweatshop 
market. Sarah Potter of the Book Store has 
been investigating the principles as well as 
the practices of the companies she purchases 
clothing from. She says of this process: “We 
intend to hold our manufacturers as account¬ 
able as possible by asking them to give us 
bal operating principles.” 
However, she adds that many corpora¬ 
tions have taken note of the extensive pub¬ 
licity that sweatshops have been receiving 
lately and have released statements abdi¬ 
cating themselves of any wrongdoing in the 
issue. The difficulty, she notes, is in distin¬ 
guishing what, for each corporation, consti¬ 
tutes living wage and fair conditions, and 
whether their principles and practices are 
coherent. While many corporations are mak¬ 
ing great strides in their production habits, 
there are also many corporations whose com¬ 
mitment to acting upon their “good inten¬ 
tions” is at best questionable. 
Bates students Matt Carriker and Mike 
McCarthy have been collaborating with Pot¬ 
ter on this issue, as well as attempting to 
raise consciousness on campus regarding 
this issue. They organized a Fair Trade Cof¬ 
fee Day last week to publicize exploitation 
of coffee workers in foreign nations, and are 
holding Wednesday meetings, in collabora¬ 
tion with Sarah Potter, about sweatshop la¬ 
bor which areopen to all. The link between 
fair trade, which gives coffee growers in 
countries like Nicaragua a living wage for 
their product and eliminates the many 
“middle men” who gain from the sale of their 
goods, and sweatshop labor is exploitation 
copies of their fair labor practices and glo- of the working class by higher powered indi- 
Modern Dance To Perform 
Lewiston, Maine — The Bates College 
Modern Dance Company in Concert will 
showcase the performance and choreogra¬ 
phy talents of student, faculty and alumi art¬ 
ists during Celebrate Bates! Parents and 
Families Weekend on Friday October 13, at 
6p.m. and 8p.m. and Saturday October 14, 
at the Bates College Gannett Theater on Col¬ 
lege Street. The performance is free of 
charge with no reservations accepted. 
Under the artistic direction of Mary 
Plavin, an ensemble of approximately 20 stu¬ 
dent dancers will present a diverse Series of 
pieces. This year’s concert will feature 
“Skimming, Soaring, Touching Ground”, cho¬ 
reographed by alumni guest Alison Oakes, 
Bates class of 1992. Oakes is a New York- 
based choreographer, dancer and educator. 
She received her M.A. in dance and dance 
education from Teachers College, Columbia 
University. Also featured will be “It’s All 
About Arms”, choreographed by Plavin, with 
a musical performance of Bach synthesized 
by William Matthews, Alice Sawnson Esty 
Professor of Music. 
The performanc will also include dances 
choreographed by five Bates students, includ¬ 
ing senior Zoia Cisneros of Naples, junior 
Laura Medina of Burke, Va., senior John 
Ambrosino of Avon, Mass., junior Devon 
Fitchett of Woburn, Mass., and senior Carrie 
Noel of Denver, Colo. 
For more information, call the Shaeffer 
Theatre Box Office at 207-786-6161 
Bates Hosts Psych Conference 
By TED CRAVER 
Senior Staff Writer 
On October 20 and 21st, Bates College will 
host the annual meeting of New England 
Psychological Association. 
A number of Bates Alumni will be pre¬ 
senting information in both paper and poster 
sessions. In addition, a distinguished panel 
of speakers, including Daryl Bern, Linda 
Bartoshuk, Sally Boysen, Bonnie Strickland, 
and Richard Wagner will speak. Wagner, a 
professor of psychology at Bates, will be 
moderating a symposium on peace psychol¬ 
ogy with Rebecca Wolfe, a Bates Alumna and 
doctoral candidate at Harvard. 
Daryl Bern will speak on his recently pro¬ 
posed social-psychological theory for the de¬ 
velopment of same sex preferences. 
All Bates students, staff, and faculty are 
invited to the events. 
The door charge is $10.00 for students. 
viduals, which, as Carriker notes, “is usu¬ 
ally at the expense of worker rights and con¬ 
servation of the environment.” Thus, the 
war against sweatshops and fair trade has 
become one fight, with increasing support 
and awareness from the student body 
One question that remains, however, is 
the issue of price. Many students have ex¬ 
pressed concern that the prices at the book¬ 
store and elsewhere will skyrocket as a re¬ 
sult of any change that arises from this 
movement. The truth, says Potter, is that 
several companies have made changes in 
their manufacturing processes with little or 
no alteration in price. Also, once changing 
these policies becomes of importance to a 
greater number of consumers, corporations 
will be forced to act quickly on this issue. 
However, the “biggest truth”, as Potter and 
Carriker see it, “is that consumer buying 
behavior drives manufacturing practices. If 
you want it cheaper, chances are that it will 
be made outside the United States. We need 
to consider our own brand consciousness 
and question our own buying habits”. The 
movement against sweatshop labor and to¬ 
wards free trade is in full swing at Bates, 
but we have yet to see how it will actually 
effect the buying practices of Batesies, and 
the actions of major companies in response. 
New Damage 
On Campus: 
Human Waste 
By TED CRAVER 
Senior Staff Writer 
There is a new type of dorm damage that 
is currently ravaging campus. An individual 
or individuals have been defecating in areas 
which are not to be used for that purpose. In 
some cases, the feces have been moved 
around afterwards. 
In Wenworth Adam’s hall, there were two 
incidents on the same night. On the second 
floor, feces was left on the floor of a bath¬ 
room. On the fourth floor, feces were smeared 
on a wall as well as tracked down the hall. In 
Parker, feces were found in one of the eleva¬ 
tors. 
The Student has unconfirmed reports of 
another incident in Parker. 
The latest act was commited in the men’s 
bathroom of Underhill Arena. Commited dur¬ 
ing the day, feces were placed on a sink and 
the door jam. There was also used toilet pa¬ 
per strewn on the floor and some on the wall. 
Custodians have been left to clean the 
messes, with their health and safety being 
put at risk. As of yet, no one has been appre¬ 
hended concerning the acts. 
Tennis Courts Dedicated 
Continued from Page 1 
brary, Metropolitan Museum of Art, Central 
Park Conservancy and the American Mu¬ 
seum of Natural History. 
President Harward welcomed the crowd 
Saturday and introduced the speakers. 
Athletic Director Suzanne Coffey spoke 
highly of Wallach and his life, the tennis pro¬ 
gram at Bates, and the weekend’s tourna¬ 
ment She boasted the successes of tennis at 
Bates and of the excitement that accompa¬ 
nied the Wallach tournament. She mentioned 
the on-line availability of scores as they were 
released. She concluded, “We are indeed 
proud of this new tennis center, and we are 
especially proud that it bears Jim Wallach’s 
name.” 
Coffey was followed by Jim Wallach’s son, 
Andrew, who spoke of his father’s achieve¬ 
ments and virtues. He noted how his father 
aimed to balance work, athletics, philan¬ 
thropy and family Andrew said his father 
was “the best father and husband,” and al¬ 
though “his life was cut short; he lived well.” 
He went on to offer thanks to everybody who 
made the tennis center possible, including 
those at the alumni and development offices. 
Andrew included an anecdote about his 
father’s good sportsmanship, which later de¬ 
fined his character in all aspects of his life. 
He recalled that early in his father’s tennis 
career, “an opponent looked arrogantly 
across the net and said ‘match point.’ My 
father probably knew it was match point! 
Those words were enough to rally what it 
took to win the match.” Andrew paused to 
look out to the crowd, and finished, “that 
opponent was from Bowdoin.” 
After Wallach’s son stepped down, 
Harward dedicated the tennis center and 
reminded the guests “We are honored to 
have this center bearing Jim Wallach’s 
name.” 
The James Wallach tennis center allows 
Bates to host outdoor matches for the first 
time in two years and was conveniently lo¬ 
cated near the Margaret Hopkins Merrill 
Gymnasium, where the indoor courts are lo¬ 
cated. The construction of the Wallach Ten¬ 
nis Center began in the fall of 1999 and was 
competed in the summer of 2000. The cen¬ 
ter was designed by architect David 
Sheffield, whose designs at the college in¬ 
clude the Ronj, Alumni House, Cutten Main¬ 
tenance Center and Underhill Arena. The 
eight-court tennis center is among the best 
in the Northeast. , 
•Information provided by the Bates Office 
of College Relations was usedwthis report. 
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Referenda On November Maine Ballot Explained 
By ANDREW SIMON 
Staff Writer 
On election day, many voters are faced 
with a dilemma: how to vote on unfamiliar 
referrendum questions. For Maine voters, six 
referendum questions top the ballot. This is 
one of the most controversial ballots of any 
state. Mainers will decide on a number of 
contentious issues including physician as¬ 
sisted suicide, gambling, and homosexual 
rights. Below are short summaries of each 
question. 
Question 1 
“Should a terminally ill adult who is of sound 
mind be allowed to ask for and receive a 
doctor’s help to die?” 
Titled the Maine Death with Dignity Act, 
this referendum will allow a person who has 
been a citizen of Maine for at least 6 months 
and who is over the age of 18 to request to 
end their life in a humane manner. The indi¬ 
vidual must have been previously diagnosed 
with a terminal illness. 
The request must be presented in writ¬ 
ten form and witnessed by two individuals 
who are not related to the patient and who 
have no stake in the individual’s assets. Af¬ 
ter the request is submitted, the physician 
must counsel the patient concerning alter¬ 
natives to the request. A second physician 
must then confirm that the patient indeed 
does have a terminal illness and is capable 
of making the decision. Next, the patient 
must be referred to a specialist on palliative 
care and to a counselor to determine if the 
patient is suffering from any psychological 
disorder. The request to end one’s life may 
be revoked at any time. 
The Act guarantees that any person who 
participates within the guidelines of this act 
is not subject to civil or criminal liability. The 
Act does not give an individual consent to 
assist in administering the medication pre¬ 
scribed. 
To obtain a ballot spot, Mainer’s for Death 
With Dignity collected 40,000 signatures 
statewide. The Roman Catholic Diocese of 
Maine, the Maine Medical Association and 
the Maine Hospice Council oppose this Act. 
Question 2 
“Do you favor requiring landowners to ob¬ 
tain a permit for all clear-cuts and defining 
cutting levels for lands subject to the tree 
growth tax law?” 
This issue is quickly becoming one of the 
hottest debates in Maine. If the question 
passes, the Maine Forest Service would have 
to approve any clear-cuts. The Forest Ser¬ 
vice would have to decide if the cut would 
cause ecological damage and if there was no 
other way to harvest the wood. 
For landowners who are enrolled in the 
Maine’s Tree Growth Tax Program, which 
reduces taxes on forestland, the amount of 
wood cut could not exceed the amount that 
has grown. 
The referendum creates the Maine Coun¬ 
cil on Sustainable Forest Management, 
whose members are appointed by the Gov¬ 
ernor, to develop rules and regulations for 
legislating the clear-cut permit and harvest¬ 
ing limit programs. 
Opponents of the question, including the 
Small Woodland Owners Association of 
Maine and the Maine Forest Service, believe 
that the proposal will hurt the small woodlot 
owners more than the paper companies the 
act is targeted at. The opponents think that 
small forest landowners will sell their prop¬ 
erty for development instead of harvesting 
the wood, due to the increased cost of cut¬ 
ting timber. Opponents also believe that the 
act will encourage sprawl in southern Maine. 
Proponents of the issue, including 
Jonathon Carter, director of Forest Ecology 
Network, think otherwise. “It’s the multina¬ 
tional paper companies that are over har¬ 
vesting, not the small woodlands owners, “ 
Carter said. “This would actually benefit the 
small woodland owners by raising the value 
of their wood.” Carter has the support of the 
Maine chapter of the Sierra Club, the Forest 
Ecology Network, and the National Re¬ 
sources Council of Maine. 
Question 3 
“Do you want to allow video lottery machines 
at certain horse racing tracks if 40% of the 
profits are used for property tax relief?” 
This proposed act authorizes the opera¬ 
tion of video lottery at any commercial har¬ 
ness racing track that has had races on more 
than 100 days in the past two years. The 
lottery is limited to the hours between noon 
and 1 AM. The act states that it is illegal for 
anyone under the age of 21 to use these ma¬ 
chines. The act authorizes the Chief of the 
State Police to regulate the machines. 
The allocation of income from the video 
lottery machines will be distributed as fol¬ 
lows: 40% to be sent to the Treasurer of the 
State and distributed through municipal rev¬ 
enue sharing, 5% to be used to supplement 
harness racing purses, 3% to be used by the 
Department of Public Safety to cover admin¬ 
istrative costs, 2% to benefit the State’s ag¬ 
ricultural fairs, 1% to be used for purses in 
sire stakes races, 26% to the distributor who 
owns the video lottery terminal and the re¬ 
maining revenue is to be retained by the per¬ 
son licensed to operate the video lottery ter¬ 
minal. ' 
Question 4 
“Do you favor amending the Constitution of 
Maine to allow the Legislature to provide for 
the assessment of land used for commercial 
fishing activities based on the current use of 
that property?” 
This question calls to amend the Consti¬ 
tution of Maine. If approved, this proposal 
would allow the Legislature to provide prop¬ 
erty tax assessment of waterfront land used 
for commercial fishing activities, based upon 
the value of its current use. 
Currently, the Constitution authorizes this 
alternative method of property tax assess¬ 
ment for certain farmlands, woodlands, wild¬ 
life sanctuaries, and lands used for open 
space and recreation. The status quo law 
states, “The Legislature shall provide that 
any change of use higher than (the assessed 
amount), shall result in the imposition of a 
penalty. “ The law will be modified to in¬ 
clude commercial fisheries. 
Question 5 
“Do you favor amending the Constitution of 
Maine to end discrimination against persons 
under guardianship for mental illness for the 
purpose of voting?” 
This amendment seeks to end discrimi¬ 
nation against the mentally ill. The current 
Maine voting law states, “Every citizen of the 
United States of the age of 18 years and up¬ 
wards, excepting persons under guardian¬ 
ship for reasons of mental illness, having his 
or. her residence established in this State, 
shall be an elector for Governor, Senators and 
Representatives, in the city, town or planta¬ 
tion where his or her residence has been es¬ 
tablished, if he or she continues to reside in 
this State; and the elections shall be by writ¬ 
ten ballot.” 
The proposed amendment would remove 
the line, “excepting persons under guardian¬ 
ship for reasons of mental illness.” If rati¬ 
fied; the last remaining discrimination bar¬ 
rier to voting would be removed. 
Question 6 
“Do you favor ratifying the action of the 119th 
Legislature whereby it passed an act extend¬ 
ing to all citizens regardless of thqir sexual 
orientation the same basic rights to protec¬ 
tion against discrimination now guaranteed 
to citizens on the basis of race, color, reli¬ 
gion, sex or national origin in the areas of 
employment, housing, public accommodation 
and credit and where the act expressly states 
that nothing in the act confers legislative ap¬ 
proval of, or special rights to, any person or 
group of persons?” 
The above legislation amends the Maine 
Human Rights Act to make it illegal to dis¬ 
criminate against individuals based on 
sexual orientation regarding employment, 
housing, access to public accommodations 
and the extension of credit. 
The bill clearly states that it is not in¬ 
tended to add or change any existing affir¬ 
mative action requirements and that it does 
not grant any special rights to any group in 
the bill. All religious entities, including edu¬ 
cational and nonprofit organizations, which 
are funded by a religious corporation, are 
exempt from the new provisions relating 
sexual orientation. 
This legislation was approved by the 
Maine Legislature and signed by Governor 
Angus King in April of 2000, with a clause 
that made the bill subject to ratification by a 
majority of the voters at the next general 
election. 
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Continued from page 7 
ers.] If a building is violated [with vomit or 
feces, Physical Plant] should pull out.” 
One member questioned why the Bates 
College Hazardous Materials Team (Haz- 
Mat) cleaning feces and vomit. Bremm 
stated that, under Federal statutes, “urine 
and feces are not considered biohazards.” 
The resolution passed on a voice vote with 
little dissent. 
The next piece of legislation was RA-00- 
41, which changes the budget committee 
guidelines to allow for a biweekly audit of 
campus organizations. This legislation was 
met with a mixed response. Budget Com¬ 
mittee Member Tate Curti, the only Budget 
Committee member not to cosponsor the bill, 
voiced concern with the audit system. 
Delekta argued that the audit system 
would make campus organizations refrain 
from deviating from their budgets. Stanton 
agreed, arguing “Campus organizations 
should follow the rules; they aren’t that 
strict.” The meeting adjourned without a 
vote on this legislation, it will be the first bill 
discussed at the next meeting. 
^nvii (MUiieCtS! 
Issues To Speak 
All are invited to attend a lecture by 
Jeanne Gauna on Tuesday, October 10, 
2000 at 4 pm in Muskie Archives. The lec¬ 
ture is titled “Environmental Challenges 
to Latinos in the 21s.t Century.” Ms. 
Gauna’s talk will include discussion of 
issues of local, national and global ur¬ 
gency to the Latino community, including 
WTO, NAFTA, GATT. 
Jeanne Gauna is a founding member 
of the Southwest Organizing Project 
(SWOP) and her work has involved orga¬ 
nizing among welfare recipients, the dis¬ 
abled, undocumented people, farm work¬ 
ers involved in union struggles, and those 
faeingpolitical and police repression. She 
is responsible for the overall coordination 
of SWOP efforts, including organizing, 
fundraising and networking and is an ex- 
officio member of the SWOP Board of Di¬ 
rectors. 
Jeanne is also a community developer 
with the United Methodist Church, and 
serves on the Boards of the National Re¬ 
ligious Partnership for the Environment 
and the Coalition for the Environmentally 
Responsible Economies. She is a winner 
of the prestigious Bannerman Award for 
outstanding activists. 
This event is sponsored by the 
Multicultural Center, Solidaridad Latina, 
Women’s Studies, and Classical and Ro¬ 
mance Languages and Literatures. 
Student Safety Program Returns 
The Student Safety Program is in- the pro- 
■ ess . • - ;nd nvay for ! A > . \ f 
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The Student Safety Program provides 
evening “Sate Walks" and Safe Rides’within 
campus boundaries. Safewalk teams patrol 
the campus offering to walk other students 
to their destinations. Safewalkers also re¬ 
ceive requests via telephone through a Stu¬ 
dent Safety Dispatcher. 
Saferide drivers use a Bates van (with a 
flashing yellow light) on an 
established route around the campus bound¬ 
aries, with critical stopping 
points around the entire campus. Maps 
showing the campus route, rules, etc. are 
posted in each building on campus. Students 
living outside the campus boundaries but 
within a perimeter consisting of Main, 
Russell, Lafayette, and Sabattus Streets may 
call the Student Safety Dispatcher and re- 
‘ p< oser their area for a 
* . “st ‘ le”. 
.-aiso re:.;: t Hazardous conditions 
,, . ,,, campus, smoke, suspicious 
vehicles or people, broken windows, propped 
doors, etc.. Their extra eyes and ears have 
proven to be a true asset to Security. 
Safewalks are available from 9 p.m. to 1 
a.m. every evening and Saferides are avail¬ 
able from 6 p.m. to 1 a.m., depending on stu¬ 
dent support. The Student Safety phone 
number is 753-6999. There are still several. 
openings for Safewalkers, Saferide Drivers, 
and Dispatchers in order to provide continu¬ 
ous service. If you are interested in earning 
some money and helping your fellow stu¬ 
dents, please drop by the Student Employ¬ 
ment Office at 220 College Street for an ap¬ 
plication. To work as a Student Safety 
Saferide Driver you must complete the Driver 
Certification Course. 
Good Health to you 
and the Planet too! 
Y\£TURA£. ^ 
250 Center Street 
Auburn, Maine 04210 
(207) 782-3348 
Since 1970 
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Celebrate Bates! Schedule: Everything Your 
Parents Ever Wanted to Do At Bates, And More 
Friday October 13,2000 
8a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Registration for Alumni 
Alumni House, 67 Campus Av¬ 
enue 
8am - 9pm 
Registration for Parents 
Hosted by the Bates Parents & 
Families Association 
Olin Arts Center Lobby 
8am-3pm 
Alumni Council Meeting 
Alumni House, 67 Campus Av¬ 
enue 
8am-4pm 
Classes open to visitors Pick up 
a schedule at Registration 
lpm 
• Friday Prayers Muslim Prayer 
Room, Multicultural Center 
2-7pm 
Exhibit: “Steel Prayers: The 
sculpture of John Fleming” 
Sponsored by The Office of the 
College Chaplain. College 
Chapel 
3pm 
Bates Today: Vice Presidents’ 
and Deans’ Forum Senior mem¬ 
bers of the administration will 
discuss the greatest challenges 
facing Bates, and how they are 
addressing them. 
Chase Hall Lounge 
4-6pm 
Faculty Reception for all Guests 
Come for a cup of cider and a 
chance to talk with current and 
Emeriti faculty Perry Atrium, 
Pettengill Hall 
4:30-6pm 
The Inscribed Heart: Reading 
and Writing as Spiritual Prac¬ 
tices Prof. Stephanie Paulsell, 
University of Chicago Divinity 
School, offers an installment in 
the series “ Spiritual Journeys: 
Stories of the Soul,” sponsored 
by the Office of the College 
Chaplain. Skelton Lounge 
6pm 
Shabbat Dinner 
Offered by the Jewish Cultural 
Community. Due to a large num¬ 
ber of pre-registrations, this 
event is full. Multicultural Cen¬ 
ter 
7-10pm 
Calls to Absent Bates Friends 
Do you have classmates who 
couldn’t* make it back to cam¬ 
pus this weekend? Come to 
Alumni House and give them a 
call. The Alumni Relations Staff 
will be on hand to help you find 
numbers- bring your address 
book for updating! 
Alumni House, 67 Campus Av¬ 
enue 
8pm 
Bates Modern Dance Company 
in Concert Thirty-one tears of 
dance at Bates- and still going 
strong. Reception with Marcy 
Plavin, lecturer in dance and 
Director of the Modern Dance 
Company, following the concert. 
Schaeffer Theater 
9pm 
Gala a capella Concert 
Featuring Bates’ own singing 
groups, the Deansmen, the 
Merimanders, the Crosstones, 
and Cultured Voices. 
Lewiston Middle School (corner 
of Campus and Central, adja¬ 
cent to the Bates campus) 
10pm-lam 
Late Night at the Bobcat Den 
Celebrate Friday the thirteenth 
and the full moon...with free 
hors d’oeuvres and music by “A 
Moment’s Notice,” a jazz combo 
featuring John Smedley, associ¬ 
ate professor of physics. 
Saturday, October 14,2000 
8am-2pm 
Registration for Alumni 
Alumni House 
8am-2pm 
Registration for Parents 
Olin Arts Center Lobby 
8am 
Football Breakfast 
Former players, families of cur¬ 
rent players, and fans are in¬ 
vited to join Coach Mark 
Harriman for breakfast in the 
Den. Come hear about how the 
team is doing this year and get 
some insight into the afternoon 
game against Wesleyan. 
The Bobcat Den, Chase Hall 
8:30-10am 
Breakfast, Memorial Commons 
(No charge with your “Cel¬ 
ebrate Bates!” button.) 
8:30-10am 
Drop-in hours at the Office of 
Career Services 
8:30am-noon 
Community service at 
Thorncrag Bird Sanctuary in 
Lewiston. We will be reclaiming 
the site of the Bates Outing Club 
cabin. This site has only the re¬ 
mains of the brick chimney from 
the cabin and lies next to the 
historic Thorne cellar hole and 
archeology site. The work will 
involve cleaning up the site, 
clearing the brush and contri¬ 
butions of oral history so that 
the Stanton Bird Club can use 
the area for education and in¬ 
terpretation. Participants will 
need to dress in rugged outdoor 
clothing, boots and jackets. 
Only a downpour will cancel 
this event. Please preregister. 
There is limited enrollment for 
this activity, so please sign up 
quickly if you are interested. 
9am 
Admissions and the Financial 
Aid Process: Getting In and Pay¬ 
ing for It Bill Hiss ‘66, Vice 
President for External and 
Alumni Affairs, will offer a spe¬ 
cial information session for 
alumni children and siblings of 
current students, and their par¬ 
ents. Alumni House, 67 Campus 
Avenue 
9am-lpm 
Faculty Symposium: A faculty 
symposium, The Sciences: 
Works in Progress, celebrates 
the strength of our science fac¬ 
ulty, our commitment to re¬ 
search, and the importance of 
discussing our work with each 
other. 
The subtitle of the sympo¬ 
sium, “Works in Progress,” re¬ 
flects the long and complicated 
process of producing knowl¬ 
edge. Questions, ideas, and in¬ 
formed hunches lead to long 
hours in a lab, at a computer, in 
a library, in the field, and else¬ 
where. These hours spent pro¬ 
ducing data or refining ideas 
then move into public fbrums, 
sometimes published on paper 
or electronically, other times 
presented orally. Audience com¬ 
ment can encourage rethinking 
of old ideas and the creation of 
new ones. 
At press, topics to be dis¬ 
cussed include, “Cellular Envi¬ 
ronments: Regulation and Dis¬ 
ruption,” “Chemical Com¬ 
pounds: Understanding Their 
Structures and Effects,” “Cos¬ 
mic Questions: From Molecules 
to the Universe,” and “Defining 
Neuroscience.” 
Parents, alumni, students 
and friends are encouraged to 
join the Bates faculty for the 
symposium; although the talks 
will report on the original re¬ 
search of faulty members, they 
are geared toward a non-spe¬ 
cialist audience. 
Carnegie Science Hall 
10am 
Poetry Reading 
Bates poets share their work (if 
you want to share yours, please 
email celebrate@bates.edu). 
Chase Hall Lounge 
11am 
Admissions Open House. Please 
help us welcome prospective 
students to the College. 
Lindholm House 
11am 
Alumni Panel Discussion: “If I’d 
onlyknowthen...” Young alumni 
discuss life after Bates, includ¬ 
ing what they would have done 
differently while they were stu¬ 
dents with the benefit of 20/20 
hindsight. Sponsored by the 
Alumni Council and the Office 
of Career Services. 
Keck Classroom, Pettengill Hall 
11am 
Women’s Soccer vs. Wesleyan 
University 
11am 
Muskie Archives/Special Collec¬ 
tions Open House. The 
Batesiana Collection, long hid¬ 
den in the depths of Ladd Li¬ 
brary, has a new home in the 
Muskie Archives. Stop by to re¬ 
member your student days - 
yearbooks, The Bates Student, 
facebooks and many other his¬ 
torical Bates materials are all 
here. Chat with co-directors 
Kurt Kuss and Chris Beam 
about the collection and how it 
supports the College’s educa¬ 
tional mission. 
Edmund S. Muskie Archives 
llam-2pm 
Buffet Luncheon for all guests, 
featuring the music of the Port 
City All Stars. No charge with 
your “Celebrate Bates!” button, 
but we do ask that you pre-reg¬ 
ister so that we may plan. 
Merrill Gymnasium 
Noon 
Field Hockey vs. Wesleyan 
University 
lpm 
Football vs. Wesleyan Univer¬ 
sity 
Half-time reception under the 
big tent for all guests. 
l:30-3:30pm 
Poster session on student re¬ 
search and service-learning. 
Benjamin E. Mays Center 
2pm 
Legacy Photograph Alumni/ae 
who are parents or grandpar¬ 
ents of currently enrolled stu¬ 
dents are invited, with their 
children, to be part of this year’s 
legacy photo, which will be fea¬ 
tured in the Bates Magazine. 
Coram Library steps 
2-4pm 
“Conversations and Informa¬ 
tion Sessions” for all visitors 
including sessions on study 
abroad programs around the 
country, service-learning oppor¬ 
tunities and more. Demonstra¬ 
tions of the teaching facilities in 
Pettengill Hall, our new on-line 
registration system, and the 
electron microscope in 
Carnegie Hall will also be of¬ 
fered. A complete schedule will 
be available at registration. 
2pm 
Men’s Soccer vs. Wesleyan 
University. 
3pm 
Reunion Warm-up. Alumni from 
the classes of 1941, 1946, 1951, 
1961, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1976, 
1985,1986,1987,1991, and 1996 
are invited to find out what’s 
being planned for Reunion 
Weekend (June 15-17), and how 
you can get involved. 
Alumni House, 67 Campus Av¬ 
enue 
4-6pm 
President’s Reception for all 
guests 
The President’s House and Gar¬ 
den 
5:30-7:30pm 
Ticketed buffet dinner (see be¬ 
low for more information) 
Joseph A. Underhill Arena 
8pm 
Bates Modern Dance Company 
in Concert. A repeat of the Fri¬ 
day evening performance and 
reception. 
Schaeffer Theater 
9pm 
“Celebrate Bates!” presents an 
evening with singer-songwriter 
Christine Lavin, who “wants to 
the be first folksinger on the 
space shuttle,” and is a favor¬ 
ite on Maine stages and around 
the nation. She now performs 
wireless, enabling her, as she 
says, “ to turn any size concert 
hall into a living room.” She is 
also the occasional guest host 
for the popular “Sunday Break¬ 
fast” radio program on WFUV 
90.7 in New York City. 
Clifton Daggestt Gray Cage 
llpm-lam 
Late Night at the Bobcat Den. 
Featuring student musicians 
and slides from Reunion 2000: 
come see what fun your friends 
from the classes of 1940, 1945, 
1950, 1955, 1956, 1960, 1975, 
1979, 1980, 1981, and 1990 had 
at Reunion last spring. 
Sunday, October 15, 2000 
9:30am 
Ecumenical Sunday Liturgy 
College Chapel 
10am 
Bobcat Three-Mile Road 
Race 
This race around the College’s 
“three mile loop” is open to all 
alumni, parents, family mem¬ 
bers, students, faculty, and 
staff. Walk, jog, run, roll... Par¬ 
ticipate! Souvenir t-shirts will 
be given away on a first-come, 
first-served basis. No need to 
pre-register. 
Race begins in front of Lane 
Hall 
10:30am-noon 
Brunch for alumni, students, 
and parents involved in the 
Multicultural Center. 
The Multicultural Center. 
10:30am-lpm 
Brunch 
($6.25, no reservations neces¬ 
sary) 
Memorial Commons 
11am 
Bus tour of Lewiston/Auburn 
Lead by Rebecca Swanson 
Conrad ‘82, Executive Director 
of LA Excels, a College-commu¬ 
nity partnership with the stated 
goal of establishing a “vision of 
excellence” for the Lewiston- 
Auburn community. Come see 
what’s changed and what’s on 
the horizon. Pleasp pre-register 
so that we may plan. 
11 Am 
Trip to the Bates Coastal Cen¬ 
ter at Shortrige and the 
Bates-Morse Mountain Con¬ 
servation Area 
Join Judith Marden ‘66 on a 
guided tour of the Bates Coastal 
Center at Shortridge and the 
Bates-Morse mountain Conser¬ 
vation Area. Due to a large num¬ 
ber of pre-registrations, this 
event is full. 
Noon 
Men’s Soccer vs. Middlebury 
College 
8:30pm 
Roman Catholic Mass 
College Chapel 
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Both Sides Claim Victory in 
First Presidential Debate 
By DOMINICK PANGALLO 
Election Correspondent 
This past week, many Ameri¬ 
cans got their first look at the 
Democratic and Republican candi¬ 
dates. For the first time in the cam¬ 
paign the candidates met face to 
face. For presidential candidates 
Democrat A1 Gore and Republican 
George W. Bush it was the first of 
three debates. 
Not surprisingly, both cam¬ 
paigns claimed victory at the con¬ 
clusion of the debate. In fact, both 
campaigns had constantly updating 
websites to provide almost simul¬ 
taneous detailed rebuttal to the 
opposing candidate’s statements. 
About 46.5 million viewers tuned 
in for the debate Tuesday night. 
The first presidential debate in 
1996 had about 46.1 million view¬ 
ers. This year, 14 million potential 
viewers opted to watch the pre¬ 
miere of “Dark Angel” on Fox 
rather than the first hour of the 
presidential debate, and NBC even 
chose to broadcast a baseball game 
instead of the presidential debate 
on some of its affiliated stations. To 
most Americans, the debate did not 
change their minds about who they 
will vote for. And yet, for many 
Americans, this was their first time 
hearing either of the candidates 
speak without a media filter. 
Bush’s main tactic appeared to 
be highlighting the failure of the 
Democratic administration in the 
last eight years. “You’ve had your 
chance, Mr. Vice President,” Bush 
said at a number of points during 
the debate. On the issue of pre¬ 
scription drugs, Bush stated “It 
seems like they can’t get it done.” 
On Gore’s energy policy, he 
claimed, “He should have been 
tackling it for the last seven years.” 
On bipartisanship, Bush said, “Why 
haven’t they done it in seven 
years?” He claimed Gore’s propos¬ 
als used “fuzzy math” and “phony 
numbers.” “This is a man who has 
great numbers. I’m beginning to 
think not only did he invent the 
Internet, he invented the calcula¬ 
tor,” he stated at one point. 
Bush also took the opportunity 
to bring up some of the more con¬ 
tentious issues in the campaign. At 
one point, he pointed out, ‘ I believe 
they’ve moved that sign,' The Buck 
Stops Here,’ from the Oval Office 
desk to the Lincoln Bedroom, and 
that’s not right.” Gore replied, “You 
may want to focus on scandals. I 
want to focus on results.” 
Bush did discuss his own pro¬ 
posals and policies during the de¬ 
bate. The idea of “you getting more 
of your money to make decisions 
for yourself” summarized Bush’s 
main description of his idea of gov¬ 
ernment. Gore constantly attacked 
Bush’s tax cut plan throughout the 
debate, claiming Bush spends 
“more money on tax cuts for the 
wealthiest one percent, than all the 
spending he proposes for educa¬ 
tion, health care, prescription 
drugs and national defense com¬ 
bined. Now I think those are the 
wrong priorities.” 
Gore spent a good deal of the 
debate stressing the dangers he 
saw in Bush’s proposals, while also 
promoting his own policies. He 
outlined his plans for a middle- 
class tax cut, protecting Social Se¬ 
curity, extending prescription drug 
benefits to place them under Medi¬ 
care, and his plans to explore al¬ 
ternative and renewable energy 
sources in an effort to lower oil 
prices. 
Several issues of particular 
concern to Batesies and college stu¬ 
dents in general were brought up 
in the debate. In respects to drill¬ 
ing in the Arctic National Wildlife 
Reserve, Gore maintained his op¬ 
position, while Bush defended his 
support of such an idea. A ques¬ 
tion regarding a woman’s right to 
choose and the newly FDA-ap¬ 
proved abortion pill RU-486 ca-me 
up as well. Gore pledged to sup¬ 
port a woman’s right to choose and 
not to over-turn the FDA’s ruling. 
Bush defended his pro-life position, 
but refused to make a clear-cut 
statement on whether or not he 
would seek to over-turn the FDA 
ruling. 
Both candidates managed to 
keep viewers entertained even 
when not speaking. While Bush 
was speaking, Gore would roll his 
eyes, sigh, and shake his head, al¬ 
most scoldingly. Bush, meanwhile, 
often looked a little lost and unfo¬ 
cused. He did manage to avoid his 
infamous smirk, but it looked like 
it took every muscle in his body to 
smile normally. He also had a bad 
sniffle, which made it appear as if 
he had some sort of twitch. 
“Snapshot” polls of undecided 
viewers taken immediately after 
the debate revealed that most view¬ 
ers felt Gore was the winner. Vice 
President Gore was judged to have 
performed better in the debates in 
a CBS News poll of 812 registered 
voters by 56 percent to 42 percent 
for the Texas governor. Gore was 
seen to have performed better by 
48 percent to 41 percent for Bush 
in a CNN-USAToday-Gallup poll of 
435 registered voters who watched 
the debate. In an NBC News instant 
poll, 46 percent said Gore did the 
better job, while 36 percent said 
Bush fared better. 
Tom Shales of The Washington 
Post wrote, Gore won “in terms of 
points made and impression pre¬ 
sented. He conveyed more stature, 
authority and poise than Bush and 
had a better grasp of a wider range 
of material. And yet he also, at 
times, came across as his own 
toughest opponent with his ten¬ 
dency toward hauteur, supercil¬ 
iousness and the condescending 
tone he sometimes uses when 
speaking to viewers.” 
Meanwhile, the Associated 
Press reported “Four out of five 
high school and college debate 
coaches picked A1 Gore as the bet¬ 
ter debater Tuesday while the fifth 
called George W. Bush the “cool, 
clear and in command” winner over 
an “occasionally overbearing and 
oratorical” Gore. The Associated 
Press panel, drawn from across the 
country, judged Gore and Bush in 
six categories - reasoning, evi¬ 
dence, organization, refutation, 
cross-examination and presenta¬ 
tion - and gave Gore 128 points to 
121 for Bush. Aperfect score would 
be 130.” 
Overall, the debate was de 
cidedly “clean.” In fact, the lack of 
personal attack so disturbed late 
night TV show host David 
Letterman, it prompted him to cre¬ 
ate a Top Ten list for ways to make 
the presidential debate more inter¬ 
esting. Among the suggestions: 
replace pitchers of water with 
pitchers of gin, give extra points to 
candidate who gets in the best 
“your mama is so fat” joke and 
show the baseball playoff game on 
a large screen behind the candi¬ 
dates. 
If you would like to read what 
the candidates said in the first 
presidential debate, visit: http:// 
www.debates.org/pages/ 
delayed_transcripts.html. 
VP Picks Civil In Their Lone Encounter 
By DOMINICK PANGALLO 
Election Correspondent 
Most viewers were shocked by 
the civility. Tuning in on Thursday 
night for the only vice presidential 
debate in this year’s election, many 
were expecting a slug-fest between 
Democrat Joe Lieberman and Re¬ 
publican Richard Cheney. Tradi¬ 
tionally, the vice presidential de¬ 
bate has been the tool used by a 
campaign to bring up the dirt and 
attacks that are kept out of the 
more civil presidential debates. In 
1976, Republican vice presidential 
candidate Robert Dole earned the 
nick-name “Hatchet-Man” from the 
media due to his incessant attacks 
against Democratic presidential 
candidate Jimmy Carter. But, that 
wasn’t the case this year. 
The vice presidential debates 
do not typically change any minds 
in the electorate. In 1984, Demo¬ 
cratic vice presidential candidate 
Lloyd Bentsen left Republican Vice 
President Dan Quayle speechless 
when he nailed him with one of the 
most famous zingers of political 
debate history. Quayle described 
how he had served in the Congress 
for about as long as Jack Kennedy 
had before Kennedy was elected 
President. Bentsen scolded Quayle, 
“I knew Jack Kennedy And you are 
no Jack Kennedy. “Despite this, 
though, the Democrats lost the elec¬ 
tion to President Reagan and Vice 
President Quayle. 
So what’s the point of the vice 
presidential debates? They don’t 
change many voters’ minds and 
they are typically only good for the 
sniping that was left out of the 
presidential debates. This year, 
though, many pundits and average 
viewers felt that Cheney and 
Lieberman came out looking more 
civil and presidential than Gore or 
Bush did when they debated two 
nights earlier. 
Both candidates' provided a 
sound and rational explanation of 
their campaigns’ proposals and 
policies. Viewers who were wait¬ 
ing for Cheney to pounce on Gore’s 
association with the scandal-ridden 
Clinton Administration were disap¬ 
pointed. And those waiting for 
Lieberman to jump on questions of 
Bush’s intelligence or Cheney’s ties 
to big oil weren’t left with much. 
At one point in the debate, the 
two candidates discussed whether 
the Clinton-Gore administration 
had met their goals and promises 
during the past eight years. After 
Cheney attempted to make the case 
that they had not, Lieberman re¬ 
sponded, “Did A1 Gore make prom¬ 
ises in 1992? Absolutely. Did he de¬ 
liver? Big time, if I may put it that 
way.” 
It was a clear reference to last 
month when an open microphone 
at a campaign event picked up a 
conversation Bush and Cheney 
were having about a New York 
Times reporter. Bush called the 
reporter a “first class a-hole.” 
Cheney agreed, stating, “Big time.” 
“And I’m pleased to see, Dick, 
from the newspapers, that you’re 
better off than you were eight years 
ago, too,” Lieberman continued. 
“And I can tell you, Joe, that the 
government had absolutely nothing 
to do with it,” responded Cheney 
jovially. 
“I can see my wife, and I think 
she’s thinking, ‘Gee, I wish he 
would go out into the private sec¬ 
tor,”’ Lieberman then told Cheney. 
“Well, I’m going to try to help 
you do that, Joe,” Cheney replied. 
A panel of debate teachers and 
coaches assembled by the Associ¬ 
ated Press ruled on Friday that 
Lieberman had “won” the 90 
minute event - as far as effective 
debate technique is concerned. 
However, many viewers reported 
that, while almost bordering on the 
boring, the two vice presidential 
candidates emerged fairly equal in 
their poise and civility 
“I am going to be positive tonight,” 
said Lieberman at the start of the 
debate. Cheney made a similar 
promise: “I too want to avoid any 
personal attacks” The 90-minute 
debate at Centre College in Danville 
was moderated by CNN anchor Ber¬ 
nard Shaw. Each candidate was 
given two minutes to respond to 
questions posed by Shaw, who had 
the option of asking follow-up ques¬ 
tions. 
Questions ran a whole gamut of 
topics including the new abortion 
pill RU-486, Saddam Hussein, bud¬ 
get surpluses, racial profiling, and 
the recent events in Yugoslavia. 
Like the presidential debate 
two nights earlier, each campaign 
offered up-to-the-minute online re¬ 
buttal to the opposing candidate’s 
statements on their websites. In 
fact, both campaigns had even is¬ 
sued press releases declaring their 
victory almost as early as ten min¬ 
utes before the conclusion of the de¬ 
bate. 
If you would like to read what 
the two candidates said in the de¬ 
bate, visit: http://www.debates.org/ 
pages/delayed_transcripts.html. 
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Buchanan Speaks At Edward Little High 
By MATTEO PANGALLO 
Election Correspondent 
At 7pm last Monday, October 
2nd, Reform Party presidential can¬ 
didate Patrick Buchanan held a 
town-meeting-style gathering in the 
gymnasium of the Edward Little 
High School in Auburn. Our corre¬ 
spondent secured a front-row seat 
at the event. There was an esti¬ 
mated crowd of 100-120 people in 
the audience. About 20 or 30 of 
them were protesters (most of 
whom were teenagers). The bulk 
of the supporters seemed to be 
middle-aged and elderly Many 
were friends and neighbors; some 
from the same Catholic parishes. 
Most of the conversations were 
about local news and gossip. 
Ron Perry, the chair of the Maine 
Reform Party welcomed Buchanan 
into the gymnasium and read a 
brief biography of the candidate. 
Buchanan took off his coat, 
grabbed the mike from the stand, 
and walked up in front of the audi¬ 
ence. 
The candidate jumped right into 
his attack on Gore and Bush, whom 
he called “the beltway bandits” be¬ 
cause of their reliance upon soft 
money and special interests to fund 
their campaigns. Buchanan talked 
about why he left the Republican 
Party, decrying the GOPs failure to 
get U.S. troops out of foreign con¬ 
flicts. “Put me in the White House,” 
he said, “and I’ll get those troops 
back on our borders, where they 
belong.” He moved on to foreign 
policy issues, particularly the 
Clinton administration’s decision 
to extend Most Favored Nation 
trading status to the People’s Re¬ 
public of China. “We’re funding our 
enemies,” Buchanan said, “We’re 
funding human rights atrocities. 
These people, with their own reli¬ 
gion, they’re doing terrible things 
over there.” 
From this topic, Buchanan ex¬ 
panded into a warning against the 
coming “One World Government.” 
He condemned the UN and NATO 
and swore that he will “return 
American sovereignty, liberty, and 
independence to the American 
people.” 
Often, as he spoke, shouts of 
approval and agreement rang out 
from the audience. Occasionally a 
voice of dissent cried out against a 
particular statement, but 
Buchanan usually ignored it. 
In wrapping up he said, “Folks, 
we need a new Third Party politics 
in this nation. A politics that con¬ 
sciously puts America and Ameri¬ 
cans first. We fought hard this past 
year, and I can guarantee you we 
will continue to fight hard all the 
way to Number.” 
The audience participation part 
of the night then began. Someone 
asked Buchana’s stance on extend¬ 
ing civil rights protections to homo¬ 
sexuals (he opposes the idea; he 
also opposes civil unions, stating 
“they are a threat to the traditional, 
God-given institution of marriage 
[because] homosexuality is an im¬ 
moral lie”). Another asked his opin¬ 
ion of the recently FDA-approved 
abortion pill RU-486 (he calls it “a 
human pesticide” and promises he 
would ban it). 
He was asked to outline his edu¬ 
cation plan. “Eliminate the Depart¬ 
ment of Education,” he said, “and 
return control and funding to state 
and local governments via block 
grants and federal reform. The de¬ 
cision [of how to run the education 
system] should be with you people, 
sitting in this gym. We need to give 
responsibility back to the people, 
because that’s democracy: major¬ 
ity rule not dictation from some bu¬ 
reaucrat.” 
He was asked about his Su¬ 
preme Court appointment plans, if 
elected president. “Take Antonin 
Scalia and clone him nine times,” 
Erin Mullin/Baies Student 
Batesies Enjoy A Fine Fall Day On The Quad 
he answered, and pledged that ev¬ 
ery one of his nominees would be 
“a Christian, pro-life, strict con¬ 
structionist.” 
Some of the protesters in the 
audience asked him how he could 
possibly expect to represent all of 
the minority groups that he is alien¬ 
ating and speaking out against. He 
responded with his final statement 
for the evening, “I believe that ev¬ 
ery American has certain Consti¬ 
tutional rights: you can disagree 
with the government, you can as¬ 
semble, or practice your religion 
without the government stopping 
you. Everyone, including gays, has 
these rights. But nobody, including 
gays, should get any sort of special 
rights.” 
After the meeting, some sup¬ 
porters swarmed Buchanan for 
autographs. Others engaged in de¬ 
bate with some of the protesters. 
One teenage protester shared his 
opinion of the event: “I find 
Buchanan to be a frightening ex¬ 
ample of American politics gone 
wrong. He truly is a fascist. If he is 
elected, democracy will die.” 
Charlotte Iserbyt, member of the 
U.S. Department of Education un¬ 
der Ronald Reagan, also com¬ 
mented on the evening rally: “I’m 
thrilled with the youth present to¬ 
night. Even if it takes bad informa¬ 
tion about Pat to get them here, it 
gets them here. Hopefully theyll see 
that Gore and Bush are controlled 
by the same people. Nader and 
Buchanan aren’t controlled by any¬ 
one. The only difference there is 
that Nader’s a socialist and Pat’s 
just a conservative.” 
Also present in the post-meeting 
crowd was Mrs. Shelley Buchanan. 
Our correspondent was able to get 
her comments on the campaign 
thus far: “It’s going wonderfully. 
Were delighted to come up here. I 
wish we could get over to your 
school to meet the kids there. But 
we do encourage them to listen to 
all the candidates. Hopefully, they’ll 
see that it has to come down to Pat 
Buchanan and the Reform Party.” 
About to be escorted from the 
gym by his security personnel, 
Buchanan approached our corre¬ 
spondent and pointed at his press 
pass. “That’s your best weapon, 
son,” he said, “Is this where I meet 
the press?” Our correspondent was 
then allowed to conduct a brief in¬ 
terview with Mr. Buchanan before 
the candidate had to rush off to an 
interview on Larry King Live along 
with Green Party nominee Ralph 
-Nader. 
The Student: Why have you chosen 
to visit Auburn? 
Pat Buchanan: Because these 
people are Americans, same as 
Americans in New York, in Wash¬ 
ington, and in the rest of the coun¬ 
try. 
TS: How will your proposed pro¬ 
grams empower future generations 
and resonate with todays college 
youth? 
PB: This campaign is about saving 
America. We can only do it together, 
and if we do it together, future gen¬ 
erations of Americans will live in a 
safer world, and they’ll look back 
on us with pride. 
TS: You are a Roman Catholic. The 
word Catholic means universal, in¬ 
clusive of all. Correct? 
PB: Correct. 
TS: Do you think the average gay 
voter thinks of Patrick Buchanan as 
Catholic in that sense of the word? 
PB: Well that is what I am. I can’t 
comment on what they’re thinking, 
but I can tell you a lot of them hate 
me for telling them what I have faith 
in as the truth. 
TS: As you may know, the Presiden¬ 
tial Debate Commission refuses to 
give college reporters press access 
to the debates. Can you get me a 
ticket? 
PB: Son, I can’t even get in there. 
Good luck. 
He then turned and waved to the 
crowd and ducked out through the 
door. 
Also taking questions from the 
press was Nelson Foley, a Reform 
Party activist since 1996, formerly 
the state Party chair, and now the 
publisher of the Maine Reform 
Party’s RP Monthly newsletter. 
Foley, as well as several other 
event organizers, proudly pointed 
out the open-door policy of the rally. 
“We let the protesters right in to 
ask their questions, gave them 
seats with everyone else. Maybe 
they didn’t like what they heard, 
but they didn’t get lied to. Some¬ 
thing else you’d never get from the 
Democrats or Republicans,” Foley 
said. 
After the rally the protesters 
gathered in the parking lot. Some 
carried signs with slogans such as: 
“Buchanan is slime”, “Peace! Love! 
Acceptance!”, and “Keep Your Ro¬ 
sary Off My Neck!” 
According to the protesters, 
gaining admission to the event was 
not as easy as the event organiz¬ 
ers had said. “They just wouldn’t 
let us in,” said one, “They let all the 
supporters in first. And then they 
tried to tell us that the place was 
full. We knew it was totally ridicu¬ 
lous. That’s our gym in there. I 
think we know how big it is.” 
The protesters argued with the 
organizers for nearly an hour and 
were considering legal tactics, 
when a campaign worker eventu¬ 
ally agreed to open the doors and 
seat them quietly in the back of the 
gym. 
Eagerly, the protesters shared 
their thoughts on the event: 
“Buchanan just loves to rouse fear 
and hate in people.” “He’s a 
slimeball. He covers up his politics 
of hate with jokes and dumb sto¬ 
ries.” You know what? All presiden¬ 
tial candidates are goofballs.” 
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Mutron Adds Some Funk to Bates Party Scene 
By JENNIFER GIBLIN 
Features Editor 
Taking their cue from legends Herbie 
Hancock and Maceo Parker, year-old funk 
band Mutron is injecting some groove into 
the Bates party scene. This Saturday, they 
bring their funkadelic sound to Page Lounge 
as the opening act for Mrs. SKAnnotto, Bates’ 
resident ska band. 
Mutron, named after the Mutron petal 
which produces a funky sound effect when 
"Funk music is assocaited with 
partying. It's energentic and 
makes you want to dance." 
- Vicki Losick 
hooked up to the guitar, formed originally as 
a jazz combo group during the winter semes¬ 
ter of 1999. According to original band mem¬ 
ber Vicki Losick, “We got funky over short¬ 
term and started playing more more funk 
than jazz.” 
In addition to Vicki on tenor sax, three 
other members still remain from the band’s 
jazz days, when they were called “Frank and 
the Yankees”: Simon Hutchinson on bass, 
Justin Lloyd on trumpet, and John Branding 
on drums. Lara Mrovosky, who plays key¬ 
board, joined last year 
while the two newest 
members — first-years 
Aaron Putnam on gui¬ 
tar and Jeff Marion on 
alto sax — complete the 
ensemble. 
Most of Mutron’s 
gigs have been on the 
Bates campus — 
they’ve played for dorm 
and campus wide par¬ 
ties and at several cof¬ 
feehouses. This year, 
they plan to open for 
Bottle Rocket Kings, a 
ska band from 
Bucksfield, Maine in 
venues beyond the 
Bates campus. 
Aaron Putnam de¬ 
scribes Mutron’s sound 
as “eclectic.” He said, 
“It got the structure of 
jazz but with rhythms 
and grooves. There’s a 
psychadelic element.” 
While the band covers 
several of Hancock and 
Parker’s songs, Simon 
Hutchinson writes the 
majority of their tunes. 
The groove of funk music makes it danc¬ 
ing music. Said Losick, “Funk music is 
assocaited with partying. To really enjoy it, 
you gotta want to have a good time. It’s 
The seven members of funk band Mutron will open for Mrs. SKAnotto this 
weekend in Page Lounge. 
Asad Butt/The Bates Student 
energentic and makes you want to dance.” 
This weekend, if you want to give your 
parents a taste of the Bates music scene be¬ 
yond a cappella, check out Page Lounge at 
8:30 p.m. Don’t worry, according to band 
member Simon Hutchinson, Mutron is par¬ 
ent-friendly: “We don’t use cuss words or 
play naked. It’s just a good old funky time.” 
A Weekend to Shop, Dine and 
Leaf Peep with the Parents 
Faces on the Quad: 
Elizabeth Sheppard 
By LINDSAYANN SIMONEAU 
Staff Writer 
By SARAH KELLAR 
Staff Writer 
Planning a weekend to please 2500 
people seems like a daunting task. But Eliza¬ 
beth Sheppard has done just that. Ms. 
Sheppard is in charge of planning this year’s 
Celebrate Bates Weekend for both parents 
and alumni. She has been at Bates for thir¬ 
teen years, and is now in her first year of 
working in the Alumni Relations office as 
Coordinator of Major Events and Alumni 
Projects. 
She says that she loves working in the 
alumni house, and it is wonderful dealing 
with the alumni themselves. “As an alum, 
Bates is part of who you are, and it is won¬ 
derful to work with those who feel that Bates 
is still a special place for them.” 
For this years Celebrate Bates Weekend, 
they expect to have about 2500 people on 
campus, including the students already here. 
They have been planning for this weekend 
since last spring, arranging and coordinat¬ 
ing events for the campus to enjoy. 
They have organized a weekend filled with 
music, education, poetry, dance and lectures. 
One of the special events that they have or¬ 
ganized is a faculty symposium named “The 
Sciences: Works in Progress.” This will be a 
chance for parents to learn about the science 
programs offered at Bates, and for them to 
meet the science faculty. 
In terms of music, there will be an a 
capella concert on Friday night, and on Sat¬ 
urday night a free concert given by Chris¬ 
tine Lavine, an urban folk singer, an event 
which promises to be a fun time. There will 
also be a chance for parents, students and 
alumni to explore the Lewiston-Auburn area 
through a bus tour of the cities. Another bus 
will transport families to the Bates Morse 
Mountain Conservation area, a great chance 
to explore the Maine coast. 
Ms. Sheppard is excited for Celebrate 
Bates Weekend and calls it a “wonderful 
weekend and a time for parents to touch base 
with their kids.” A fun part of the weekend 
for her is “watching students re-negotiate 
with their parents.” 
So thanks to Ms. Sheppard and the rest 
of the energetic organizers for this coming 
weekend’s events, the college hopes to pro¬ 
vide a fun time for all those attending. She 
encourages all to try and attend some of the 
entertainment and lectures, and to have a 
good time. 
Favorite Facts: Beth Sheppard 
Favorite breakfast cereal: 
Frosted Mini Wheats 
Favorite day of the week: 
Wednesday 
Favorite building at Bates: 
Coram Library 
Favorite holiday: Thanksgiving 
Many students look forward to Parents 
Weekend as it is a time for us to take a break 
from work and spend some quality time with 
family. For first-years who have been adjust¬ 
ing to life on a college campus, it is a nice 
weekend to see the parents again and show 
off their new environment. For all students, 
however, it is an occasion to just catch up 
with family, do something fun like shopping 
in Freeport, and going out to a restaurant. 
Some students like to take their parents 
to sit in on some of their classes so that th'by 
can get a basic idea of what they are doing 
in each course. One of the nicest activities 
to do, however, is to walk amongst the color¬ 
ful fall foliage on the quad. This is nice no 
matter how many times your family or 
friends have seen the campus. 
One of the most popular activities stu¬ 
dents can do with their family though is at¬ 
tend the various sporting events. Parents 
love to watch the football, rugby or soccer 
matches as they partake in the intense com¬ 
petition between the opposing teams and 
show school spirit. 
There are also a number of things that 
students can do off campus with their fam¬ 
ily. Many students like to take this time and 
go shopping for anything they might need still 
for themselves or their room. 
Portland and Freeport are the best places 
to go for shopping. Freeport has all the big 
name brand stores such as The Gap, 
Abercrombie, Banana Republic, and, of 
course, the one and only L.L. Bean. While 
taking a shopping break, families can enjoy 
a big seafood meal on the water as there are 
a number of seafood restaurants in Freeport. 
Portland and Freeport make great day trips 
for the family. 
There are an assortment of restaurants 
to go to within the Lewiston-Auburn area. 
Students recommend Davinci’s, an Italian 
eatery; Margaritas, known for its Mexican 
food, and Marois, if one is looking for a quiet 
There are an assortment of res¬ 
taurants to go to within the L-A . 
area: Davinci's, an Italian eatery; 
Margaritas, known for its Mexi¬ 
can food, and Marois, fora quiet, 
candle-lit atmosphere. 
and candle-lit atmosphere. Marois is a 
Greek, French and American restaurant. 
Reservations are recommended. Another 
formal restaurant is Sedgley Place - reser¬ 
vations are necessary to attend this coun¬ 
try-inn dining environment. If one is looking 
for a more casual and relaxed atmosphere, 
then Gipper’s Sports Bar or the new Pub 99 
are good places to go. Another favorite is 
the Black Watch, a Scottish restaurant. 
Parent’s Weekend is an excellent time for 
everyone to spend time with family and 
•friends. Campus events can provide some 
pleasure and allow our parents a glimpse of 
our other life, while off-campus activities are 
ideal for shopping and dining. In any case, 
enjoy this time with your family and this fall 
weather, for parents are eager to know more 
of our environment and experience some of 
our adventure. 
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A Capella Madness Kicks Off 
Celebrate Bates Weekend 
Total Number of Merimanders: 14 
Vfeteran Merimanders: Sarah Rigney ’01, Julia Phelan ’01, Julie Pelan ’01, Lindsay White 
’02, All Deysher ’02, Jnliana Russo ’02, Cle Franklin ’02, Abby Newcomer ’03, Sena Kim 
’03 
New Members: Liz Cohen ’03, Cynthia Butler ’03, 
Carrie Cnrtis ’04, Becca Dolan ’04, Kristelle Hicks ’04 
New songs: They’ll be introducing several new tunes this weekend, but, you’ll have to go 
to find out what they are. 
History: Group first formed in 1957 when six girls gathered around a piano to develop 
harmony for some favorite melodies. They made their debut at Chase Hall during 
Homecoming Weekend 1957. 
Alumni Concert: Joint concert with Deansmen on Saturday; October 14th in Chase 
Lounge at 10-.30. 
Bet you didn’t know: The Merimanders name may have originated with the Salimanders. 
Also, the Merimanders’ style has come a long way — in the 1960s, the group sounded 
more like a women’s choir. 
The Merimanders 
Total Number of Deansmen: 12 (including Matt Royles ’02 who is abroad) 
Vfeteran Deansmen: Omar Yacoub ’01 (president), Skip Wilson ’01 
(music director), and John Ambrosino ’01 (public relations) 
New Members: Nick Gurnon ’01 (Omar’s roomate, picked to do full time vocal 
percussion), Kristian “THOR” Magnusson ’03 from Iceland, Jack Salley ’03, 
Mark Prelli ’03, Dan Lindner ’03, Andy Whitaker ’04, Ian Jones ’04, Jeff Bolduc 
’04 (also plays football) 
New song: “Simple Days” by BabyFace. 
Old favorites that will be performed at concert: “Girlfriend,” “Change in my 
Life,” “Simple Days,” “Oh l’amour,” “Follow me to Heaven” 
History: Celebrated their 40th anniversary last year. 
Alumni Concert: Joint concert with Merimanders on Saturday. 
' 
■ 
The Deansmen 
Total Number of Crosstones: 12 (6 guys and 6 girls) 
Veteran Crosstones: Tom Armet ’01, Ginny Nelsen ’01, Nicole Granger ’01, Mark Annotto ’01, 
Jesse Minor ‘02, Eric Hemmeter ‘01, Steve Felss ‘03, Jon Mellen ‘03, Abbie Wescott ‘03 
New Members: Sara Kravitz ’04, Sara Trace ’04, Morgan Dufault ’03 
Songs to Expect at Concert: A mixture of old and new tunes — old songs that haven’t been 
sung In a while and four “brand spanking new songs” including a Vertical Horizon cover and 
atraditionai Irish folk song. 
History: The male-female a capella group formed in the spring of 1995 but didn’t actually 
become the Crosstenes until the fall of ’96. Their first concert was in the Bobcat Den in 
September of 1997. During the past three years, they have grown in size, expanded their 
repetoire, and made a name for themselves on campus. They are currently working on their 
first CD, which should be recorded by winter semester. 
Alumni Concert: Not happening this weekend, but they are planning one for later in the 
year when a good number of Crosstone alums return. 
Bet you didn’t know: in their early days, the Crosstones were known as “The Amusements.” 
The Crosstones 
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Calendar of Events 
Week of October 10 - October 17 
4 p.m. 
Lecture: Jeane Guana, co¬ 
director South West 
Organizing Project 
Muskie Archives 
7 p.m. 
Volleyball v. St. Joseph’s 
Alumni Gym 
9 p.m. 
Busy Life, Peaceful Center 
College Chapel 
7:45 p.m. 
Hunger and Health Awareness 
Month Planning Group 
Conference Room, 161 Wood St. 
9 p.m. 
SHL presents Bingo! 
Chase Hall Lounge 
9 a.m. -1 p.m. 
Faculty Symposium: The 
Science: Works in Progress 
Carnegie Science 
2:40 p.m. 
Lecture: Jonathan Carter 
“The Forest Practices 
Referendum: Why You 
Should Vote Yes on 2” 
Skelton Lounge 
4 p.m. 
Women’s Soccer v. Colby 
Leahey Field 
Celebrate Bates Weekend Begins 
4:15 p.m. 
TG1F: Jill Reich, 
Dean of the Faculty 
Carnegie Science 113 
4:30 p.m. 
Lecture: Stephanie Paulsell 
“The Inscribed Heart: Reading and 
Writing as Spiritual Practices” 
Skelton Lounge 
8 p.m. 
Modern Dance Company 
performs 
Schaeffer Theater 
Concert: Bates College Orchestra 
conducted by William Matthews 
Olin Concert Hall 
4 p.m. 
Women’s Soccer v. UNE 
Leahey Soccer 
4 p.m. 
Field Hockey v. Colby 
JB Field 
8 p.m. 
Modern Dance Company performs 
Schaeffer Theater 
10 a.m. 
Bobcat Three Mile 
Road Race 
Meet in front of Lane Hall 
7 p.m. 
RA Meeting 
Skelton Lounge 
4 p.m. 
Women’s Tennis v. Bowdoin 
Wallach Tennis Center 
9 p.m. 
Concert: Singer-Songwriter 
Christine Lavin 
Gray Cage 
A Question of Morality 
By JESSE TISCH 
Staff Writer 
That first week of school, while others 
“shook their groove thang” on the dance floor, 
I sought to embrace my groove in a lamer, 
academic sense. For reasons I didn’t fully 
understand, I felt compelled to compensate 
for a period of sloth that had begun with birth 
and had continued unabated through short 
term of last year. Too lazy to exercize, I 
needed to salvage either academics or social 
life. Too lazy to flip a coin, I decided on aca¬ 
demics. 
That’s why when my first assignment 
came, I jumped all over it like Rosie O’Donnell 
on a double decker chocolate mousse. My 
Contemporary Moral Disputes class, taught 
by Susan Stark, provided the spark. That day, 
she had posed the question, “What is moral¬ 
ity?” My inability to respond to the question 
triggered an odd sense of guilt. When no one 
else responded either, I realized I might not 
be the only one hoarding pepper shakers 
from commons. The question set up the as¬ 
signment, a one page essay on morality. I 
feared that a paper on my own morality 
would afford me a paragraph, tops. This 
wasn’t going to be easy. 
Being a former captain of my high school 
math team, I turned to my most coveted so¬ 
cial outlets- the library and the internet- for 
help. A site dedicated to moral “issues” of¬ 
fered the following advice: “Flee fornication, 
for he that committeth fornication sinneth 
against his own body.” This sounded relevant 
so I decided to include it in my reflection, 
which now consisted of one long, weird¬ 
sounding sentence. 
Then I considered what the fornication 
quote meant within the context of my own 
life. I hadn’t “committethed fornication” re¬ 
cently. Did that make me a moral person? I 
had my doubts. 
Still, a link between continence and mo¬ 
rality sounded intruiging. Too intruiguingto 
dismiss, because it could only work in my 
favor. I imagined myself being cannonized 
next to Gary Coleman and whatever guy used 
to open for Vanilla Ice. This was unpleasant. 
I considered the quote again. The idea of 
one man’s morality being another man’s 
Victoria Secret catalogue on a Friday night 
seemed even more disturbing. 
My foray into the world of technology 
ended abruptly when the computer started 
blaring the theme song to 90210. By that time, 
I had given up on the morality search and 
moved on to other sites. After that incident, I 
gave up on ever getting to know any of the 
girls in the computer room. 
Next, I asked a friend who happens to be 
a philosophy major how he would define 
morality. Philosophy majors tend to be per¬ 
plexed when they find themselves working 
at White Castle five years after graduation, 
but I think I understood why when Nick 
Bournakel responded with a shrug, and then, 
after an uncomfortable ten seconds, another 
shrug. Nick seemed genuinely embarrassed 
at his lack of a grasp on what morality was. 
My reaction was more one of disappointment, 
and I expressed that disappointment by 
pointing at Nick and laughing. If neither Nick 
nor Jeeves could help me in my quest, I’d ei¬ 
ther be forced to come up with a different 
way of subverting the assignment or bite the 
bullet and come up with a definition of my 
own. 
Having run out of ideas for the former, the 
latter seemed the quickest route to finishing 
the assignment and getting some lunch. I 
returned to my room, where chances of pub¬ 
lic humiliation were slimmer, and began 
thinking. Just as I prepared to set the world 
Continued on page 17 
Got Problems? 
It’s not Lovellne, it’s not Emily Post, it’s not Oprah...it’s Vera and Reva’s new life saving 
column here to guide yon and answer life’s most burning questions. And who better to 
discuss it than Vera and Reva themselves! But who are we? Two happening chicks who 
have been solving both their problems and other people’s problems since before they can 
remember! Tired of talking to your psych major friend who’s convinced that all your 
problems stem from the fact that your stuck in Freud’s anal phase? We promise our 
advice doesn’t come out of a textbook, it’s based on real life experience! But don’t take 
our word for it. Catch our first column in the next issue of The Bates Student, available 
weekly in a Commons near yon. 
Submit your questions to Vera and Reva either through e-mail 
(thebatesstudent@bates.edu) or through campus mail (Box 309). All questions wUl be 
kept anonymous. 
Are you considering theological education? 
Meet with an admissions representative from 
Harvard Divinity School 
Graduate and Professional 
School Fair 
Wednesday, October 25 
4:00 P.M. - 6:30 P.M. 
Gray Athletic Building 
Learn about our graduate programs, including the Master of 
Divinity and the Master ofTheological Studies, and about 
related resources within Harvard University s other graduate 
faculties and the nine-school Boston Theological Institute. 
All Students, All Majors and All Years Welcome 
For more information, contact the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid 
at (617) 495-5796 or consult the Harvard Divinity School website at 
bttpy/wwvliMs.harvdritedu 
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Roots and Rustic Rock the Gray Cage 
By KATIE Z UTTER 
Music Critic 
Bates College was bombarded with musi¬ 
cal culture this weekend with two concerts 
back-to-back, merging two distinct genre 
lines. With The Roots and their entourage, 
Bates was graced with the Grammy-award- 
winning Roots Crew, the jazzy lyrics and har¬ 
monies of the Lady of Soul nominees, Jazzy 
fatnastees and the collaborative stylings of 
artists Bahamadia, Jaguar, Dead Prez, Slum 
Village, Talib Kweli and Dice Raw. 
Friday’s Roots concert played itself out 
as a medley of sorts,showcasing some of the 
lesser-knowns of the Okay Player record al¬ 
bum and featured on the Okay Player tour. 
Saturday’s Rustic Overtones concert show¬ 
cased the two lesser-known, hardcore, rock¬ 
ing Loud Neighbor and Jeremiah Freed be¬ 
fore opening into a forum for Rustic follow¬ 
ers to mosh and crowd-surf. 
I found it frustrating prior to the concert 
that rather than excitement for the Grammy- 
award-winning Roots, the Bates community 
seemed to greet them with apathy. Many were 
unfamiliar with their work and were reluc¬ 
tant to give them a chance. Despite the nega¬ 
tivism and apathy that Bates provided, the 
Roots managed to get the crowd bouncing 
Friday night. The Roots Crew and friends 
brought home the gold with their closing 
number of “You Got Me” pumped with reggae 
beats and screaming choruses with solos 
from each of the artists from the evening. 
While those who bought their tickets hop¬ 
ing to have two solid hours with The Roots 
may have been disappointed, I left the con¬ 
cert with a mission: to check out “The Best 
Man” soundtrack which features the awe¬ 
some duet-of-sorts between The Roots and 
Bahamadia and to seek out the solo albums 
of both her and Jaguar. The medley style 
allowed for snippets of work from artists like 
Dead Prez, Bahamadia, Jazzyfatnastees, 
Dice Raw, Talib Kweli, Slum Village and Jag¬ 
uar who are also being featured on the Okay 
Player Tour. 
Rap tends to get generalized as 
mysogynistic and sexist and for the naive lis¬ 
tener base that Bates provides, it was reas¬ 
suring and refreshing to get a taste of the 
female-empowering stylings of both 
Bahamadia and Jaguar. Aside from their 
politics, both performers, Jaguar especially, 
were notably able to energize the initially 
lethargic crowd. 
Rustic Overtones, on the otherhand, didn’t 
have to worry about lethargy among their 
crowd. The crowd was predominantly non- 
Bates students who were there to see the lo¬ 
cal band that seemingly never left their cd 
players. 
Brought to Bates by Promoting Entertain¬ 
ment and Skills (P.E.A.S.), a high school or¬ 
ganization dedicated to bringing music to the 
community After suffering through the two- 
chord amp-blastings of the opening bands, I 
anxiously awaited the band for which I’ve 
heard so much fanfare. However, I was 
greeted with an enigma: Rustic Overtones 
is certainly not rustic in sound, nor does it 
have over or undertones of rusticness. In¬ 
stead, I listened to a moshpit-inducing array 
of songs that all sounded strikingly similar, 
and that seemed tailored to the shirtless ado¬ 
lescent boys who lip-synched every word in 
the audience. 
Having expected the Rustic Overtones to 
be reminiscent of folky rockers like 
Strangefolk, I was surprised by the ska-in¬ 
fluenced hard-rock with vocals that sounded 
influenced by Bradley Nowell of Sublime had 
Sublime played rock. Blame it on my expec¬ 
tations or misinformation. Regardless, I was 
unimpressed to say the least. 
The Gray Cage, while the largest venue we 
have for concerts, is certainly not a welcom¬ 
ing one. It frequently makes turnouts seem 
sparce and somehow distorts the sound to 
make lyrics unintelligible while microphones 
often squeal. Despite these obstacles and 
despite my own opinions, it seems both bands 
were able to energize the crowds and give 
the listeners something to jump about. 
Bates Janitor is Pioneer in Civil Rights Movement 
By ROBERT RUTTMAN 
Staff Writer 
Many students dismiss our custodial staff 
as subordinates. This audacity is most fla¬ 
grantly manifested in such acts as students 
defecating in public areas, recklessly vomit¬ 
ing anywhere but in the toilet (where, inci¬ 
dentally, it should be done), and wreaking de¬ 
structive havoc in living areas that custodi¬ 
ans have to clean on the Monday morning 
following the rampage. This blatant disre¬ 
spect is unacceptable. Though most custodi¬ 
ans have not had the privilege of attending a 
school like Bates College, many have fought 
their own very real battles and have emerged 
as champions in their own right. 
Neville Knowles is such a person. I first 
met Neville when the residence staff dined 
together with the custodial staff during the 
RC/JA training week, which took place about 
a week before school started. Neville came 
across as a warm, generous and affable per¬ 
son, never passing up an opportunity to 
smile. His smile, however, is misleading of 
the hardship and adversity he has had to face 
in his life. 
Neville Knowles has not been a janitor all 
his life. In fact, his previous vocational expe¬ 
riences include jobs as a banker, a sole pro¬ 
prietor of a hair salon, and, most notably, as 
a prodigious civil rights activist. Neville has 
served as the vice president of the NAACP 
for the New England region for 10 years, in 
addition to carrying the title of the President 
of the Portland chapter of the NAACP for two 
terms. He was, in fact, one of the few pio¬ 
neers that revived an ailing NAACP organi¬ 
zation in Maine in the early 1950’s when 
blacks were denied many rights that whites 
could take for granted. Since that time, he 
has traveled far and wide in his crusade 
against racial inequality, ranging from visits 
to the White House, to journeys into the heart 
of the 1960’s civil rights movement in Selma, 
Alabama. 
When Neville and his first wife moved to 
Lewiston in 1952, they wanted to find a suit¬ 
able place to live for their family, but were 
met with repeated rejection because blacks 
were not allowed to rent housing during those 
times. As Neville puts it, “Things weren’t 
good if you were black in the 1950’s.” He 
eventually found a place to stay with the con¬ 
dition that he would fix anything that needed 
repair. At this point, he knew that something 
had to be done to fight for civil rights in the 
state of Maine. He went to the NAACP for 
support, an organization that had extended 
its branches into the state by late 1947. 
In the early 1950’s, support for the local 
NAACP chapter in Portland had steadily be¬ 
gun to wane. Neville, along with some other 
like-mined individuals, took it upon them¬ 
selves to revitalize the chapter, and by 1961 
they had established new chapters in both 
Lewiston and Brunswick. On weekends, 
Neville began traveling from Lewiston to New 
York City to gain civil rights training from 
the likes of legends such as Thurgood 
Marshall, Roy Wilkens, and Gloucester Cur¬ 
rent. 
Neville, together with a then small group 
of courageous people, proved to be instru¬ 
mental in fighting for social change in Maine. 
By 1959, the legislature had banned discrimi¬ 
nation in public accommodations based on 
race, religion and ancestry. Neville helped 
organize protest marches in Portland like 
those in reaction to the assassination of Mar¬ 
tin Luther King Jr. in 1968. In the same year, 
Governor Ken Curtis appointed Neville to a 
task force that would investigate the state of 
civil rights in Maine. The chief recommen¬ 
dations submitted by this task force were en¬ 
dorsed by the Human Rights Act of 1971, 
which banned discrimination in Maine on the 
basis of race, national origin, sex, age, reli¬ 
gion and ethnic heritage. 
Neville also played an integral role in pro¬ 
moting the measure to have MLK’s birthday 
declared a state holiday, which was accom¬ 
plished in 1986. Neville also traveled to Ala¬ 
bama and Mississippi in the 1960’s to par¬ 
ticipate in the civil rights marches in an ef¬ 
fort to secure equal voting rights for blacks. 
These times were particularly precarious for 
the people involved in the peaceful demon¬ 
strations because both the local police and 
the Ku Klux Klan were violently striking out 
at many of the demonstrators. Neville re¬ 
members one particularly startling moment 
while in Jackson for an NAACP convention 
when he got lost driving one night and sud¬ 
denly noticed a car tailing him with its head¬ 
lights off. After he had been unable to shake 
off his tail, he pulled his car over on a bridge. 
The situation was all too befitting for a lynch¬ 
ing. He remembered the advice his great 
grandfather had once given him: “If you ever 
find yourself in a ‘situation,’ just act crazy.” 
He got out of his car hurling his arms about, 
vocalizing unintelligle phrases, ranting and 
raving in such a believable tirade that sent 
his would-be aggressors back into their car, 
retreating through the cloak of night. 
Last year, Neville stepped down as the vice 
president of the New England region of the 
NAACP. With this decision he ends a career 
of over 50 years as an active member of the 
civil rights organization. Just this January, 
the Portland NAACP awarded him the mil¬ 
lennium award for his service. A month later, 
he was the guest of honor at the second an¬ 
nual Heritage Celebration Dinner in Port¬ 
land, which was an event organized by local 
civil rights supporters. These two events 
sought to acknowledge the years of commit¬ 
ted service he devoted to the crusade against 
racism and inequality. 
Neville Knowles is an American hero. He 
is as humble as he is dignified and he always 
has time to share some of his amazing sto¬ 
ries with an inquisitive mind. He shares his 
stories with deep insight and a forthcoming 
demeanor. His slight physique is counterbal¬ 
anced by his strong character, which gives 
him a sturdy, unwavering presence. Knowles 
represents just one more reason to show a 
greater degree of respect for our janitorial 
staff. 
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Teddy Craver’s Hot 
Spots in Maine 
This week we have only two spots to visit: Mackworth Island and Route 24 
& 123. Both are hiking minimal - beauty maximum. They are both short 
trips (about an hour) to get there and so it doesn’t matter that Bush hasn’t 
opened up the Alaskan Wilderness yet for big oil companies to plunder 
(but of course with minimal environmental damage.) No, I am not a dirty 
hippie. I am a redneck with a soul. 
Mackworth Island is reached by heading down 495 to 95, then some¬ 
how find your way over to Route 1. (Something like Exit 9 off the 295) 
Continue up Route 1 until you pass over a very low bridge (from which you 
can see the island), then take the second right. You will continue straight 
over the causeway until you reach the kiosk at the entrance (1/2 mile). 
Park your car to the right and begin the walk. It takes about 45 minutes at 
a slow, meandering pace. You will be treated to awesome views of the bay, 
rocks shores, calm shallows, and really big winds. 
Mackworth Island 
Ease to get there: One hour, no brainer 
Beauty of the Spot: A big winner, I shot two roles. Route 24 and Route 123 are 
a little more difficult to find. Get on the 196 like you’re going to Bowdoin. Then 
get on Route i and exit when you see the signs for Route 24. Once you get off 
the 1, just continue straight. The road is on a small inlet, so you just drive down 
it and stop when you see pretty stuff. There is no hiking persay, but you can 
park your car and walk around a little bit. There is a place to rent canoes and 
Kayaks. About halfway down the road, there is a sign for a bridge that will take 
you over to Route 123. Once you are on Route 123, it is almost as pretty as 
Route 24. Either way, you win. Route 123 leads you directly into Bowdoin, and 
from there if you can’t find your way home, you need to get out more. 
Route 24 
Ease to get there: One hour paying attention to the signs, hour 
and a half driving into Bath by accident. 
Beauty of the Spot: Definitely better than Acadia 
A Question of Morality 
Continued from page 15 
of philosophy on its heels, the phone rang, 
and even before I realized it was my mother 
calling to make sure my fabric softener sup¬ 
ply wasn’t waning, the answer hit me like an 
undercooked matzoh ball: morality is the 
obligation to balance what your carping Jew¬ 
ish mother would want you to do with what 
you think is right. If there was one thing my 
mother could do- we eliminated cooking- it 
was moralize. For twenty years, she had bal¬ 
anced her overintrusion into our lives with a 
detachment that allowed her to know what 
we ought and ought not do. With the excep¬ 
tion of having us watch “Pulp Fiction” as a 
family, she had always done the right thing 
and had tirelessly encouraged us to do the 
same. 
I was so grateful for her unintended con¬ 
tribution to my essay that I lied and told her 
my room was neat and I’d just finished do¬ 
ing my laundry. I think she bought it. I men¬ 
tion my mother in this article not because I 
enjoy divulging details of my personal life, 
but because girls claim to be looking for a 
guy who’s sensitive and not afraid to admit 
he loves his mother. Which I’m not. What girls 
who read this article may not realize is how 
fine a line there is between sensitivity and 
wussiness. I probably shouldn’t have men¬ 
tioned that. 
But back to morality. On campus, the 
question of morality arises whenever we hear 
about dorm damage, excrement in sinks, and 
whatever Jonah Safris did last weekend. As 
I write this, I ponder whether it’s morally 
correct to mildly exaggerate my washboard 
abdominals, bulging pectorals, and 
Backstreet Boyish good looks under the guise 
of a news article. The key word here is 
“mildly.” 
I don’t know what my mom would say 
about this article, but I’m sure her critique 
would include her telling me to get a haircut 
and wear my winter jacket. She’d probably 
also mention the word “humility” once or 
twice. Here’s where the balance part comes 
in. I don’t think shameless self-aggrandize¬ 
ment violates any moral principles, but I’m 
not sure. If it does, I know I’ll be getting a 
call soon, around the time this paper arrives 
home. 
A Jewish mother’s sense of right and 
wrong is disturbingly accurate, but some¬ 
times even Jewish mothers don’t have all the 
answers. Luckily, that’s where Jewish grand¬ 
mothers usually step in. 
Jesse Tisch isn’t the lecherous fiend this 
article makes him out to be. Get him be¬ 
fore he's taken. - „ 
Looking forward to 
Halloween? Get in the 
spooky spirit on October 27, 
28, and 29 at the Public 
Theatre in Lewiston. 
Michael O’Brien, a popular 
Maine actor, presents 
“Things That Go Bump in 
the Night,” a haunting 
evening of spooky stories. 
Performances are at 8 p.m. 
on Oct. 27 and 28 and 2 p.m 
on Oct. 29. Tickets are $10 
for students. For more 
information, call 782-3200. 
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Back to Bates Weekend 2000 
Jd Vnique <Dining (Experience 
Luncheon: 11:30am - 2:00pm Weekdays 
Dinner: 5:00pm - 9:00pm Mon - Than 
5:00pm - 9:30pm Fri - Sat 
Sunday Branch: 11:00am - 2:00pm 
Every Tuesday Is Bates Nite At TJ’s 
Enjoy An Elegant Dinner For Two For Only 
$19.95 
Choose Any Two Entrees From Our Dinner Menu 
(Except Lobster Items) 
Students, Faculty, and Staff Welcome 
Bates College Id Required For Special 
>784^7217iBBi^w^GreayFa]l^laz^^Aubum^4aine 
85 Center Street 
Wednesday 
College Nights 
I ft *4 
OfeKiXrt. A he Fruit 
MUggagita* 
dan: Recreational Economics 101 
Professor: Max the Burro 
Meeting Time: Weds. 4:00 PM to 1 AM 
Required Reading: Margaritas’ Menu 
838 Lisbon St • Lewiston 
782-6036 
am. Torsi stood 
A Mexican Restaurant 
& 
Watering Hole 
Htiwanwfbi iiarlos 
Little Lad's 
Basket Bakery 
and Cafe 
24 Pine Street, 
Lewiston, MAINE 04022 
(207) 784 -7922 
Hours: 
Sunday—Thursday 
10:00am—6:00pm 
Friday 10:00am—2:00pm 
CLOSED SATURDAYS 
The only vegan- 
vegetarian cafe in L/A 
LOBSTER SPECIALS! 
SUNDAY BUFFET 
11 AM-2 PM 
Only $8.95 
Validated Parking in 
Centreville Garage 
,y6yv Sfaz&an <%ay*ar«ence. 
WELCOME BATES STUDENTS & FAMILIES 
Come see why we were voted the #7 
Italian Restuarant for 5 years running!!! 
177 Lisbon St. Lewiston For Reservations Call 783-0336 
Auburn, Maine 
Caddie's Kim View ■ Jwe 'Joed and Spirits 
Established 1985 
Laddie Deemer 
Owner 
784-8221 David A. Bishop 
Manager 
Seafood Restaurant 
And Market 
(Botajkttalfe £Diuiw^ 
Sea|oo<), ee^, Jtafuxw* (Blacken 
^efdSpeciaf 
“the fishery 
250 Center Street Auburn 786-2299 
Qea^ood Ruobbo..^Doujrueaeb Combo.... 
Sua|j £ 7u*^—GrnlMed Cusondfauh.— 
Baked Cbuj^ed t4aeIdock.—lok*beK Pin... 
Lobster. Dinnesu up bo 3 pounderu..„ 
Cbeamed C&arru—Finnan. Paddle..- 
Qea QcaMop and Bacon. dho Oho.... 
Chicken. PaJimeean....Pnlme. Plb CLujJujl.. 
CrcAden Deep Fnied Chnlmp £ Comhot-.. 
CilA. Fug Chicken..-Lob&beJi RohU_ 
Baked. Paddock uXtk Peach. Qaita.— 
Choujdeju.. Qbeust.. Mo«e____ 
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CHOPSTICKS 
CKee.se Rest*er.\et 
All Major Credit 
Cards Accepted 
Open 7 Days 
A Week 
Luncheon Buffet 
Mon-Fri 
WE 
DELIVER 
TUtU 
1995,1996, 
1997,1998 1999 
BEST OF THE BEST 
Greater Lewiston / Auburn’s 
_J3W (Ziotcae HutmmmiC 
by Market Survey of America 
DINE IN «TAKE OUT 
783-6949 
FAX 782-7756 
37 Park Street Lewiston 
Fine Dining in and around Lewiston 
QUWoxLigou'jnd 
OBJ & WINE SHOP 
117 U.S.ROUTE 1 
FREEPORT 
Tel (207) 865-4477 
Fax (207) 865-4144 
GOURMET 
MARKET 
•Paw 
• Imported Cheese 
• Wrw 
•Gift Baskets 
Next to the "Big Indian” 
I BGIPPER’S 
I I I f I- l U I I I I 
fl) 
JO 
WELCOME BATES PARENTS 
Corporate Business Meetings 
Luncheons * Anniversaries 
Bachelor & Bachetorette Parties 
Showers • Birthdays t 
Rehearsal Dinners 
Private Bar • Audiovisual Equipment 
Buffet & Sit Down Meets 
SeeOur Full Banquet Menu on Our Web Sits 
wvw.gipp0fe.com 
VISA M/C AMEX DISC 
786-0716 
Reor of Center $t, Pkao 
120 Center St, Auburn. 
*** t X&mriis J>S ‘to ■■ 
SIMONES HOT DOG STAND 
Enjoy Breakfast, Sandwiches, Soup & 
our Famous Hot Dogs! 
Open Monday - Friday 7-4, Saturday 7-2 
207-782-8431 
99 Chestnut St. Lewiston, Maine 
Family Run Since 1908 
SCpub 
Jhe Rest Place h Jake 
Mom and Vad 
Make your Reservations HOW! 
Take Out Available 
84 Court Street 
Auburn, ME 
Phone 777-7443 
Hours: 
Monday-Thursday 11 am -10 pm 
Friday 11 am -11 pm 
Saturday 5 pm -11 pm 
Reservations Requested 
Hours 
Mon. - Thurs. 6:30 am to 2:00 pm 
Fri. - Sat. 6:00 am to 2:00 pm 
Sun. 7:00 am to 2:00 pm 213 Center St., Auburn 
Dosed Christmas Day Phone: 782-4426 
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Question on the Quad 
What are you going to hide from your parents when 
they come to Bates this weekend? 
“My collection of 
Tom Jones CDs.” 
Mark SKAnnotto ‘01 
“My other parents.” 
Dave Brusie ‘02 
“My children” 
Nick Bournakel ‘01 
“The huge bag of 
comdoms under my bed” 
Meg Raymond ‘01 
Reported by Asad Butt • Photos by Asad Butt 
Mi 
I m 1 
m 
iMi 
i 
m T1 
! 
*■- a 
ZM 
A T 
WEDNESDAY is BATES NIGHT! 
IPalbsil Bit 
o 
$lo2S/l(S) © 
pntt©Dn©ir 
i a 
Daily Specials 
BANDS WED - SUN 
Open Jam Every Sunday Night 
PLANTASIA 
FLORALS 
FULL SERVICE 
FLORIST 
! ' * special 
GROG, GOOD TIMES 
to * ! 
UNIQUE WEDDING DESIGNS 
DISTINCTIVE FUNERAL PIECES 
Major Credit Cards Accepted 
Open Monday - Saturday 
784-1313 
144 Main Street - Auburn 
FLAGSHIP CINEMAS 10 ©LEWISTON 
Promenade Mall, Lisbon St. 
777-5010 
www.flagshipcinemas.com 
Featuring Stadium Seating & Digital Sound 
$4 Super Tuesday ALL DAY & NITE! 
FREE POPCORN THURSDAYS ! 
Photo ID Required for All Rated R Films 
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Women’s Cross Country Women’s Soccer 
fully high. It was an end to end stuff and Bates, 
although without ofensive threat Kate Dockery, 
showed they were fully capable of attacking with 
style and flair. Their passingwas crisp and pre¬ 
cise, and their speed on the flanks was a con¬ 
stant nuisance to the Williams back line. Both 
Bates and Williams were firing on all cylinders 
and holding nothing in reserve. 
Neither team backed off, and in the 19th 
minute Dayle Grande was forced to leave the 
pitch after receiving a knock on the head. She 
would be okay and returned to action in the sec¬ 
ond half. 
The deadlock was finally broken with ten 
minutes remaining in the half when Bates 
midfield terrier Julie Asen was felled in the cen¬ 
ter of the pitch and the ref waved play-on. 
Kristy Crawford raced towards goal, had her 
shot blocked, but collected the deflection and sent 
a backpass in the direction of Molly Metcalf. 
Metcalf’s one time pass into the box reached 
the unmarked DeeDee Shulman who turned and 
shot from 15 yards out. Williams ‘keeper Melissa 
Purdy got her fingertips on it but it wasn’t enough 
to prevent the first goal of the game. 
“The whole play happened because of the 
great ball movement of my teammates,” said 
Shulman. “Scoring early against a top ranked 
opponent does a lot to the mental aspect of the 
game.” 
Head Coach Jim Murphy concurred saying, 
“It’s always important to score first as it gives 
the team a huge lift emotionally” 
The pace immediately picked up as Williams 
went searching for an equalizer. Halftime came 
and went, but did not slow the momentum of 
Williams as they continued to press forward. 
continued from front page 
Their attacking finally paid off on the hour 
mark and it followed a goal-mouth scramble. 
Catherine Crosby cleared the ball off the line but 
only as far as Stacy Starner, who punished the 
indecisive Bates defending by drilling her shot 
into the net. Williams did not take their foot off 
the peddle following the goal and they continued 
to pressure the increasingly desperate Bates de¬ 
fense. 
But Bates’ resolve held and in the 64th minute 
they conjured up the decisive blow and it came 
against the run of play Bates was awarded a free 
kick just inside the Williams half. Williams 
seemed in no particular danger as Alicia 
Dermody floated the free kick into the area. How¬ 
ever, Williams ‘keeper Purdy was in two minds 
about-coming off her line and her indecision was 
her downfall. Krissie Whiting rose well to meet 
the kick and sent her header over the stranded 
keeper and into the net. 
“Before Alicia kicked the ball she yelled my 
name to let me know it was goingto the far post,” 
commented Whiting. ‘We always try to take free 
kicks as quickly as possible to catch the other 
team off guard.” 
As the clock ran down, Williams threw every¬ 
thing they had at Bates, desperately seeking to 
send the contest into an extra session. Dermody, 
who throughout the day had been masterful at 
marshaling the Bates defense, was forced to 
make a goal line clearance late in the match, but 
that was a close as Williams would come. It would 
be anguish for Williams and victory for Bates. 
It appears as if Williams has crumbled under 
the expectations of greatness that accompanied 
the top ranking. How will Bates fare? Following 
this upset, the expectations have surely been 
finished in 18:41, seven seconds behind An¬ 
thony. 
Menshing had beaten Anthony in a previ¬ 
ous meeting at UMASS-Dartmouth earlier 
this season. 
“I didn’t know I had her until the last 100 
meters” said Anthony, “so it was a close race 
the whole way.” She is only the second 
woman in Bates history to win the State of 
Maine Championship. 
First place finisher Colby had 24 points 
and Bowdoin 58. Bates finished with 69 
points for a third place finish ahead of a host 
of Maine schools; UM-Farmington, USM, 
UNE, UM-Presque Isle and St. Joes. 
The rest of the Bobcat pack showed three 
other racers finishing in the top 20. Finish¬ 
ing second place for the Bobcats was Julie 
Dutton in a time of 20:30, which was good 
enough for 13th place. 
Katie Parker and Allison Locke rounded 
out the top twenty in third and fourth place 
for the Bobcats with times of 20:38 and 20:41 
respectively. Also scoring for Bates was 
Lauren Scoff who finished in 29th place with 
a time of 21:18. 
raised. 
“We expect to be in the NESCAC Tournament 
and we have put ourselves in position to play 
ourselves into a home game or the number one 
seed in the tournament, added Murphy “We un¬ 
derstand how competitive the conference is and 
that we must play excellent soccer to beat a 
NESCAC opponent. 
continued from page 28 
This pack of five scorers ran a tight race, 
while they had been about three minutes pre¬ 
viously they reduced their spread to 2:07 this 
week. From the number two runner to num¬ 
ber five there was a gap only 48 seconds, the 
closest grouping of the season. 
Coach Court and the team has been work¬ 
ing on closing their gap in the past weeks. 
“It was a goal of the team. That’s what we 
had to do to be competitive.” 
Also finishing for the ‘Cats were Leigh 
Johnson in 31st with a time of 21:23, and 33rd 
place went to Elizabeth Wallace in 21:39 who 
was coming off of an injury in her first race 
this season. 
“The team did very well overall, espe¬ 
cially against the fast packs of Bowdoin and 
Colby,” commented Anthony. 
The Bobcats will be racing Friday in the 
Open New England’s Franklin Park in Bos¬ 
ton against a number of division one, two and 
three schools. 
The team raced there three weeks ago, 
and this will allow the team to gauge their 
improvement and see how they match up 
against the other Division three schools. 
Bowdoin 
Downs Men’s 
Rugby, 24-5 
By PAUL ZINN 
Sports Editor 
The men’s rugby team , j tlaying what was sup- 
posed to be a home game a Bowdoin College in 
Brunswick, dropped a 24-5 Decision to the Polar 
Bears this past Saturday 
“I think we played welL..Tfc ay’re an excellent 
team, they’re quicker than us and their good 
guys, they just outplayed us,” o >mmented Tony 
Zerilli. 
According to As¬ 
sistant Athletic Direc¬ 
tor Marsha Graef, the 
game was supposed to 
be held at Bates,but was moved to Bowdoin be¬ 
cause of the lack of fields available on campus. 
The rain towards the end of last week prevented 
the contest from being played on the softball field 
for fear that it would be excessiviy damaged. 
As for the field at Montello Middle School, the 
men’s rugby teams feels it’s too narrow and hard 
for them to play on. 
Much like the women’s rugby game, the lop¬ 
sided victory by the Polar Bears doesn’t co -reedy 
reflect the way the Bobcats played. 
Bowdoin was simply the better team, and 
depsite a closely contested opening stanza the 
Polar Bears held a 17-0 advantage. 
Bowdoin gained th lead by overloading on the 
outside and the Bobcats had no one to cover the 
extra man. 
Bates would cut into the Bowdoin lead dur¬ 
ing the second half when junior T. J. Macari took 
the ball in from about 15-20 meters out. 
This Saturday at noon, the Bobcats host CBB •' 
oppenent and arch-rival Colby 
Bennett Himes hopes the ‘Cats can perform 
like they did against Bowdoin on Saturday, with 
a little bit better defense. 
Once again, if the weather holds, the Bobcats 
may play on campus, an opportunity that Graef 
wants to make every effort to provide them with 
because it’s their last home game of the season. 
“I’m new to the team, but a lot of guys really 
want to beat them,” added Zerilli. “So hopefully 
we can get our act together and get a win on Par¬ 
ents Weekend.” 
$ 
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Bowdoin 24 
Bates 5 
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Bates’ History Needs A Good Cleaning McSorely 
continued from page 25 
should expect that each time a slash occurs 
where league officials believe there was an 
intent to injure, that the incident will be pros¬ 
ecuted to the full extent of the law. 1 seriously 
doubt this will ever happen. 
The fact is, the hit received bad publicity 
in Vancouver and city officials responded. 
Had there not be an outcry from angry fans, 
this case would not have gone to court - plain 
and simple. The law should not be used as a 
public relations tool to combat bad press. 
That’s how it was used in this case. 
I leave to individual personal opinion the 
question of whether all or none of these kinds 
of incidents should be addressed in formal 
legal settings, but consistency in application 
is a necessity regardless. Marty McSorley’s 
actions during that game, while inexcusable, 
were not unique. I wonder whether the judge 
in the case recognized the precedent he 
would be setting. Yet, somehow I doubt we 
will ever see our prisons overcrowded with 
professional athletes. 
Lower Left : Field Hockey lost a 
tough one Saturday. 
Lower Right : Women’s Soccer 
celebrates a win over Williams. 
By NOAH PETRO 
Staff Writer 
Baseball has Cooperstown, New York; 
Basketball has Springfield, Massachusetts; 
and Football has Canton, Ohio. Other sports 
have their hall of fame as well, the volleyball 
‘ hall of fame is in a single room in Holyoke, 
Mass., and even bowling is represented in St. 
Louis, Missouri. So what does Bates have to 
represent its rich athletic history? 
Both lobbies of Merrill and Alumni Gyms 
are decorated with trophies and plaques of 
our teams’ and individuals’ recent glories. 
But what about the distant past of Bates ath¬ 
letics? For that history you’ll have to enter 
the balcony of Alumni Gym (yes, home of the 
sports broadcasts). 
In this dimly lit area of Alumni you will 
find a virtual treasure chest of Bates sports 
memorabilia. Footballs used in games betwen 
the Bobcats and Colby, Bowdoin, and U.S.M., 
all dating from the turn of the century line a 
wall. They serve as dusty reminders of the 
early days of our heated rivalries. Dusty 
baseballs and hockey pucks litter the shelves 
as well, relics of former glory days. 
Randomly tossed into boxes are plaques 
and trophies of basketball and volleyball 
tournament victories and achievements. Bas¬ 
ketballs used to mark 1,000 point careers roll 
around on an old desk. A volleyball com¬ 
memorating the remarkable 36-0 campaign 
in 1989 rests in a silver bowl, a long way from 
the rowdy ECAC championships that were 
held in our very own Alumni Gym. 
In the corner of the balcony are displays 
of individuals who made significant contri¬ 
butions to Bates athletics. Memorabilia from 
stars of the 70’s, and a commemoration to 
Bates’ first Olympian both remain quietly 
tucked away. 
These dusty trophies, awards, and pieces 
of Bates’ past represent one of the few ties 
we now have to the history of the school. 
In ten years who knows what will be found 
on the balcony; the volleyball Kate Hagstrom 
used to record her 400th career ace, an oar 
from a crew victory, the women’s basketball 
NCAA trophies, or Paul Zinn and Andy 
Stanton’s microphones? 
Perhaps a century from now the athletic 
history will be stored in a climate controlled 
museum, perhaps not. Our history is pre¬ 
served by what is left behind, and for now, 
that history needs a good dusting. 
Upper Left : Senior Tight End 
Brian Mulready breaks free on a fake 
punt that helped set up the Bobcats 
first score Saturday. 
Upper Right : Bates’ students were 
out in mass to cheer on our teams. 
All photos by Asad Butt 
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Field Hockey Falls Just Short Against NESCAC 
Power Williams, 2-1, In Double Overtime 
By NICK BOURNAKEL 
Staff Writer 
The Bates College Field Hockey team is 
on a balloon ride, having cast off its early- 
season struggles as ballast in the wind, and 
now winners of three of their last four con¬ 
tests. 
Following the 1- 
4 drubbing they 
suffered at the 
hands of 
Middlebury just 
two weeks ago, Coach Wynn Hohlt’s team has 
started afresh this season, beginning with 
their 2-0 week previous in which they beat 
both Gordon as 
well as Tufts. 
This past week, 
the “new season” 
continued in suc¬ 
cessful fashion, as 
Bates dominated the UMF Beavers by the 
score of 4-0. In this game, all four goals re¬ 
markably were scored in the second half of 
play, and all of the Bobcats’ scoringwas sup¬ 
plied by first-year talent. 
With 26:29 remaining in the second half, 
rookie Lori Jessup drew first blood with an 
assist from first-year Annie Schauer. Jessup 
would find the back of the net once more be¬ 
fore Schauer added some offensive punch of 
her own with a tally less than two minutes 
later. Rookie forward Samara Khalique con¬ 
verted a shot past UMF goalie Fawn Albert 
with only 11 minutes remaining. 
Once again, a stellar shutout effort in goal 
was enjoyed by senior Peggy Ficks, who, 
along with sophomore Lindsay Gary, com¬ 
bined to blank the Beavers. 
Offensively, the ‘Cats had an 18-6 advan¬ 
tage in total shots, with seven more penalty 
corners than UMF. 
Hoping to improve their ever-important 
NESCAC standing, Bates hosted nationally- 
ranked Williams College on Saturday. The 
Bates 4 
UMF 0 
Williams 2 
Bates 1 
First-year Lori Jessup looks to score against the Ephs. Asad Butt/nie Bates student 
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Ephs entered the game undefeated, with a 
sparkling 4-0 record within the NESCAC, and 
with the astounding distinction of having al¬ 
lowed but one goal all year. Needless to say, 
the challenge was heavy, yet, in front of a 
partisan home crowd, the ‘Cats rose to the 
task, still carrying the newfound confidence 
inspired by the previous week’s gritty vic¬ 
tory against Tufts. 
In the game, Williams struck first, as the 
Ephs’ Molly Jennings sent a penalty corner 
feed past Peggy Ficks with the first half wind¬ 
ing down. 
Bates would take their time in answering 
the Williams tally, playing up and down with 
the national power until sophomore standout 
Julia Price set up first-year Lori Jessup’s 
team-leading fifth goal of the season with 
only seven minutes remaining. 
The score would stand through the end 
of regulation, and in the first overtime, Price 
had a penalty stroke brilliantly denied by the 
Ephs’ Monelle Quevillon. Williams would 
score the final thrilling tally of the contest 
with 11 minutes remaining in the second 
overtime as senior Ali Stepp took her own 
rebound from Peggy Ficks, assisting team¬ 
mate Stefanie Noering to allow Williams to 
maintain Us unblemished. 
Despite the heartbreaking nature of the 
loss, the consolation lies 
in the fact that the ‘Cats have quickly turned 
the season around and are gunning for a spot 
in the NESCAC tournament at the conclusion 
of the season. 
On Saturday they will face Wesleyan in 
yet another league game of critical impor¬ 
tance, with renewed confidence to aid them 
in their pursuit of a playoff spot. 
“Against Williams we proved something,” 
said sophomore midfielder Kat Bennett, “we 
definitely expect to see them again in the 
tournament, and even though we lost, we stiU 
feel as though we have a lot of momentum. 
Last week at Tufts, things really came to¬ 
gether for us, and we played with a lot of 
heart and intensity, which carried over to the 
UMF and Williams games.” 
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Men’s Golf Takes Third At CBB’s; 
‘Cats Take On USM Tomorrow 
By PAUL ZINN 
Sports Editor 
Last year, the men’s golf team won 
the CBB Championships. This year, the 
Bobcats weren’t as 
lucky placing third 
in the three team 
tourney that fea¬ 
tured Bowdoin and 
Colby Colleges. 
Bowdoin and Colby closely competed 
for the title, with the Polar Bears gain¬ 
ing the victory in the end by a measely 
three strokes. Teamwise, Bowdoin shot 
a 411 on the three, just better than 
Colby’s 414. 
The Bobcats finished 16 strokes off 
the lead, shooting a combined 427. 
Despite the last place finish, Bates 
had some excellent individual perfor¬ 
mances. The Bobcats lowest score was 
an 80, shot by Andy Kadin. He was three 
shots behind tournament winner Justin 
Ucko of Colby. 
Kevin Kendell of Bowdoin placed sec¬ 
ond, two storkes better than Kadin. 
Seniors David Vensel and Doug Aho 
tied for fifth in the tournament. Both 
shot an 82, the same as Colby’s Justin 
Ossolinski. 
All three needed one more stroke to 
complete the course than Greg Lovely of 
Bowdoin. 
Rounding out the ten lowest scorers 
were Brian McGregor of Bowdoin (83), 
Josh Jones, also of Bowdoin (83), and 
Colby’s Matt Simar (84). 
Bates’ Matt Purtell finished in a four¬ 
way tie for 12th place, shooting an 86, 
and Dan Snow shot a 97, good enough 
for 19th place. 
Bates will next face off tomorrow 
against the University of Southern 
Maine in Gorham. They will end their 
2000 campaign by competing in the New 
England Championships after October 
break. 
As this team has stressed all year, the 
‘Cats still need more consistency. The 
talent and leadership is there, but Bates 
has yet to put it together this season, 
like they did at the CBB Championships 
one year ago. 
Colby Defeats Women’s Rugby, 17-0 
Bates drops to 0-1-2 on the season, but faces Colby again this weekend. 
By PAUL ZINN 
Sports Editor 
The women’s rugby game Saturday 
against Colby was a story of twov very dif¬ 
ferent. After playing at a very-high level in 
the first half, the Bobcats fell off in the sec¬ 
ond half and lost blank. 
“We played really well,” commented team 
President Stacey Berkowitz. “We have an 
amazing team. That’s been consistent in ev¬ 
ery game. We play well, but we need that 
extra something. Hopefully we’ll have that 
something on Parents Weekend.” 
With the loss, Bates drops to 0-2-1, but 
revenge could be on the horizon, as the Bob¬ 
cats play host to Colby on Saturday in a Par¬ 
ents and Back to Bates Weekend Special. 
Despite great play in the first half, the 
Bobcats still trailed 3-0 at the break as a re¬ 
sult of the White Mules converting a kick to¬ 
wards the end of the opening stanza. 
Bates threatened several times in the first 
half but couldn’t find the try zone, even 
though they reached the line on occassion. 
“It was amazing,” added Berkowitz. “We 
had so many opportunities to score.” 
The Bobcats solid first-half play was a 
result of good scrum-down play, passing well 
within the line, and exceptional defense. 
Unfortunately, Bates couldn’t maintain it 
in the second half. The defense broke down 
a bit and Colby took advantage of many scor¬ 
ing opportunities. 
Still, with the Bobcats losing big one week¬ 
end ago to the University of Maine- 
Farmington, this was a major step in the right 
direction. 
A few Bates’ scores on Saturday could 
spell a Bobcat victory against CBB opponent 
and arch-rival Colby. 
The action gets under way at high noon, 
and if the weather holds, the game will be on 
campus. Otherwise, the Bobcats might have 
to play at Montello Middle School. 
Senior Abby Lusardi hopes the final score 
of this weekend’s contest will reflect the way 
the Bobcats play. She believes that wasn’t the 
case in the last two games. Lusardi hopes to 
be back this weekend from an injury that has 
caused her to miss the last two games. 
Study Abroad Meeting 
«sw»4# 
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First-Year Intramural 
Volleyball Standings 
* "mile 1 
Jer Jive and the Uptown Five 3-0 
Smitty Middy 3-0 
Half Men Half Amazing 3-0 
Clason House 2-1 
How You Doin’ 2-1 
Smith North 2-1 
The Billies 1-1 
Smith’s Finest 1-1 
Hedge Hogs 1-2 
Spit Kickers 1-2 
Big Bad Bumping Beavers 1-2 
The Delinquents 1-2 
The Dukes of Parker 0-2 
Page Pussycats 0-3 
Hedge Hall Hotshots 0-3 
AMERICORPS 
Maine’s CARE Ameri Corps seeks people 
who have experiential education and com¬ 
munication skills, as well as experience 
working with teenagers to serve in mentoring 
programs for youth foster care in Lewiston, 
and Augusta. Benefits include: a $9,000 liv¬ 
ing stipend, health care coverage, $4,725 
education award, and a childcare allowance 
Send resume, letter, and references to: 
Maine’s CARE AmeriCorps 
USM Muskie School 
P.O. Box 15010 
Portland, Maine 04112 
by October 15 
For more info call: Kate Webb 780-5871 or 
katew@usm.maine.edu 
Men, Women, Minorities & Former Youth in 
Foster Care are encuraged to apply. 
Week Seven 
NFLtPkks 
By BILLY HART 
Staff Writer 
I stand confident in my ability to become 
a successful sports handicapper. If monkeys 
can outwit Harvard business graduates in 
the stock market, than I can duel with the 
likes of Snake, Sharky and other self-pro¬ 
fessed gridiron fortunetellers. The thought 
of getting paid for my sports savvy is icing 
on the cake, being that I am the stereotypi¬ 
cal college student with a wallet about as 
light as a Romanian gymnast. So why not 
take a shot at it? 
I am not the type to just throw myself to 
the wolves, so before I considered offering 
my keen sports insight on the open market I 
studied up on the handicapping industry. I 
keyed in on two themes repeated by all the 
big shots. First, the way to attract custom¬ 
ers in the cutthroat underworld of sports 
gambling is the sales pitch. Professional 
handicappers will present a few free picks 
to woo potential customers with their pigskin 
wisdom. The point here is to make sure you 
are right, that’s why these freebies are not 
exactly brainbusters. For example, last week 
the consensus from most handicappers was 
that the defending AFC Champion Tennes¬ 
see Titans would defeat the perennial NFL 
doormat Cincinnati Bengals. Thanks for the 
insight Nostradamus; while you’re at it do 
you think the sun will rise tomorrow? Tip 
number two, always classify your selections 
with random nicknames. It is obviously the 
“in” thing, because most experts advertise 
their special, blue-chip, superstar, big money, 
bling bling picks of the week. 
Following the leaders, here are my show¬ 
case picks for week 7 of the NFL season: 
David vs. Goliath Pick: Cincinnati over 
Pittsburgh by 7. 
I felt bad for my doormat remark above, 
so to make up for it I am picking the Bengals 
by a touchdown. Also effecting my decision 
is a bad case of underdog withdrawal follow¬ 
ing the conclusion of Bob Costas’s gripping 
Olympic soap opera and the fact that Kordell 
Stewart is starting for the Steelers. He is 
Comet. 
iStat Padding Pick: St. Louis over Atlanta 
b-v . 
The Rams, on pace to obliterate every 
major offensive record in NFL history, are 
facing a.very mediocre Falcons squad. I 
made the spread 14.5 because I am intrigued 
by the half-a-point predictions, when in real¬ 
ity there is no possible way to score a half a 
point. 
Darwinian Pick: New York Giants over 
Dallas Cowboys by 9 
I admit my knowledge surrounding these 
two teams is slim shady, so I relied on 
Darwin’s survival of the fittest concept to 
choose this game. Cowboys by nature are 
rough individuals; they possess an impres¬ 
sive work ethic and dynamic roping abilities. 
However, Giants have enormous girth and in 
the Y2K NFL bigger is better. Therefore the 
Giants will win. What, you think Sharky’s 
predictions are more logical? 
Homer Pick: New England Patriots over 
the New York Jets by 3 
I am the epitome of a homer. Not only do 
I love all the hometown teams, I stubbornly 
refuse to support any New York sports out¬ 
fit. The Patriots, who are fighting for their 
playoff lives, have finally discovered that the 
endzone is not a restricted area. Combine 
that with Vinny Testeverde’s neck injury and 
I think the Pat’s can pull off a critical AFC 
East victory. 
Note to NCAA: 
Now that you are aware of my superior 
sports intuition and the likelihood that my 
email will be flooded with requests for future 
handicapping services, I want you to know 
that in no way do I condone the act of gam¬ 
bling. My word is good; you can put money 
on that. 
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Bobcat Of 
ThoJ^aek 
Alex Macdonald Asad Butt/The Bats Student 
Sophomore Alex Macdonald is this week’s 
Bobcat of the Week as he becomes the first- 
ever tennis player to be giving the honor. 
Last weekend, Macdonald continued to 
add to a very impressive resume when he 
won the Bates Invitational in reasonably easy 
fashiond. Macdonald didn’t drop a set on the 
path to victory, and easily dispatched of num¬ 
ber three seed, Owen Patrick of Colby, 6-1,6- 
3 in the championships. 
Herb Miller of Brandeis, who was the 
number four seed in the tournament, was the 
only player to really provide a challenge. 
Macdonald defeated him in the semifinals of 
the 32 player field. 
Men’s CC 
continued from page 27 
runner’s kick. This is his only chance; if 
he waits too long, his chance to win van¬ 
ishes. 
Allison’s surge, which drew a gasp that 
seemed to put fans and runners alike in a 
similar state of oxygen debt, was decisive. 
Easter couldn’t cover ihe move, and 
Allison eked out a one second victory. It 
was a finish more becoming of a 400 meter 
sprint than an 8K cross-country race. 
“He definitely had the upper hand when 
he put that move on me,” Easter recalled. 
“That was when the race was over." 
While that may have been the case, it 
didn’t seem so to those watching. 
“Justin almost came back on him at the 
end,” said Fereshetian. “He just ran out 
of room (to catch him).” 
Easter’s scintillating finish was only 
one of many highlights for the Bobcats. 
Sophomore Malcolm Gray finished an im¬ 
pressive seventh overall, garnering All- 
State honors. 
“He was in eighth place with three- 
quarters of a mile left to go,’’said 
Fereshetian. “A Colby guy was right in 
front of him. He (Gray) got away from him 
pretty good.” 
Following Gray for the Bobcats were 
Steve Mague, Ben Bruce, and Erik 
Knackmuhs. 
Filling out the varsity seven were An¬ 
drew Philpott and Trent Lierman. 
Afterwards, Fereshetian was candid in 
his assessment of the day and of his team: 
“I wish we had more weapons than we do,” 
he said, perhaps alluding to the gradua¬ 
tion of last year’s key runners. “But we 
ran well today. The kids we have out there 
are working real hard.” 
“I’m real proud of them. We got a group 
of guys that have a bond and a commit¬ 
ment. That really will pay some dividends 
for us later.” 
Women’s Tennis Unable 
To Solve NESCAC Powers 
At The Crossroads 
Of Law And Sport: 
The McSorely Case 
By PAUL ZINN 
Sports Editor 
Playing against some of their toughest com- 
petition of the 2000 season, the women’s ten¬ 
nis team was unable 
to win a match over 
the past week against 
NESCAC powers 
Colby, Trinity, and the 
number one team in 
the country Amherst. With the losses, the Bob¬ 
cats slip under the .500 mark at 3-5, and will 
need wins at M.I.T. 
and home against 
Bowdoin if they are to 
end the fall season 
with as many wins as 
“Both Trinity and Amherst are good,” com¬ 
mented Crystal Arpei. “It’s tough to play the 
number one school in 
- the country for NCAA 
Amherst 9 Division III, but it was 
Bates 0 probably the most 
exhilerating match 
I’ve every played. 
“We try to play our best for every match 
but it’s kind of fun to be up against the chal¬ 
lenge of fast and heavy shots coming back 
across the net with practically every return. 
It makes you dig even deeper inside to hit a 
good shot because just getting it back isn’t 
good enough. The scores in the games were 
closer than they appear, but it was tough, fun, 
and a learning experience. 
The weekends’ results aren’t characteris¬ 
tic of what the Bobcats have shown this sea¬ 
son, as they have been competitive in most 
matches this season. In playing Trinity and 
especially Amherst, Bates basically ran into a 
brick wall. 
Against CBB opponent and arch-rival Colby 
on Tuesday, Bates lost 5-2. Then, playing 
against Amherst and Trinity as part of the 
dedication of the John Wallach Tennis Facil¬ 
ity, the Bobcats lost both matches 9-0. 
In the Colby match, Bates won one of the 
three doubles spots as the number one team 
of Suzanne Daly and Jenn Russo defeated Britt 
Palmedo and Jennifer Grace 8-5. Mary Dorman 
Trjnity 9 
Bates 0 
they have losses. 
Colby 5 
Bates 2 
and Talbott Randall were 8-5 losers at num¬ 
ber two, while senior Eliza Scott and Kim 
Hoffman were defeated b y the same margin 
at number three. 
The same happened at singles, with the 
Bobcats obtaining one point. Dorman, playing 
at number three, was the winner, knocking off 
Caren Harris 7-6,1-6,7-6 in dramatic fashion. 
Scott was defeated by Grace at fourth singles 
6-1, 6-4. At number five, Colby’s Sabina War¬ 
ren bested Randall 6-4, 6-0, and at the sixth 
spot Bates’ Caroline Renyi fell short of Emily 
Walker by scores of 6-3,6-1. 
The first two singles matches weren’t 
played because the White Mules only needed 
the first seven matches to clinch a victory over 
the Bobcats. 
In being shutout by a very strong Trinity 
team on Saturday, the Bobcats were unable to 
take a set at either doubles or singles. 
In doubles, Daly and Russo came the clos¬ 
est to obtaining a point for the Bobcats, losing 
8-6 to Trinity’s Courtney Sargeant and 
Rebekah Mate. Meanwhile, Dorman and se¬ 
nior Crystal Arpei were 8-2 losers against Olga 
Bogatyrengo, while Scott and Randall lost 8-1 
to Diana Goldman and Karen Huebner. 
The Bantams were just as dominant in 
singles, winning each match against the likes 
of .Daly (6-3, 6-1), Russo, Dorman (6-2, 6-1), 
Arpei (6-3,6-0), Scott, and Randall (6-2,6-2). 
The result did not get any better Sunday 
against a powerful Amherst team, as the Bob¬ 
cats were once again unable to take a set. 
Number one singles player Jamie Cohen 
defeated Daly 6-2,6-2, while Dorman lost 6-2, 
6-0 to Carolyn Pastel at number two. The Lord 
Jeffs would follow suit from there, winning the 
next four singles matches easily. 
In doubles, Cohen teamed with Paige 
Lawrence to defeat Daly and Dorman 8-3. 
Meanwhile, Arpei and Randall were unable to 
take a game against Heather Cole and 
Stephanie. The same was true of Scott and 
Hoffman, who lost 8-0 to the number three 
doubles team of Burke and Carolyn Pastel. 
Bates travels to M.I.T. on Saturday, with a| 
home match against Bowdoin to follow on 
Monday. Then on the weekend, the Bobcats 
will close their season at the annual New En¬ 
gland Championships. 
GENE's CORNER STORE 
Open 24 Hours 
Eat in or Take out 
784-4750 
99<t egg muffin(reg $1.75) 
w/coupon 
By JAMES PEYSTER 
Sports Columnist 
On Friday in Vancouver, British Colum¬ 
bia, a man was found guilty of assault with a 
weapon for hitting another man on the side 
of the head with a wooden, club-like object. 
The victim of the crime suffered a concus¬ 
sion, a minor head laceration and required 
brief hospitalization. In response, a Cana¬ 
dian judge issued a 18-month probation sen¬ 
tence to the attacker - a relatively light pun¬ 
ishment for such a crime. 
Certainly, these facts are not particularly 
noteworthy. These minor incidents happen 
all the time, and one might think that such a 
ruling would have little significance to any¬ 
one other than the victim and the perpetra¬ 
tor. 
However, when you add that the attacker 
was veteran National Hockey League 
defenseman Marty McSorley, the wooden 
weapon that did the damage was a hockey 
stick, and that the incident in question took 
place during the closing moments of a regu¬ 
lar season NHL game between the Boston 
Bruins and the Vancouver Canucks, this case 
takes on far greater presidential weight and 
forces the sports world to ask itself some 
tough questions. 
Does the law have a place in sports? It 
sounds like a rhetorical question because the 
law seemingly has a place in every sector of 
North America. However, the core elements 
of many sports directly conflict with basic 
laws. 
Boxing is an obvious example of excused 
assault. With the proper licenses, anyone can 
promote or participate in fights in which 
people could be and often are, injured. Few 
would claim that the winner of an average 
boxing match should be hauled in to jail on 
assault charges. 
More on point, brawls, although frowned 
upon, are an undeniable part of other sports 
like baseball, basketball and most certainly, 
hockey. When these fights occur, they occur 
outside the established rules of the game. 
Whereas a right jab in boxing is a part of the 
game, an upper-cut in a hockey fight can at 
best be seen as excused by an unwritten 
code. These fights are against the rules and 
thus often result in disciplinary action by 
league officials. 
Additionally, in sports like hockey or foot¬ 
ball where hard contact is a fundamental 
aspect of the game, there are dozens of inci¬ 
dents during the course of each game where 
seemingly dirty hits go unpenalized. Most, if 
not all of these actions would fall both out¬ 
side the rules of the game as well as under 
the letter of the assault statue. Yet, these 
“crimes” go unprosecuted and nobody seems 
to mind. So why did Marty McSorley’s slash 
to Donald Brashear’s head find its way to a 
court room this week? Many have argued that 
the severity of the injuries and the seeming 
viciousness of the hit merited stiffer penal¬ 
ties than just the suspension and fine that 
the internal NHL disciplinary committee 
could hand out. However, I for one, do not 
accept this reasoning at face value. 
If Brashear’s back had hit the ice instead 
of his head, this case would never have seen 
the light of a court room. The fact is, if 
Brashear had not been hurt by the incident, 
the slash to the helmet would have been ex¬ 
plained away as a the kind of dirty hit that 
sometimes happens in a rough game. 
However, because of the injuries, this act 
somehow has come to be viewed as more 
worthy of penalty than others. While this may 
make sense to some, we must recognize that 
the law has no room for subjective applica¬ 
tion. The result of the act should not be the 
determinate for whether that act was legally 
reprehensible versus just dirty 
If McSorley’s slash meets the definition 
of assault, then he, as well as the public, 
continued on page 22 
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Galt, Gear, 
and Tears 
By ANDY STANTON 
Sports Columnist 
Last week the Bates community became 
Acquainted with the alternative publication, 
The John Galt Press. I enjoyed many of the 
articles, and found them to be well-informed 
and supported by 
appropriately cited 
facts. However, I 
must take issue with 
one of the articles, 
that which dealt 
with “gear” in 
sports. I want to 
share a personal 
story with you this 
week—a story of a 
man, his bike, his 
grandpa, and his 
gear. It is a strange intersection of product 
value and the value of human life; a clear 
demonstration that gear can, and does, rise 
above the fray of capitalism to accomplish 
something more for humanity. 
Peter Groblewski is the President of the 
Bates College Cycling Team. He loves his 
bikes, and he has spent over 4,500 dollars on 
the sport that he enjoys so much. Peter loves 
gear—plain and simple. 
Pete has arm warmers, spandex, biking 
shoes, biking socks, biking sunglasses, vi¬ 
sors, and every other kind of biking apparel 
on the market. He has a mountain bike, a 
road bike, and a fixed-gear bike. Pete has 
deep dish carbon fiber rims laced with tita¬ 
nium double-butted spokes—but only for his 
racingwheels. He has crab gloves, which are 
a composite of mittens and regular gloves. 
They enable Pete to maintain maximum 
warmth in his hands while still allowing him 
the mobility to use his breaks and gear 
shifter. Pete eats power bars. He has an er¬ 
gonomically designed seat that prevents ste¬ 
rility from too much riding. In the winter, Pete 
puts his bike on rollers, a product that looks 
like a treadmill, and he rides his bike indoors. 
He has biking magazines, and he reads them. 
Often. 
The John Galt Press poo-pooed such ex¬ 
penditures as the shameless worship at the 
temple of capitalism. Pete would call it some¬ 
thing else. Pete couldn’t have become the 
gear-head he is without help. As his grand¬ 
father lay in the hospital, Pete pondered his 
future-in cycling. He needed gear, and get¬ 
ting gear takes money. Pete had no money. 
He was once a paper boy, but that income 
would not suffice to pay off the debts incurred 
by purchasing deep dish carbon fiber rims 
laced3jj$h double-butted titanium spokes— 
let’s geireal. So Pete made a tough decision. 
He sokfljis grandad’s kidney. 
Suiffe.’fte didn’t get Grandpa’s consent, but 
Pete kaewwhat Pop-pop would have wanted. 
Pete’s.grandfather had always encouraged 
him td st^ve for success on the playing fields. 
Pete kn*rw that gear would give him the edge. 
Oifjmp-pop’s death-bed, Pete received a 
touchjllnfift. Pop-pop reached across the bed 
and haggled Pete a cardboard cylinder. Inside 
of thaif«ylinder was a poster of Lance 
Armste^ng, testicular cancer survivor and 
winnq^the 1999 and 2000 Tour De France. 
The caption read, “Impossibility Defeated.” 
Said Ptete,“I got choked up. Pop-pop made this 
all possible for me. Every time I win a race, 
or shdKfg ihy legs for a competition, or put on 
my crab gloves, I think of him.” 
Gear js not a needless mark of consump¬ 
tion-driven hedonism. Peter Groblewski and 
his grandpa show us gear is something more. 
It can be the tie that binds in a family, it can 
inspire millions, and it can allow for maxi¬ 
mum warmth while still providing mobility 
needed to operate brakes and gear shifters. 
1 don’t have to say anything more to Galt— 
Pete said it all, as he cruised across the fin¬ 
ish line into the sunset on a gorgeous fall day. 
A single tear ran down his cheek and was 
dried by the wind. ‘Thanks, Pop-pop. 
Thanks.” 
Volleyball 3-1 In NESCAC Quad At Colby 
The Bobcats revenge a loss to Middlebury in last weekend’s Bates Invitational but 
lose to Williams in five games in their third match of the quad. 
By AMANDA BECK 
Staff Writer 
The Bates Volleyball team extended 
their winning record this season by going 
3-1 in last weekend’s NESCAC Quad meet 
at Colby, the second 
quad meet of the 
season. 
On Friday 
evening, Bates 
opened up against 
Colby. In front of an energized crowd, the 
Bobcats defeated the White Mules in 5 
games, 15-3, 3-15, 9-15, 15-12, and 15-12. 
First-year outside hitter Liz Wanless led 
the Bobcats’ offense with 25 kills and jun¬ 
ior co-captain and outside hitter Lauren 
Fennessey added 18 kills. Senior setter 
and co-captain Kate Hagstrom had 5 kills 
and 58 assists in the match, while senior 
middle hitter Mandy Webb contributed 10 
kills. 
On defense, senior outside hitter 
Kristina Godek had 15 digs for the Bob¬ 
cats, Wanless had 12, and Hagstrom 
chipped in with 9. 
The Bobcats returned to action on Sat¬ 
urday morning against Hamilton with a 
convincing 4 game win, 15-4,4-15,15-5 and 
15-4. Hagstrom led the Bobcats with 43 as¬ 
sists, 13 digs and 7 kills. Fennessey added 
11 kills and 12 digs, Webb chipped in with 
9 kills and 2 blocks, and Wanless had 15 
kills for the Bobcats. First-year setter/ 
outside hitter Emily Tomchin also aided on 
defense, coming up with 10 digs for Bates. 
Next, Bates faced Williams, and was de¬ 
feated in 5 games, 15-12, 11-15, 15-13, 2- 
15, and 12-15. Fennessey shined for the 
Bobcats with 20 kills and 19 digs, and 
Hagstrom contributed 50 assists ,a«4 14 
digs. Wanless chipped in with 23 kills and 
3 service aces, Webb had 11 kills and 12 
digs and Tomchin added 11 digs in the loss. 
Bates finished the day with a five-game 
win over Middlebury, a team the Bobcats 
lost to last weekend at the Bates Invita¬ 
tional Tournament. 
“What really impressed me about our 
team is that we were able to stay focused 
during long matches and come back from 
some slumps to win,” said Hagstrom, “We 
have an incredible amount of skill on our 
team, but we need to work on consistency.” 
The Middlebury win was important to 
Bates overall standings in the NESCAC, 
which determines team seeding in the 
NESCAC tournament at the conclusion of 
the season. 
“It was a great way to end the week¬ 
end,” said Head Coach Jen Bowman, “We 
didn’t play that well against Williams, es¬ 
pecially in the fourth game. We gave them 
9 points off our errors. But, we played re¬ 
ally well against Middlebury, and we were 
able to avenge last weekend’s loss to them, 
which was really important to us.” 
“I feel that this weekend was a very eye¬ 
opening experience for our team,” said 
Fennessey, “We saw a lot of things that we 
need to improve on and work on to pre¬ 
pare for next weekend [at Connecticut 
College], so we have an important week 
of practice ahead of us. I think that we 
need to ‘talk with our play’ as Coach Bow¬ 
man always says." 
Bates 3-1 
In Colby Quad 
Massachusetts is looking for outstanding 
individuals to TEACH in our public schools. 
The Time is Now to Make a Difference! 
Teach in Massachusetts 
♦ $ 20,000 Signing Bonus 
♦ Summer training and certification 
♦ Job placement assistance 
♦ Mentoring and support 
All Majors Welcome! 
(Math, Science, and Foreign Language encouraged) 
Current Seniors • Grad Students • Mid-Career Professionals 
Information Session 
Thursday, October 12 • 6:30pm 
Office of Career Services 
Massachusetts Signing Bonus Program for New Teachers 
Apply online at: www.doe.mass.edu/tqe 
For questions call: 781.338.3231 
Schedule of Events 
1. Women’s Soccer vs. Wesleyan 11 a.m.; 2. Field Hockey vs. Wesleyan 12 p.m.; 3. 
Men’s Rugby vs. Colby 12 p.m.; 4. Football vs. Wesleyan 1 p.m.; 5. Men’s Soccer vs. 
Wesleyan 2 p.m. 4. Men’s Soccer vs. Middlebury 12 p.m.; 6. Women’s Rugby vs. Colby 
2:30 p.m._ 
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Men’s CC 
Takes Third 
At States 
By JESSE TISCH 
Staff Writer 
So what if it was just a college cross- 
country meet? A Bates victory would have 
been on par with the greatest sports up¬ 
sets of all time: the 
U.S. hockey team’s 
victory against the 
Soviet Union in 
1980, the Soviets’ 
victory over the 
United States basketball team in the 1972 
Olympic basketball gold medal game, or 
about any shocker that left an announcer’s 
voice scratchy and many a fan’s spine tin¬ 
gling for days afterwards. 
But as lovers often lament, it was sim¬ 
ply not meant to be. The Bates Men’s Cross 
Country team went into Saturday’s State 
Meet as four-time defending state cham¬ 
pions. They emerged with an admirable 
third place finish, having been dethroned 
by a heavily favored Bowdoin squad and 
an increasingly formidable group from 
USM. The final tally was Bowdoin in first 
place with 40 points, followed by USM, who 
finished in second with 45 points. Bates 
took third with 73 points, just ahead of in¬ 
state rival Colby, who had 75 points. 
Justin Easter was Bates swiftest fin¬ 
isher. His time of 26:20 was impressive for 
a challenging course that didn’t prove con¬ 
ducive to fast times. Easter, the Renais¬ 
sance athlete known for his prowess over 
grass, snow, and synthetic rubberized 
ovals, seemed a viable threat to win his 
first State Meet title. Intent on spoiling 
Easter’s day was Bowdoin’s Steve Allison, 
a juggernaut in his own right and the Po¬ 
lar Bears’ top harrier. 
For most of the race, Easter and Allison 
ran side by side like Siamese twins ad¬ 
joined at the hip. It was a freak splicing of 
DNA that caused one to be wearing the 
black and maroon of Bates and the other 
to be clad in the black and white of 
Bowdoin. They were a study in contrasts: 
the solidly built Easter, looking as if he 
could fell a tree with his hands, pinned 
against the ectomorphic Allison, looking 
frail enough to be carried away by a strong 
gust of wind. It was a duel that conjured 
images of the recently run Olympic men’s 
10K, a battle of pride between two runners 
from the world’s most formidable distance 
powers. After six miles of guessing and 
waiting, Ethiopia’s barrel-chested Haile 
Gebrselassie and Kenya’s spindly Paul 
Tergat kicked wildly for the finish. 
This battle between Easter and Allison, 
which took place through fields that at 
times resembled the African savannah, 
was eerily similar. Spectators at Sydney’s 
Olympic Stadium and Waterville’s Colby 
College might have described the same 
scene: two runners, having together left 
the pack far behind, conceding nothing to 
one another en route to the finish. 
Easter and Allison dueled the entire 
race until about 600 meters remained. 
Then Allison, who narrowly missed All- 
American status at last year’s cross-coun¬ 
try nationals, wisely surged away from 
Easter and started his sprint towards the 
tape. 
The early move was portentious; Eas¬ 
ter is a former Maine state mile champion, 
and any true cross country specialist 
knows better than to fool with the kick of 
a miler. Often, a runner will attempt to 
compensate for lack of leg speed through 
a strategy known as “keeping a race hon¬ 
est.” 
To do this, he’ll push the pace early in 
order to remove the sting from a faster 
continued on page 25 
#1 Williams Hangs On To 
Defeat Men’s Soccer, 3-2 
Noah Sabich takes on a Williams defender. Asad Butt/Tlie Bates Student 
By SEAN HURLEY 
Staff Writer 
The valiant toughness that characterizes 
Bates soccer surpassed another level on Sat¬ 
urday with an incredibly hard-fought 3-2 loss 
to the #1 team in the 
land, Williams. The 
Bobcats (4-4, 1-3) 
also dominated USM, 
2-0, earlier in the 
week behind a 19-1 
shot advantage. 
Even after losing junior midfielder Drew 
Weymouth to his second yellow card less than 
twenty minutes into 
the Williams game 
and without injured 
captain Chris 
Sporcic, Bates was 
the only team to play 
the star-laden Ephs to less than three goals 
this year. 
“I was disappointed by the fact that we 
were put a man down so early, but our guys 
responded extremely well. To go out and win 
the second half when you’re a man down; I’m 
extremely proud of our guys”, said coach 
George Purgavie. 
The Ephs (9-0,6-0) came in flyingwith the 
leading goal-scorer in the NESCAC, Alex 
Blake, scoring in the 4th minute from 6 yards 
out. In the 11th minute there was some con¬ 
tact close to the net and a Williams penalty 
led to a free Bates kick about five yards in 
front of the net. Sophomore Michael Masi 
tapped a beautiful pass to the team’s super- 
star, Brian Luoma, who tucked the ball won¬ 
derfully into the left end of the goal for his 
third goal of the season. Tie game. Soon af¬ 
ter, however, Weymouth picked up his sec¬ 
ond yellow card on some extremely question¬ 
able refereeing, sending the Bobcats to play 
a man down for the remainder of the game. 
Blake struck again 13 minutes later as he 
turned and shot a bullet into the left end of 
the goal. Ten minutes later Williams scored 
the eventual game-winner as a mad scramble 
in front of the goal led to a loose ball put in 
from 15 feet. 
That was all for the Ephs as they were 
unable to score more than three goals for 
only the second time this season as the ag¬ 
gressive, swarming defense of Walter Shicko, 
Dan LaPenta, Jeff Critchlow, captain Mark 
Warner, and Eric Folkemer kept Williams’ 
high-powered offense at bay. 
All-New England goalie Dan Spector mak¬ 
ing 11 saves in the effort - including a spec¬ 
tacular, diving midair stop on a Blake shot 
in the first half - thought his team responded 
well, “It was very impressive. 3-1 is a tough 
deficit to be down, but we knew we were play¬ 
ing well enough to come back.” 
Senior captain Bryan Stevens almost 
made it a one-goal game at halftime as he 
whirled and spun a shot off the post with just 
five minutes remaining. The second half saw 
a Bates team that attacked every loose ball 
and played for their lives as Purgavie kept 
his troops fresh because of the situation of 
having to make up for being down a man. 
“Our guys really showed their mettle in 
the second half. Our reserves went out and 
played hard, and I think the second half was 
some really good soccer for us”, said 
Purgavie. 
The hard work led to an opportunity with 
about 15 minutes left when Williams was 
called for a foul in the box as a Bobcat was 
taken down hard when he went up for a wind¬ 
mill shot. The ensuing penalty kick was con¬ 
verted by Stevens for his fourth goal of the 
season and a one-goal game. The Bobcats 
late efforts were stifled repeatedly as the 
Ephs held on for their smallest margin of vic¬ 
tory this season. 
“They have a lot of superstars up front, 
but they’re pretty beatable in back. If we see 
them again we’ll capitalize on that”, said 
Spector when asked about the possibility of 
a Williams rematch during the upcoming 
NESCAC tournament. 
It appears that even with the loss, Bates 
still has the best opportunity of any team in 
the NESCAC to upset the Ephs in the league 
tourney this season. 
In earlier action last week, Bates defeated 
USM (3-8-1,0-2) at home behind blasts from 
Shicko and sophomore Josh Myer. The Bob¬ 
cats 18-shot advantage highlighted a domi¬ 
nating effort which saw Masi get his second 
and third assists of the week and Spector 
only having to record one save with his 
defense’s third shutout of the season. 
This brings up a huge week for the team 
as they travel to the University of New En¬ 
gland on Wednesday and then have Wesleyan 
and Middlebury at home on Parent’s Week¬ 
end. A chance to even-up their NESCAC 
record and improve their standing for the 
conference tournament looms large and the 
great fan support next weekend should help. 
Men’s Crew Wins CBB V-8 Race 
Women improve on time but still lose to Colby 
By ASAD BUTT 
Editor-In-Chief 
The Bates Crew headed to Colby last 
Sunday to compete in the annual CBB 
Championships. As returning winners, 
the crews were hoping to repeat their 
performance of last year and improve on 
their performances last weekend at the 
Head of the Textiles Regatta. 
The men arrived in Waterville confi¬ 
dent from their performance a week ear¬ 
lier. Knowing that Colby is one of tough¬ 
est teams they will face, the men “had 
hoped to fight it out with Colby and not 
give them an easy win,” says sophomore 
Peter Mertz. 
The men’s team had a stellar perfor¬ 
mance as the varsity boat finished 
slightly ahead of Colby’s eight. Their fi¬ 
nal time for the 4k race was 13:01, with 
Colby eight seconds behind. Though 
Bates disposed of Colby easily the week 
before, 
“Colby was a little faster this week 
and they might have had a home course 
advantage,” said captain Andrew 
Iappini. “But we still showed them how 
its done.” 
According to Laura Campbell, cox¬ 
swain for the men’s team, “it was a great 
race...The eight guys in my boat really 
live up to expectations when it comes 
down to race time....It was great to 
achieve victory in any race, but beating 
Colby makes it so much sweeter!” 
The next challenge for the crews is 
the New Hampshire Championships. 
They will face tough competition, but 
according to Campbell, “as long as we 
maintain our focus on being consistent 
and powerful we will be successful!!!” 
Though the women’s team did not 
win, they had vast improvements com¬ 
pared to their last race. 
“We improved a lot from last week at 
the Textile, the intensity of the race was 
really high,” said Anna Felton, a rower 
in the A boat. “And everyone was really 
concentrating and pulling really hard.” 
The women’s crew lost to Colby by 
only 13 seconds. This was a drastic im¬ 
provement from last week’s race when 
the team lost by over a minute to the 
White Mules. 
“This race gives us an idea of what 
we can do to move forward for the rest 
of the season. We know what can hap¬ 
pen in a week’s time and where we can 
go if we really put our minds to it,” said 
rower Laura Allen 
According to Kate Strum, “This week¬ 
end sets us up really well for the rest of 
the fall. We will only get stronger and 
more experience in head races.” 
Expectations for the upcoming race 
at the New Hampshire Championships 
run high as the crews are hoping to im¬ 
prove even more on their phenomenal 
times of the past few weeks. Both crews 
have the ultimate goal of performing 
well at the Head of the Charles. 
Captain Kristain Bodek put it in per¬ 
spective, saying in order to be the top 
crew in our events, like the Charles, we 
need to be able to row well at a high 
rating...so that’s what we hope to ac¬ 
complish in the remaining practices be¬ 
fore the race!” 
Congratulations to the 
Bobcat 
of the 
Week: 
Alex Macdonald 
Men’s Tennis Sportsweek 
Inside Sports: 
Field Hockey nearly upsets Williams. 
Page 23 
Easter takes second place as Men’s 
Cross Country takes third place in 
the Maine State Championships. 
Page 27 
Men’s Crew has a good performance. 
Page 27 
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Football Falls Just Short Against Williams, 17-14 
By BILLY HART 
Staff Writer 
The tale of tough luck continues for the 
Bates College Football team. A week after 
falling to Tufts 12-10, Bates (0-3) dropped 
another heart- 
more week. 
“We just need to continue to focus and 
work hard in practice,” said disappointed 
head coach Mark Harriman. 
In the early going defense was the name 
of the game, as neither team could mount a 
serious scoring threat. The Bobcat defense, 
led by sophomore Ben Johnson, turned in an¬ 
other huge performance. Johnson registered 
13 tackles and 2 sacks, both team highs. 
The Bates secondary was also tough, giv¬ 
ing up only 69 yards passing. First-year line¬ 
backer Pat Foley, who had his first collegiate 
interception against Tufts, picked off two 
more passes. The Bates offense struggles 
early in the first half as the Ephs defense 
stacked the line against sensational sopho¬ 
more running back Sean Atkins (80 yards 
rushing). 
“Yeah it’s frustrating not breaking open,” 
said Atkins “but you just have to keep run¬ 
ning hard every play and good things will 
happen.” 
It took a little razzle-dazzle to get the 
Bobcat offense jump-started. “Gadget plays 
are great,” commented Harriman, “but we 
need more consistency on offense.” 
Trailing 7-0 midway through the third 
period, Bates faced a fourth-and-one situa¬ 
tion. Harriman, aggressively, called for a 
fake, and the Bobcats executed it to a “T.” 
Senior tight end Brian Mulready took the 
direct snap and rumbled 30 yards for the first 
Sean Atkins shrugs off a would-be tackier in the Bobcats loss to Williams Saturday. Asad Butt/The Bates student 
down. A few plays later sophomore quarter¬ 
back Steve Barry (11-23 1TD) threw is first 
career touchdown pass to Ethan Dolleman. 
The play was a pass to Mulready, but he 
fumbled at the goal line and Dolleman 
pounced on a rare scoring opportunity. A 
Rejean Guerriero extra point tied the game 
at 7-7. 
The Bobcats kept the momentum going on 
their next possession, marching down the 
field swiftly behind first-year wideout Rob 
Mcguire (4 catches 32 yards) and Atkins. 
Senior fullback Jason Place, who made the 
play of the day punting a bad snap in the first 
half, scored from 7-yards out. Guerriero put 
the Bobcats ahead 14-7. 
The lead would be short-lived. Williams 
utilized the game’s longest drive, wearing on 
a fatigued Bates defense, and tied the score 
at 14-14 on a David Kingsley run. Bates had 
a final possession, but opted to let time run 
out and play for overtime. 
In the extra session Bates gained the first 
offensive possession and set up Guerriero for 
a thirty-yard field goal try. However a slow 
snap and a good push from the Williams de¬ 
fense never gave the kick a chance as it was 
blocked. Williams struggled moving the ball 
against the Bates defense on its possession, 
but Robert Kaufman was able to knock home 
a 27-yard field goal, which proved to be the 
game winner. 
"Although we are 0-3 we have improved 
tremendously each week and are now ready 
to break through,” said Harriman after the 
game. Bates hosts a rebuilding Wesleyan 
squad this Saturday on Parents and Back to 
Bates weekend. The Cardinals come in off a 
loss to Colby. 
breaker to Will- 
iams(2-l), 17-14, in 
overtime. Once again 
Bates played them¬ 
selves into a position 
to win the game, but the Ephs, who have 
never lost to Bates in football, kept the Bob¬ 
cats out of the win column for at least one 
Williams 17 
Bates 74 
Macdonald Wins Bates Invitational 
By MICHAEL CARRIGAN 
Associate Editor 
The men’s tennis team started off Bates’ first 
annual Wallach Tennis Invitational this past 
weekend with a bang. 
After the dedication ceremony for the new 
Wallach Tennis Center, the Bobcats took care of 
business. At the end of the first day of competi¬ 
tion, Batesies occupied three of eight quarterfinal 
spots, and by the end of the second day, sopho¬ 
more Alex Macdonald was crowned champion 
without losing a set in the entire tournament. 
“[Winning the tournament] was a great feel¬ 
ing,” commented Macdonald. “Mr. Wallach was 
an outstanding person and to win a tournament 
in his name is an honor.” 
Macdonald, seeded second in the tournament, 
steamrolled his way to the semifinals, losing only 
nine games in three matches. It was only in the 
semifinals that he met resistance. “The [semifi¬ 
nal] match was probably the toughest because I 
didn’t know what to expect,” commented 
Macdonald.” He started off hitting all his shots 
mid returning serve extremely well.” 
With time, however, Macdonald managed to 
wear down his opponent en route to a 6-4, 64 
straight sets victory “As I got into the match I 
began to figure out his weaknesses and pressure 
him into making mistakes,” he said. 
In the finals, Macdonald met Colby’s top 
player, whom he had defeated a week earlier at 
the HA Regional Tournament at MIT. Going into 
the match, he was confident. “I had played Owen 
Patrick before down at MIT,” said Macdonald, “so 
I knew what type of player he was and how to 
beat him.” 
Macdonald’s knew that to win the tourna¬ 
ment, all he had to do was play cleanly “I knew 
that I was a more consistent player than he was,” 
he noted, “so as long as I stayed focused and ag¬ 
gressive and didn’t give him many free points, I 
would have a good chance to win.” 
Macdonald executed well in the first set, 
quickly pulling away a 6-1 victory giving him the 
psychological edge. ‘After I won the first set, I 
had a lot of confidence going for me,” he said. “I 
sensed that, after the first set, he was starting to 
doubt his chances of winning.” 
Macdonald did not relent and quickly won the 
second set 6-3, claiming the tournament title. 
Senior Greg Norton and sophomore Brett 
Carty rounded out the rest of the Bates 
quarterfinal contingent. 
Norton, the tournament’s top seed, dispatched 
his first two opponents with relative ease. The 
only glitch was a fairly tight first set against a 
Brandeis opponent in the second round. “I was 
not playingvery clean tennis throughoutthe first 
set,” noted Norton, “By the start of the second, I 
was making fewer errors and managed to come 
through easily” 
Norton was only ousted when he met Carty 
in the quarterfinals. 
Carty noted for his crafty and relentless game, 
had managed to breeze through the first two 
rounds himself without losing a set. 
Against Norton, Carty fought hard to win a 
close first set in a tie-breaker. After that tight 
contest, Carty’s fighting mentality game him the 
edge. “Playing three matches in one day is tough,” 
commented Norton. “Brett hung tough and 
outlasted me.” Carty took the second set 6-1. 
Carty would go on to lose in straight sets in 
the semifinals to Colby’s number one player. 
Anthony Wins 
State Meet 
By STEVE HALLAS 
Staff Writer 
The Bates Women’s Cross Country team 
claimed third place last weekend at the State 
of Maine Championships at Colby College. 
They were able to 
place ahead of all 
other teams except 
Colby, who finished 
first and Bowdoin, 
who placed second. 
The hilly course at Colby was new to all 
but the seniors on the team; the team hasn’t 
raced on it for three years. 
Finishing first for the Bobcats again this 
weekend was sophomore Abigail Anthony, 
who finished in first place overall in a time 
of 18:34. 
Her amazing time was 6 seconds off the 
course record at Colby. The second place fin¬ 
isher was Colby runner Maria Menshing, who 
continued from page 22 
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